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Abstract 

Nanocellulose has been explored extensively in recent years as an 
adsorbent due to its promising performance in the removal of charged 
contaminants from water. In this thesis, various atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) techniques are used to understand the surface characteristics and 
specific interactions of nanocellulose with water contaminants (heavy 
metal ions and dyes) and nanoscale entities (Graphene Oxide (GO) and 
Graphene Oxide nanocolloids (nanoGO)), and explain the mechanisms 
related to adsorption, metal ion clustering, self-assembly and mechanical 
reinforcement. 

    AFM probes functionalised with microscale and nanoscale celluloses 
were used as colloidal probes to study specific surface interactions with 
heavy metal ions and dyes in the aqueous medium. This approach 
enabled quantitative measurements of the adhesion force between 
nanocellulose and the water pollutants under in situ conditions by direct 
or in-direct methods. Adhesion forces, including the piconewton range, 
were measured, and the forces depended on the surface groups present on 
the nanocellulose. 

    AFM imaging in dry and/or wet conditions was successfully used to 
investigate the adsorption, self-assembly, morphology and mechanical 
properties of nanocellulose and its bio-hybrids. The self-assembly, the 
metal nanolayer and the nanoclusters on the surface of nanocellulose and 
its biohybrids after adsorption were confirmed and explained by 
advanced microscopy, spectroscopy and computational modelling. 

    The adhesion and stiffness measurement of single nanocellulose fibers 
using in situ PeakForce Quantitative Nanomechanical (PF-QNM) 
characterization confirmed the adsorption of metal ions on the surface in 
the liquid medium. PF-QNM mapping of the freestanding biohybrid 
membranes also revealed the enhanced modulus of the biohybrid 
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membrane compared with the TEMPO(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-
oxylradical)-mediated oxidation nanofibers (TOCNF) membrane, which 
explained the hydrolytic stability and recyclability of these membranes. 

    The established methodology, which combines advanced microscopy 
with spectroscopy and modelling techniques, can be extended to other 
biobased macromolecular systems to investigate the adsorption behaviour 
and/or surface interactions in bio nanotechnology. 

Keywords: Atomic force microscopy, nanocellulose, water purification, 

surface interaction, biohybrids, self-assembly, metal ion clustering. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1  Background 
    Recent research activities have demonstrated the use of nanocellulose 
for the adsorption of heavy metal ions, 1-3  dyes, 4,5  microbes 6  and 
organic contaminants, 7,8 etc., from contaminated water, which were 
mainly driven by electrostatic interactions.9 It was reported that 
TEMPO(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxylradical)-mediated oxidation 
nanofibers (TOCNF) could adsorb radioactive U(II) ions up to 167 mg/g, 
which is 2-3 times higher than that achieved by traditional adsorbents. 10  
However, 1) the mechanisms of adsorption of contaminants to/from 
biobased nanoparticles, 2) nature of surface interactions between 
nanocellulose and water pollutants, and 3) the surface property changes 
due to adsorption at the micro, nano to molecular scale are largely 
unknown (Figure 1.1). It was therefore argued that 

• The gap in the fundamental knowledge regarding the surface 
interactions and surface properties of nanocellulose during water 
purification, should be bridged; 

• New microscopy and spectroscopy experimental methodologies 
should be developed to investigate the surface properties of 
nanocellulose due to the adsorption of water contaminants at the nano 
and molecular scale; and 

• A new approach of combining experimental and theoretical 
simulations may successfully predict the functionality and behaviour 
of nanocellulose during water purification. 

    AFM, which is a surface sensitive technique, was selected as the main 
tool to study surface interactions because it has the potential for advanced 
topographical imaging with micro to sub-nanometre resolution and force 
measurements with piconewton sensitivity both in air and liquid medium. 
Liquid phase AFM also opens the possibility for the in situ study of 
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adsorption in use conditions. The main challenges in liquid phase force 
measurements include: a) the development of functionalized probes with 
cellulose at the micro/ nanoscale; b) sample preparation for measurement 
in liquid, i.e., anchoring of nanoparticles and/or water pollutants on 
substrates; and c) the development of protocols for in situ measurements 
suitable for qualitative and quantitative comparison. The AFM results 
were further combined with other microscopy, spectroscopy and 
computational modelling investigation to validate the observations and 
results. 

Figure 1.1 The schematic background and the main problems of the work. 

1.2  Nanocellulose  

Cellulose is a polysaccharide consisting of linear chains of hundreds to 
thousands of β(1-4) D glucose units linked together with glycosidic 
bonds. It is an almost inexhaustible material, which can be isolated from 
nature, i.e., plant cell walls, bacteria, tunicates and fungi, etc., following a 
top-down method. 11 Figure 1.2 displays the schematic hierarchical 
structure of cellulose (wood as resource) from macro to nanoscale.  

    Mainly two types of nanocellulose, i.e., cellulose nanofiber (CNF) and 
cellulose nanocrystal (CNC), are isolated from cellulose sources. 
Cellulose nanofibers are processed by mechanical fibrillation, such as 
ultra-fine grinding, homogenization and ultra-sonication, and in some 
cases, pretreatment (enzymatic, chemical and mechanical ways) is 
performed to increase the fibrillation process and decrease the energy 
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consumption.12,13 The diameter of the CNF varies from a few nm to 100 
nm with the length from hundreds of nm to the micro scale depending on 
the source, pretreatments and production methods. 

Figure 1.2 The schematic hierarchical structure of wood: from macro to 
nanoscale. (Adapted from Ref. 14 with permission) 

    The crystalline part in CNF fibril is named the cellulose nanocrystal. 
It can be isolated from cellulose by acid hydrolysis. 15  The CNC exhibits 
higher stiffness and strength but has a lower aspect ratio than the CNF. 
The elastic modulus of the CNC could reach as high as 143 GPa. 16  
Typically, CNCs are thinner and shorter than CNFs, which also vary with 
the initial raw sources and the isolation conditions (the type, 
concentration, temperature of acid, etc.).  

    Most importantly, depending on the isolation methods and the 
chemical agents used in the production, negatively charged functional 
groups, such as carboxyl, sulphate, phosphate groups, are introduced onto 
the nanocellulose, which tend to adsorb positively charged water 
pollutants.1,17,18 In addition,  nanocellulose possess unique characteristics, 
such as a high surface  area (≈ 170 m2/g) and outstanding mechanical 
properties (Young’s modulus of 130-250 GPa, tensile strength of 0.8-10 
GPa) and antifouling properties. 19,20 Thus, due to the appealing 
biodegradability, biocompatibility and the easy surface modified multi-
functionality, cellulose is regarded as biocompatible and bioactive 
material, 21 which holds great potential for water treatment. 
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1.3  TEMPO cellulose nanofiber 

TEMPO(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxylradical)-mediated oxidation 
nanofibers are prepared from abundantly available wood biomass by the 
position-selective catalytic oxidation of C6 primary hydroxyls, 22,23  i.e., 
by TEMPO/NaBr/NaClO oxidation in water.25 The fiber slurry after 
oxidation could be disintegrated by homogenizer and converted to 
nanoscale individual cellulose fibrils with a nearly uniform lateral size of 
3-4 nm.23  

    Physically, TOCNFs possess unique and characteristic properties, such 
as a high aspect ratio (>100), high tensile strength (200−300 MPa), high 
crystallinity (65−95 %), high elastic modulus (6−7 GPa) and negative 
zeta-potential in water (−75 mV). 22,24  Chemically, TOCNFs have an 
active surface characterized by the presence of many carboxyl and 
hydroxyl moieties. 22  These are responsible for the outstanding 
adsorption capacity of TOCNF, which is actuated through the 
coordination and capture of heavy metal ions  25-27  and organic pollutants. 
28  By using TOCNF as a reaction template, Ifuku’s group found stable 
silver nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution and high density 
through ion interactions between the host carboxylate groups and the 
guest Ag(I) along the nanofibers. 29  Our recent studies showed that the 
adsorption capacity could even reach 374 mg/g of Cu(II) by in situ 
TEMPO-modified membranes; this value is much higher than many other 
biobased adsorbents (<100 mg/g). 18,30  The adsorption capacity together 
with the stable-network-forming capability of TOCNFs upon drying from 
the aqueous medium makes these materials excellent candidates for 
producing flat sheet membranes for the removal of water contaminants.  

1.4  Graphene oxide 

As an emerging material for novel separation membranes, Graphene 
oxide (GO) was reported as a “precise and ultrafast” transport medium 
for the selective permeation of ions and molecules in solutions. 31,32  
According to a report, the basal planes and edges of GO sheets were 
decorated with several oxygen-containing groups including epoxy, 
hydroxyl, and carboxyl groups, 33  providing them with functionalities, 
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34,35 such as hydrophilicity, high surface activity, and antifouling 
properties that are quite similar to TOCNF. The ions rejection/separation 
could be achieved by size exclusion, electrostatic interaction, and ion 
adsorption from stacked GO sheets (Figure 1.3). 36  The Young’s modulus 
of GO monolayers could reach as high as 207.6 GPa, which is favourable 
to produce freestanding membranes. 37,38  Graphene oxide nanocolloids 
(nanoGO), which have very similar chemical properties to GO, exhibit 
higher thickness and lower length than GO sheets. NanoGO usually act 
as a dispersing agent for insoluble materials (e.g., carbon nanotubes) in 
water and could create a stable colloidal dispersion. 39  

Figure 1.3 Schematic diagrams of GO membrane for ion separation. (Adapted 
from Ref. 36 with permission)  

    Mechanically strong and flexible nanocomposite membranes, 38  
microparticles, 40 and foams 41  produced by dispersing exfoliated GO into 
cellulose 42-44  have shown very good adsorption towards metal ions 41  
and dyes. 45  The porous structure with synergistic interaction between the 
biohybrids and the target ions are cited as the reason. Here, we explored 
the use of GO/ nanoGO in combination with TOCNF to produce a unique 
network biohybrids system with enhanced water flux and mechanical 
stability without compromising on adsorption properties.  
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1.5  Current technologies for probing nanocellulose for 
water purification 

Several qualitative and quantitative characterization methods are being 
routinely used to evaluate the adsorption behaviour of nanocellulose 
towards water contaminants. For example, the adsorption 
performance/capacity is detected by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical 
Emission (ICP-OES) and Ultraviolet Visible Spectroscopy (UV) towards 
metal ions and dyes, respectively. 1 The surface morphology changes at 
the macro to nanoscale due to adsorption are characterized by 
microscopy techniques, i.e., AFM 17 and Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM) 2 . The chemical bond changes due to adsorption can be revealed 
by Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and Raman 
spectroscopy at the molecular scale. 46  Wavelength Dispersive X-ray 
Spectroscopy (WDX) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) can 
be applied to analyse the surface elements of the materials. 2  In addition, 
the zeta potential, 17 specific surface area and crystallinity percentage, 2  
etc., which are related to the properties of nanocelluose and reactivity 
with pollutants are also routinely measured. Moreover, the water flux 
9,51,52 and mechanical properties, such as the tensile modulus, elongation 
at break, etc.,47,48 are utilized to investigate the properties of 
nanocellulose based membranes/ films. 

    However, none of the above characterization methods are suitable for 
probing the surface and interfacial interaction between nanocellulose and 
water pollutants directly and in in situ conditions. Therefore, we 
developed a force spectroscopy technique using cellulose functionalized 
colloidal probes to study the following: 1) the dynamic measurements of 
surface interactions between two nanoentities in aqueous medium and 2) 
the in situ measurement of the surface morphology and mechanical 
performance towards the adsorption of water pollutants at the micro and 
nanoscale. 

    Another option for demonstrating the surface interaction at the 
molecular scale is computational simulation. So far modelling has 
focused on the electronic structure of crystalline cellulose and a few 
examples of molecules interacting with crystal surfaces. 49,50  However, 
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the surface interaction study between nanocellulose and other entities in 
liquid medium have rarely been reported till now. Thus, computational 
modelling methods based on Density Function theory (DFT) and 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation were applied in our work.  

1.6  Atomic Force Microscopy 
 

1.6.1 Fundamentals of AFM 

Atomic force microscopy is a technique that has been extensively applied 
for advanced topographical imaging with micro to sub-nanometre 
resolution and with force measurements accuracy down to the 
piconewton level, 51,52  and has been regarded as a suitable tool for 
measuring interaction forces since its first introduction by G. Binnig. 53  
AFM can be applied to all materials – hard, soft, synthetic or natural, 
irrespective of opaqueness or conductivity, in air, liquid and in some 
cases even under vacuum, which has significantly broadened the 
applications. 54  Thus, AFM can provide new insights into the surface and 
interfacial interactions of different species, which is relevant in the fields 
of material science, nanotechnology and biology. 55  

    The main parts of AFM are the cantilever (a), laser source (b) photo 
detector (c) and sample (d) as is shown in Figure 1.4. Unlike optical or 
electron microscopes, AFM essentially uses the cantilever to ‘‘touch’’ 
and probe a surface. During scanning, the cantilever deflects due to 
interaction forces between the cantilever tip and the sample surface, 
which is tracked by the laser and reflected to the photodetector. 
Thereafter, the photodetector signal is processed to produce force curves 
and further interpreted to produce different property maps by built-in 
computer software. Two curves are generally collected, i.e., the approach 
(blue) and retract curves (red) (Figure 1.4). The nature of the interaction, 
i.e. whether repulsion or attraction is involved, can be seen in the 
approach curve. The retract curve, in most cases, displays the adhesion 
data. The raw data obtained from the force measurements are a plot of the 
cantilever deflection as a function of the sample position.  
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Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of the AFM principle and one cycle in the PF-
QNM technique. (Adapted from Ref. 56 with permission) 

    To analyse the interaction forces between surfaces, the raw data is 
converted to force-versus-distance curves (force curves). The force can 
be calculated according to Hooke’s law, as follows: 

F = k · x 

    where k is the spring constant (nN/nm) and x is the deflection of the 
cantilever (nm). Figure 1.4 is a sample of a force-separation plot 
illustrating the types of information that can be obtained. The force 
curves can be illustrated as follows: 57  

1) When the tip is far from the surface there is little or no force on the tip 
(point A, approach). The cantilever is pulled down towards the surface 
by attractive forces (usually van der Waals, electrostatics, or capillary 
forces) while the tip approaches the surface;  

2) The attractive forces overcome the stiffness of cantilever, and the tip 
is pulled to the surface (point B, attraction);  
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3) The tip then stays on the surface and the force increases until it 
reaches its up-most position at point C;  

4) The probe then starts to withdraw and the force decreases until it 
reaches a minimum at point D (adhesion);  

5) The point where the tip comes off the surface is called the pull-off 
point (point E, minimum force). After that, the force is very small or 
zero when the tip-sample separation is at its maximum.  

    There have been several measuring modes developed previously. The 
earliest is the contact mode, which was first developed in 1986 by Binnig 
and co-workers, 53 followed by the tapping mode, which emerged in 1993. 
58 The setpoint is kept constant in the Contact mode while the raster 
scans the tip and sample relative to each other. 57 The Contact mode has 
the inherent drawback that the lateral force exerted on the sample can be 
quite high, possibly resulting in sample damage or the displacement of 
relatively loosely attached objects. In the Tapping mode, the probe is 
vibrated near the resonant frequency of the cantilever during scanning. 
The tip only contacts the surface for a small percentage of the time, 
keeping the tapping force low and the lateral forces negligible. However, 
any lateral force that the tip exerts on the sample can cause the sample to 
tear, either causing the end of the tip to fracture and break off, or cause 
damage to both the tip and sample and increasing the contact area (the 
effective probe size) and reducing the resolution of the scan. There is an 
emerging mode, i.e., the Peak Force Tapping mode, 57 and under this 
mode, the probe and sample are intermittently brought together to contact 
the surface for a short period, which eliminates lateral forces. The Peak 
Force Tapping controls the maximum force (Peak Force) on the tip, 
which is unlike the tapping Mode where the feedback loop keeps the 
cantilever vibration amplitude constant. This allows the tip-sample 
contact area to be minimized and protects the tip and sample from 
damage. Some other special modes were also developed for different 
applications, 59 such as detecting electrical conductivity, magnetic 
properties, etc., but will not be discussed in this thesis. 
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1.6.2  Applications of AFM 

    Three types of data can be obtained from AFM: 1) topography imaging, 
2) force spectroscopy and 3) advanced characterization, particularly 
towards investigating mechanical properties (Figure 1.5). The images 
most often achieved are height, amplitude and phase images, which can 
essentially could be acquired by all the AFM modes (Figure 1.5A). The 
height and length of the particles and the surface roughness of the sample 
can be measured. The Three-Dimensional (3D)-rendered images can also 
be post processed based on the height numbers in each pixel by the 
analysis software, which can bring out features to view with en even 
greater factor. 54  

Figure 1.5 The main applications of AFM. 

    The second widely used application is force spectroscopy, which 
allows for the study of surface interactions. This technique is performed 
in contact mode, and the force curves collected show the interaction 
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between the ligand on the probe and the acceptor on the substrate. For 
this application, the probes are usually functionalized with particles or 
species at the micro, nano and even molecular scale, which is the key for 
force measurements. 60,61  The surface interactions could be recorded and 
interpreted by the force curves between two interacting surfaces (Figure 
1.5B). The force measured in air can be highly affected by humidity, 
leading to strong adhesion caused by the capillary force. To distinguish 
the nature of the force from a Vander Val force, hydrogen bonding, 
electrostatic force or other reasons, the capillary force must be 
significantly minimized. This force can be addressed by measuring in the 
liquid phase and, therefore, efforts are being put on investigating surfaces 
in aqueous environments, particularly for applications in biotechnology. 
Thus, measurement in a liquid is one of the outstanding techniques that 
separate AFM from other microscopy and spectroscopy techniques. We 
aimed to understand the nature and variations in interactions between 
charged water contaminants with nanocellulose and it is argued that these 
interactions can be better understood and interpreted using AFM 
measurements in a liquid medium.  

    Finally, owing to the newly developed PeakForce Quantitative 
NanoMechanical (PF-QNM) technique, 62  advanced characterization of 
adhesion, 63  modulus, 64,65  deformation, dissipation 66 and stiffness 67,68 
etc., up to eight maps could be simultaneously achieved at once which is 
powerful and saves time. (Figure 1.5C). 69  It is necessary to notice that 
precise calibration of the tip, including calibrating the spring constant, 
deflection sensitivity and tip radius, is quite important for quantitative 
measurements. All the above functions and applications were used in our 
studies and are reported in the appended papers.  

1.6.3 Colloidal probe technique 

The colloidal probe technique was developed based on the classic AFM 
force measurements using particles or molecules as the force sensor 
attached to the end of cantilever to probe surface interactions with 
various acceptors. It was first applied by Duker et al. in 1991, 51,70  and 
since then, it has become a well-established and predestined tool for the 
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study of colloidal interactions. 61  One key step for interfacial interaction 
studies is the functionalization of AFM probes. The quality/stability of 
the tips and the species modified on the tips are extremely critical for 
experiments. Generally, there are two methods for probe 
functionalization, i.e., the gluing (physical) and chemical 
functionalization methods, 61 which were applied in our work and are 
introduced in details in Method section 2.2.2. 

    Micro-sized particles, such as silica microspheres (Figure 1.6a) 70,71  
were first used as colloidal probes to investigate the adhesion force 
against the slide surfaces 71  and living cells, 72  the hydrophobicity on the 
sapphire surfaces, 73  etc. Gold, 74  copper, 75  polylactide particles 76  and 
microbubbles, 77 etc., were coated or modified on the probe cantilever to 
investigate the interfacial hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties or 
interactions with functional coatings. Nanoparticles such as sharp 
nanocrystal tetrapods 78  and carbon nanotubes, 79,80  and smaller 
molecules, 81,82  such as DNA, 83  antibodies 84  and other biomolecules, 
85,86  as well as affinity molecules 87  and tips with different functional 
groups 88  were also applied focusing on either high resolution imaging or 
surface interaction studies in bio-nanotechnology. Figure 1.6b-d shows 
examples of using sharp tip or functionalized cantilever with chemical 
groups and molecules for probing the surface properties and interactions 
with receptors. 

Figure 1.6 Examples of colloidal probes. a, the first silica microsphere 
functionalized on the cantilever; 70  b, AFM probing the surfaces of living cells in 
the imaging mode using the sharp tip; c, examples of imaging in the single 
molecular scale and colloidal probes functionalized with molecules and chemical 
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groups for surface interaction studies with substrates; d, examples of 
functionalized probes with chemical groups and biological molecules. 89  
(Adapted from Refs.70,89 with permission)  

    The first force measurement with cellulose using the colloidal probe 
technique was accomplished in 1997 and reported by Holmberg et al. 90  
A silica microsphere was selected as the colloidal probe to investigate the 
interactions with the cellulose surface in the presence of a highly charged 
cationic polyelectrolyte. Thereafter, cellulose microspheres with 
diameters in the range of 15–20 mm were prepared as the colloidal 
probes to study the surface forces between the two cellulose 
microspheres in cationic polyelectrolyte solutions, which were reported 
by the same group to understand the importance of these forces in 
papermaking. 91,92  The colloidal probe technique was also applied by the 
same team for direct measurements of non-ionic attraction and nanoscale 
lubrication in biomimetic composites in 2013. 93 Nanofibrillated cellulose 
coated on the hemispherical polydimethylsiloxane caps was used as the 
colloidal probe to study the adhesion towards flat wood biopolymer 
model surfaces. 94  The application of those reports were mostly focused 
on paper making and packaging but not for water purification. In addition, 
none of those reports used nanocellulose directly as colloidal probes with 
tip radius in nanoscale for surface interaction studies. Thus, we attempted 
to employ cellulose microspheres as well as nanocellulose as colloidal 
probes to investigate its interaction towards metal ions in different liquid 
environments. 
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1.7  Objectives 

The aim of this work is to investigate nanocellulose and its biohybrids for 
water purification by understanding their surface characteristics, 
adsorption capabilities, self-assembly and/or specific interactions with 
external entities such as heavy metal ions and dyes using advanced 
microscopy and spectroscopy techniques and computational simulation at 
the macro, micro, nano and molecular scale. The specific objectives are 
summarized as follows: 

• Develop AFM probe functionalization methods with cellulose micro 
and nanoparticles and evaluate the surface interactions between 
cellulose/ nanocellulose and water pollutants in a liquid medium using 
the force spectroscopy technique. 

• View and investigate the mechanical properties of nanostructures in 
air and liquid to understand the phenomenon of metal ions adsorption, 
clustering, self-assembly of nanocellulose and its biohybrids particles 
by AFM tapping, ScanAsyst and PF-QNM techniques.  

• Use advanced microscopy, spectroscopy and computational 
simulations synergistically with atomic force microscopy to gain a 
deeper understanding on the nanocellulose surface during the 
adsorption of charged pollutants. 

    A schematic overview of the content of this thesis, divided according 
to the appended papers, is displayed in Figure 1.7. 
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2. Experimental work 

2.1 Materials 

Spherical regenerated cellulose micro-beads, pure cellulose microspheres 
(CM), sulphate cellulose microspheres (SCM), and phosphate cellulose 
microspheres (PCM) were purchased from JNC Corporation, Japan. The 
ligand contents were 0, 0.9, and 5.0 % for CM, SCM and PCM, 
respectively. TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxylradical)-
mediated oxidation nanofibers prepared at lab scale, with carboxyl 
contents of 0.6, 1.0 and 1.2 mmol/g, were used. The cellulose 
nanocrystals were prepared via sulphuric acid hydrolysis following the 
procedure reported by Bondeson et al., and the sulphate group content 
was 0.5 mmol/g. 95 The GO suspensions (conc. 4 mg/mL) and nanoGO 
(conc. 2 mg/mL) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The 
morphologies of the TOCNF, CNC and GO are shown in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1 The main raw materials used in the study. TOCNF (a, b); CNC (c, d); 
GO sheets and nanoparticles (e-h).  
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    Other chemicals: Copper(II) sulphate pentahydrate, sodium hydroxide, 
and nitric acid (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) were all 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as received. Three-
component, solvent-free epoxy resin Araldite CY212 from Agar 
Scientific Corporation (U.K.) was used as the glue for AFM probe 
functionalization. Degassed Milli-Q water was used as a solvent and as a 
reference liquid in AFM measurements. Distilled water was used as the 
dispersion medium.  

2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy  

Figure 2.2 The three types of AFM with different applications and techniques 
used in the appended papers. (Figures reproduced from www.bruker.com) 

    The AFM equipment used in the work were all from Bruker, Santa 
Barbara, California, USA, including the Multimode 8, Dimension 
Fastscan and Dimension Icon. The morphology imaging, probe 
functionalization and force measurement techniques, in situ PF-QNM 
and liquid measurements were employed for the different experiments in 
the appended papers are shown in Figure 2.2. The samples suspension 
was either used the drop coating or spin coating methods anchored on the 
metal pug substrate and dried in air before the measurements were taken. 
The height, phase, and amplitude images were recorded by the tapping 
mode using standard TESPA-V2 silicon nitride tips (Bruker). The probes 
used for probe functionalization and force measurements are SNL-10 
(number B cantilever) under the contact mode. The height sensor and 
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peak force error images were recorded using the probe ScanAsyst-Air 
(Bruker) under the PeakForce tapping mode. Standard ScanAsyst-Fluid+ 
silicon nitride tips (Bruker, USA) were used for in situ liquid 
measurements under the PF-QNM mode. The mechanical properties, 
particularly the Derjaguin–Muller–Toporov (DMT) modulus of pure 
TOCNF and freestanding TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO 
membranes, were characterized under the PF-QNM mode. The probes 
were treated with UV Ozone cleaner (ProCleaner Plus) for 10-20 min 
beforehand following with calibration using built-in thermal tune 
methods.  

Figure 2.3 The set up for liquid measurements. a: the liquid cell with solution 
exchanging system on Multimode 8 AFM; b: liquid cell; c: liquid cell with inlet 

and outlet; d: the fluid holder with white protection circle mounted on the 
Dimension Icon scanner; e: the stage for liquid measurement for Dimension Icon 
AFM.  

    Two set ups for AFM measurements in a liquid medium were used in 
our study-with and without using a fluid cell. As shown in Figure 2.3a-c, 
a fluid cell with two outlets was connected to different solutions, which 
can be in situ exchanged without removing the samples and probes. For 
the case in Figure 2.3d-e, the liquid can be exchanged directly by using a 
liquid droplet and removed by tissue paper with liquid protection on the 
scanner.  
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2.2.2 Probe functionalization 

As mentioned earlier, the key step for interfacial interaction studies using 
colloidal probe technique is the functionalization of AFM probes. The 
quality of the tips on the probes (initially and during scanning) and 
proper functionalization are critical for carrying out the experiments. 
Generally, the gluing method has been extensively applied for micro size 
particles, 71 while chemical functionalization methods focus on smaller 
molecules, such as nanoparticles, DNA, antibodies and other 
biomolecules, etc. 72 

    Gluing Method: The gluing method was employed to attach the 
cellulose microsphere (CM, SCM and PCM), TOCNF and CNC onto the 
probes and has the following steps (Figure 2.4). Step 1: Control the AFM 
scanner in the contact mode with the force set-point (1nN), scan rate and 
scan size to 0, close to the glue (three-component solvent-free epoxy 
resin Araldite CY212) surface on mica and pick up the glue on the tip. 
Step 2: Control the glue tip to pick up the particles, which are loosely 
dispersed on the mica surface using the same approach procedure as 
described in step 1. The whole procedure was monitored through the 
optical microscope of AFM. Finally, the probes were checked using SEM 
to ensure that the probes were functionalized with the target materials. 

Figure 2.4 Scheme of the gluing method used for probe functionalization 
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    Chemical Functionalization Method: The chemical functionalization 
method is only used for nanoparticles and, in this work, nanocellulose- 
TOCNF and CNC. As shown in Figure 2.5, the probes were first placed 
in the AFM probe box and vapour deposited with APTES. Then, the 
TOCNF/CNC solution was dropped onto the probe and incubated for 5 
min. Finally, the probes were rinsed with MQ water to remove the 
unstable TOCNF/CNC. The probes were investigated using SEM prior to 
taking force measurements to ensure homogeneous tip functionalization. 

Figure 2.5 Scheme of the chemical method used for probe functionalization. 

2.2.3 Surface interaction studies based on force spectroscopy 

The surface interaction measurements mainly depend on the target 
species, i.e., whether it could be stably attached on the substrate. 
Therefore, we describe the surface interaction modes as direct and 
indirect methods, as shown below (Figure 2.6): 

Figure 2.6 Schematic overview of the AFM indirect and direct methods used in 
the appended papers. a: Surface interaction study of cellulose microspheres 
modified AFM probes towards Ag(I), indirect method; b: Surface interaction 
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study of nanocellulose modified AFM probes towards Cu(II), indirect method; c: 
Surface interaction study of nanocellulose modified AFM probes towards 
Victoria Blue B, direct method. 

    In the indirect method, there is no direct interaction between the 
cellulose and metal ions. The forces collected are due to the interaction 
between the cellulose modified probes and the mica surface. However, 
after adsorption, the metal ions were attached on the nanocellulose 
surface. Thus, the forces indirectly reflect the effects of adsorption on the 
interaction forces, which could help us investigate the adsorption 
behaviour due to different functional groups of cellulose and the 
environmental changes as pH, concentration, etc., (Figure 2.6a-b). In 
direct method, the nanocellulose modified probe directly interacts with 
the species anchored on the substrate (Figure 2.6c). Two sets of force 
measurements are reported in this thesis, as follows: 1) the force 
measurements between the cellulose microsphere probes and Ag(I) using 
the MultiMode 8 AFM (Paper I); and 2) the force measurements between 
the nanocellulose probes and Cu(II)/Victoria Blue B using the Dimension 
Icon AFM (Paper IV). The corresponding details are as follows:  

    Indirect method: The functionalized probe (with cellulose 
microspheres/ nanocellulose) was mounted on the MultiMode 8 AFM, 
which was equipped with a fluid cell (model MTFML) under the contact 
mode. MQ water was added, and at least 100 curves were collected. The 
water was then exchanged for Ag(I) or Cu(II) solution for metal 
adsorption for 5 min. Then, the solution was exchanged back to the MQ 
water by rinsing of the holder and sample adequately with MQ water to 
remove free metal ions. Then the force curves were collected with the 
same set up as in the beginning in the MQ water.  

    Direct method: In the direct method the forces collected are directly 
from the interaction between cellulose and water pollutants-dye in this 
case, as Victoria Blue B could be stably anchored on the mica surface by 
using APTES as the cross linker. The force measurements procedure is 
described as follows: The nanocellulose functionalized probes were 
calibrated and the deflection sensitivity values were updated during the 
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measurements. The fluid probe holder and the protective skirt were 
equipped on the Dimension Icon under the electrochemistry contact 
mode in the MQ water medium.  

    Each set of experiment used the same set up parameters and were 
performed at least 3 times to ensure reproducibility. 100-120 force curves 
were collected and the recorded data were processed with the software 
NanoScope Analysis 1.5 (Bruker) software. 

2.2.4 In situ Peak Force Quantitative NanoMechanical (PF-QNM) 
measurements 

The in situ PF-QNM was used to study the adsorption on a single fiber in 
the liquid medium. The in situ adsorption process is described as follows: 
(1) the morphology, adhesion force and stiffness maps were first 
measured in the MQ water with the sample mounted on the stage covered 
by drops of degassed Milli-Q water; (2) The MQ water was exchanged to 
100 mg L-1 CuSO4 solution for adsorption and then rinsed thrice with MQ 
water; (3) the sample was scanned on the same fiber in fresh MQ water 
as described in step (1) and the morphology, adhesion force and stiffness 
map after adsorption were collected. The data along the single fiber in 
each pixel were selected and calculated to obtain the average adhesion 
and stiffness value. 

2.2.5 Membrane preparation 

Three types of TOCNF and GO based biohybrids membranes were 
prepared in the work. Fabrication of TOCNF and Multiscaled GO-Based 
Biohybrid Films TOCNF+GO (0.01 g/L, 50:50 wt. %) and 
TOCNF+nanoGO (50:50 wt. %) with a volume of 50 mL suspension 
were prepared by simply mixing the TOCNF, GO, and nanoGO 
suspension (1 mg/L). The suspensions were first sonicated for 1 min and 
then vacuum-filtered, using a membrane pore size of 0.45 μm (DVPP, 
Millipore) (Paper III). The same method was used to prepare another type 
of biohybrid membrane, which is the TOCNF+GO (100:1, wt. %) 
membrane (Paper V).  
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2.2.6 Other characterizations 

Scanning Electron Microscopy: Two types of SEM, i.e., Zeiss Merlin, 
Germany and JEOL JSM-7000, Japan were used as morphology imaging 
tools for the macro and micro scale analyses. The samples were placed 
on carbon tape and sputter coated with tungsten or gold. Images were 
taken, operating at 1-15 kV, and at a working distance of 8-10 mm, 
depending on materials.  

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy: The morphology of the samples 
with and without copper adsorption was observed using scanning 
electron microscopy (JEOL JSM-7000, Japan). The samples were placed 
on conductive tape and sputter coated with carbon. The images were 
taken operating at 1-5 kV and a 10 mm working distance was used for the 
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy(EDS) measurements.  

Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy: The infrared spectra were 
recorded using either a Bruker Vertex 80 V FTIR or Varian 670-IR 
spectrometer (Specac, U.K.) at room temperature (�23 °C) with a 
resolution of 2-4 cm-1 and an accumulation of 50-128 scans in the 
spectral range of 4000−390 cm-1. The materials were vacuum dried at 
50 °C for at least 6 hours. All the measurements were repeated at least 
twice to assure good spectral averaging. The presented ATR-FTIR 
spectra were baseline corrected via subtraction of the fluorescence 
background and normalized by the peak at 1028 cm-1 for cellulosic 
materials. 

Raman Spectroscopy: Raman characterization of the cellulose material 
was conducted using a CRM 200 confocal Raman microscope (Witec), 
equipped with a 2.33 eV excitation laser. The spectra were recorded at 4-
6 cm-1 resolution using a×100 objective at a power of 5.8 mW. 20 
randomly chosen points on each sample surface with subsequent 
averaging were collected for each sample. All the presented Raman 
spectra were baseline corrected via subtraction of the fluorescence 
background and normalized by the peak at 1095 (cm-1) for cellulosic 
materials.  
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X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy: XPS was used to determine the 
surface elements after adsorption. All XPS spectra were collected with an 
Axis Ultra DLD electron spectrometer (Kratos Analytical Ltd., U.K.) 
using a monochromatized Al Kα source operating at 150 W and an 
analyser pass energy of 160 eV for acquiring wide spectra and a pass 
energy of 20 eV for individual photoelectron lines. The spectra were 
processed with the Kratos software.  

Zeta potential: The zeta potentials of silica, CM, SCM, PCM, TOCNF 
and TOCNF+Cu dispersed in 50 mg/L aqueous AgNO3 solution at 
various pH values were measured at 25 °C using a Zetasizer Nano ZS, 
(Malvern, U.K.). The concentrations of all measured samples were the 
same (0.05 wt. %).  

Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry: A Cu(NO3)2 
stock solution was prepared from Cu(NO3)2 powder and distilled water 
(pH 5.7) and used as the model solution in the adsorption experiments. 
This solution and the filtrates after adsorption were sent to MEDAC Ltd. 
(U.K.) for the ICP−OES measurements.  

Adsorption capacity measurements: A solution of TOCNF, GO, nanoGO, 
TOCNF+GO, and TOCNF+nanoGO (each 2.5 g) was incubated with the 
Cu(NO3)2 stock solution for 12 h for complete adsorption (concentration, 
0.5 mg/L). The above suspension was then vacuum-filtrated, and the 
filtrates were collected and tested by ICP−OES measurements. The 
adsorption capacity was calculated by the following equation:  

Adsorption capacity = ���������������
����

 mg/g 

    c refers to the Cu(II) concentration in the filtrate of each sample 
measured by ICP-OES (unite: mg/L). 127.7 is the initial concentration of 
the Cu(NO3)2 solution (mg/L). Adsorption capacity refers to how many 
milligrams of Cu(II) could be adsorbed by 1 g of the given biomaterials.  

Hydrolytic stability and recyclability of membranes: The TOCNF, 
TOCNF+GO, and TOCNF+nanoGO membranes (10 mm × 4 mm) were 
immersed in water for 24 h and then put into 50 mL of Cu(NO3)2 solution 
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(100 mg/L) with magnetic stirring for the adsorption of Cu(II) for 10 min, 
followed by desorption using 50 mL of ab HCl solution (5 wt. %) in a 
chromatography column for 10 min and rinsing with distilled water for 
10 min (3 cycles.) Finally, the membranes were sonicated for 30−300 s at 
500 W using a QSONICA 500 sonicator. The photos of the membranes 
in the above procedure were recorded.  

Computational modelling: The modelling methods used in papers I and V 
are the Density Functionary Theory (DFT) and Molecular Dynamics 
(MD) simulation, respectively. The simulation work was done by the 
collaborators (See appended papers I and V). Some modelling figures are 
introduced in the thesis to support the experimental results with 
permission from collaborators. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 AFM probe functionalization and force measurements 
The AFM probe functionalization technique was developed for micro 
size cellulosic microspheres and nanoscale cellulose. Both physical and 
chemical probe functionalization methods were applied and compared in 
our work.  

3.1.1 Cellulose microsphere probes and its interaction with Ag(I) 

Figure 3.1 SEM images of the pure tip (a1, b1, c1), three types of cellulose 
microsphere (a2: CM; b2: SCM; c2: PCM) and the probe after functionalization 
with the corresponding cellulose microspheres (a3, b3, c3). (Adapted from Ref.96 
with permission) 
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AFM probes were modified with three types of cellulose microspheres 
(i.e., native, sulphated and phosphate) by the gluing method and its 
interaction with Ag(I) was systematically investigated as a function of pH. 
96 Figure 3.1 displays the probes before (a1, b1, c1) and after 
functionalization (a3, b3, c3) with the corresponding cellulose 
microspheres, CM, SCM, PCM (a2, b2, c2), respectively. It indicated that 
cellulose microspheres with a diameter of approximately 40 μm were 
properly attached at the end of the V-shaped cantilever. After force 
measurements were taken, the cellulose microspheres were still attached 
on the probes, indicating the high stability of the modified probes. A new 
cantilever and cellulose microsphere were used in each experiment. 
Parallel experiments were performed under the same set up of force 
measurements. 

Figure 3.2 The typical approach (a) and retract curve (f) recorded during the 
force measurements between the PCM probe and mica surface in the Cu(II) 
solution at different pH values. b, c, d and e showing the adhesion and repulsion 
force changing with different pH values; Zeta potential of the particles (g) and 
the average adhesion force for SCM and PCM system (h). (Adapted from Ref. 96 
with permission) 
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    The results obtained using the PCM probe for adsorption of Ag(I) 
under different acidic pH values were selected and discussed here. The 
typical approach and retract curves recorded during the force 
measurements between the PCM probe and mica surface in the solution 
are shown in Figure 3.2 (a, f).  

    Analysis of force curves on approach: The approach curve (Figure 
3.2a) demonstrated a clear, strong repulsion at an interaction distance of 
approximately 100 nm in Milli-Q water (pH 6.4), which was stronger 
than the interactions in the AgNO3 solution at different pH values. This 
repulsive force can be expected between a negatively charged cellulose 
and negatively charged silica surface in Milli-Q water. The long-range 
repulsive forces were less pronounced after changing to the AgNO3 
solution, because the adsorbed positively charged Ag(I) on the negative 
functional groups of cellulose particles decreases the cellulose surface 
negativity. In addition, H(I) in the acidic AgNO3 solution was expected to 
partially compensate for the negative surface charge, leading to a 
decreased repulsive interaction.  

    Comparison with Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) 
model: The force curves on approach were analysed and fitted using the 
DLVO model (solid line in Figure 3.2f). 97  There are two mainly parts in 
the DLVO model, i.e., Van der Waals and double-layer forces. Due to the 
strong and long-range repulsive forces from the approach curves, only 
the repulsive term (the double-layer force) of the DLVO model was 
applied and fitted to the approach curve, which is shown in Figure 3.2a. 98  
The function is as follows: 

F = 4πεε0 RKdφ1φ2e−Kd(d+d0)  

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ε is the permittivity of the 
medium, φ1 and φ2 are the surface potentials, Kd

-1 is the Debye length, R 
is the probe radius, d is the separation distance and d0 is the 
nanoroughness. The average Debye length to achieve the best DLVO 
model fitting for PCM was 13.5-17 nm. The estimated surface potential 
was in the range of -9 to -20 mV, which was slightly lower compared to 
the measured zeta potential but showed similar trends as a function of pH. 
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A high long range repulsive force was observed in the MQ water (Figure 
3.2 a) in the beginning because of the strong negatively charged surfaces, 
both on the cellulose microsphere and mica surface, thus leading to no 
adhesion force being discovered (Figure 3.2b), which is in good 
correlation with measured and DLVO fitted negatively charged zeta 
potential of the two surfaces (Figure 3.2g).  

    Analysis of force curves on retraction and adhesion force: Figure 3.2f 
shows the retract curves for the PCM system, which indicates a clear 
increase in the adhesion force as the pH increases from 4.3 to 6.6. This 

increase is expected due to the adsorption of Ag(I) onto PCM, since the 
concentration of H(I) decreases by a factor larger than 100 from pH 4.3 
to 6.6. The surface of the PCM became less negative after adsorption 
with Ag(I). Thus, an attractive binding between the functionalized 

phosphate groups with adsorbed Ag(I) and the negatively charged silica 
surfaces that contribute to the increased adhesion can be expected. 

Furthermore, Ag(I) is not expected to be adsorbed on the silica surface 
because of the weak affinity between Ag(I) and silica compared with the 

high negatively charged PCM. Therefore the strongly increased adhesion 
can mainly be related to a higher adsorption of Ag(I) on the PCM surface 

at a pH of 6.6 than at lower pH values. The schematic representation of 
the interactions between PCM and the silica substrate in the AgNO3 
solution under different pH conditions is shown in Figure 3.2b-e. 

    Compare adhesion force with CM and SCM system: No adhesion force 
was observed for the CM system because of the limited adsorption on the 
CM (ligand content, 0 %) during the overall experiments. For the SCM 
system, Ag(I) adsorbed onto the sulphate groups of the SCM particle, 
leading to an attractive force between the positive Ag(I) on the SCM 
surface and the negative silica surface. However, due to the small ligand 
content (0.9%), the sulphate groups were almost fully occupied with Ag(I) 
even at low pH (4.3). Therefore, without an increase in Ag(I) intensity, 
the adhesion force slightly decreased with a pronounced decrease of H(I) 
at a high pH (Figure 3.2h). Thus, the higher adhesion is more reasonable 
for PCM because of the higher ligand content (5.0 %), which probably 
still has potential for further adsorption. 
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3.1.2 Nanocellulose modified probes by physical and chemical 
methods 

After a successful microscale probe functionalization and force 
spectroscopy study, we attempted probe functionalization with the 
cellulose nanoparticles, TOCNF and CNC. To abtain stable and properly 
anchored nanocellulose probes, we tried physical and chemical 
functionalization methods, as mentioned in section 2.2.2. All the tips 
were subsequently imaged using SEM. The tips functionalized using the 
physical (gluing) method are shown in Figure 3.3, and the tips 
functionalized using the chemical method are shown in Figure 3.4.  

 Figure 3.3 The probes after functionalization with TOCNF (a) and CNC (b) by 
the gluing method, top view (White dashed lines indicate the nanocellulose on 
the tip). Unsuccessful functionalized probes: big drop of glue (c,d), unstable/ 
non-sticky glue (e) or unknown impurities (f). (Taken from paper IV) 

    Figure 3.3 displays the top view of the tips functionalized with 
TOCNF (Figure 3.3a) and CNC (Figure 3.3b), indicating that the 
nanocelluloses were successfully deposited on the tip by the gluing 
method. It may be noted that a big drop of glue (Figure 3.3c-d), unstable/ 
non-sticky glue (Figure 3.3e) or unknown impurities (Figure 3.3f) could 
be adhered to the tip, which could significantly affect the surface 
interaction study. However, probes functionalized by the gluing method 
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are quite stable particularly for hundreds of force measurements in the 
liquid medium, which make it still viable for the force spectroscopy study. 

     The tips functionalized with the chemical methods using APTES as 
the cross linker are shown in Figure 3.4 from the top and side views. The 
TOCNF and CNC were homogenously applied on to the tip, indicating 
successful modification of the probes using the chemical method. 
Compared with the gluing method, there were no impurities or unknown 
particles attached on the tip because modification by APTES was 
performed in a sealed box, and the interaction with nanocellulose 
occurred in a liquid medium. Moreover, the free nanocellulose from the 
suspension could be removed by rinsing with MQ water after 
functionalization, only leaving a monolayer of TOCNF/ CNC on the 
surface of the tip. This method also avoids potential damage of the tip 
apex, because the gluing method requires the tip to approach the substrate 
surface to pick up glue and nanocellulose, even though this process could 
be done at a low constant force set point.  

Figure 3.4 The probes after functionalization with TOCNF (a, b, c) and CNC (d, 
e, f) by the chemical method, top and side view. (White dashed lines indicate the 
nanocellulose on the tip). (Taken from paper IV) 
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    The probes modified with TOCNF/CNC by the chemical 
functionalization method were selected for further surface 
interaction/adhesion studies and force measurements. Their interaction 
towards Cu(II) and Victoria Blue B (a type of dye) were studied by the 
indirect and direct methods, respectively. 

3.1.3 Force measurements towards Cu(II) by indirect method 

As discussed earlier, metal ions could not be stably anchored on to the 
substrate. Thus in this work, Cu(II) was adsorbed from the solution on to 
nanocellulose modified probes. The adhesion forces were studied by the 
indirect method (see section 2.2.3). The schematic overview of the used 
indirect method is shown in Figure 3.5 with three steps, as follows: step 1, 
probe functionalization with APTES; step 2, Cu(II) adsorption; and step 
3, force measurements. 

Figure 3.5 The typical adhesion results (a, c) and force curves (b, d) measured 
between the TOCNF and CNC probes due to Cu(II) adsorption, respectively; 
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The force measurement procedure using the indirect method (step 1-3). (Adapted 
from paper IV) 

    The representative force curves and the average adhesion force results 
are shown in Figure 3.5a-d. In the case of TOCNF (Figure 3.5a-b), a very 
limited repulsive force was observed which could be ascribed to the 
double layer force and is almost negligible according to the approach 
curve in Figure 3.5b. The average adhesion force without adsorption was 
0.79 nN, which is mainly due to Van Der Waals force. Similarly, as 
discussed in section 3.1.1, positively charged Cu(II) ions were quickly 
adsorbed by nanocellulose leading to a less negatively charged TOCNF 
on the tip. The adhesion force increased to 1.8 nN after adsorption. This 
difference is mainly due to electrostatic interactions between the 
positively charged Cu(II) and the negatively charged mica, which is 
stronger than the Van Der Waals force during interaction. The same 
interaction mechanism applies for the CNC system. The adhesion force 
between the CNC probe and the mica surface increased from 0.39 nN to 
0.74 nN due to Cu(II) adsorption (Figure 3.5c). The lower adhesion force 
after adsorption compared with the TOCNF system is due to the lower 
amount of –COOH groups on the CNC surface (TOCNF: 1.0 mmol/g, 
CNC: 0.5 mmol/g), which led to a lower adsorption capacity for Cu(II).  

3.1.4 Force measurements towards Victoria Blue B by direct method 

The surface interaction between nanocellulose and Victoria Blue B was 
investigated using the direct method. The schematic overview of the 
method is shown in Figure 3.6 with three steps, as follows: step 1, the 
substrate surface modification by Victoria Blue B; step 2, the molecular 
interaction between nanocellulose and Victoria Blue B; and step 3, the 
force measurement. The representative force curves and the average 
adhesion force data are shown in Figure 3.6a-d. As discussed earlier, the 
adhesion force between TOCNF and mica is mainly attributable to Van 
Der Waals forces. Once the mica was covered with Victoria Blue B, the 
electrostatic force predominated the interaction with the TOCNF. The 
average adhesion force increased from 0.16 nN to 1.31 nN (Figure 3.6a), 
indicating that electrostatic interactions strongly attracted the probe to the 
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substrate surface. The same mechanism was observed with CNC system. 
The average adhesion force increased from 0.44 nN to 1.09 nN after 
adsorption (Figure 3.6c). The change in the surface charge drives this 
increase, as we discuss in the indirect method section. 

Figure 3.6 The typical adhesion results (a, c) and force curves (b, d) measured 
between the TOCNF and CNC probes towards Victoria Blue B, respectively; the 
force measurement procedure using the direct method (step 1-3). (Adapted from 
paper IV) 

   The probes used in both direct and indirect methods were analysed 
using SEM after the force measurements were taken (Figure 3.5e-h and 
Figure 3.6e-h). The SEM data revealed that the nanocellulose was quite 
stable even after one hundred force measurements, and thus demonstrated 
that the chemical functionalization method was very reliable. This work 
is a significant advancement in quantifying and explaining the 
mechanisms driving the adsorption phenomenon related to a variety of 
metal ions and water pollutants with nanocellulose and could be 
exploited further for the study of the surface interaction on nanocellulose 
with other charged entities. 
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3.2 TOCNF+GO: Self-assembly and its biohybrids  
 

3.2.1 Self-assembly investigation 

Figure 3.7 shows the dispersion and network structure of the TOCNF and 
GO biohybrids. GO sheets and nanoparticles usually have a broad size 
distribution due to the random chemical exfoliation process in GO mass 
production. 99,100 In our case (Figure 3.1), the thickness of a one layer GO 
sheet was approximately 1 nm, while big GO particles have thickness as 
multiples of 1 nm. The length of GO sheets and GO nanoparticles falls in 
the range of tens of nm to a few μm and 1 nm to 100 nm, respectively.  

    The GO sheets with a thickness of approximately 1 nm either lie flat or 
are embed in the TOCNF fiber skeleton (see Figure 3.7a-b.) Interestingly, 
Figure 3.7c provides a strong evidence of the self-assembly among 
TOCNF with GO nanoparticles. Small GO nanoparticles with size of 
approximately 2-3 nm attach and accumulate along the TOCNF fibers. 
This accumulation is due not only to the physical interaction between the 
components in the hybrids, but also to the effective chemical interaction 
between the two components. The big GO sheets (Figure 3.7e-h) and 
nanoparticles (Figure 3.7i-l) were easily observed on top of or partially 
embedded in the network. The self-assembled network structure is more 
visible from the 3D images (Figure 3.7m-p). 

    Figure 3.7q-r displays the molecular dynamics simulation structure of 
the GO sheets cross-linked on the TOCNF surface. The simulations 
confirm the tendency of GO to self-assemble with TOCNF in a solution. 
The interactions are essentially intermolecular hydrogen bonds between 
the hydroxyl and carboxyl moieties of the edges, which originate mainly 
from sheets, or functionalities of the basal planes with different forms 
and locations. Thus, supported by the simulation results, it could be 
speculated that the self-assembly starts from the interactions between the 
small nano scale GO nanoparticles along the TOCNF fibers, followed 
with bigger GO nanoparticles and GO sheets, interacting with and 
wrapping around each other, forming an amorphous network biohybrids 
system.  
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Figure 3.7 Self-assembled TOCNF+GO biohybrids network structure. TOCNF 
cross-linked with different forms of GO sheets/ nanoparticles (a, b); GO 
nanoparticles self-assembled along a single TOCNF (c), d is the corresponding 
3D image; TOCNF and GO sheets biohybrids, height (e, f) and peak force error 
images (g, h); TOCNF and GO nanoparticles biohybrids, height (i, j) and peak 
force error images (k, l); 3D images (m, n, o and p) of e, f, k and l; q and r are 
the molecular modelling images of GO cross linked on the surface of the 
TOCNF. (Adapted from Ref. 101  and paper V with permission) 
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3.2.2 The biohybrids membrane: Surface and cross section 
structure 

Figure 3.8 AFM images (a, b, c and d) showing the self-assembled TOCNF and 
GO network structure on the surface and the SEM images displaying the cross 
section (e, f) of the TOCNF+GO biohybrids membrane; g and h are the 
molecular modelling images of the TOCNF+GO biohybrids membrane from x-y 
and y-z periodicity, respectively. (Taken from paper V) 

The TOCNF and GO biohybrids membrane was made by vacuum 
filtration of the suspension (TOCNF: GO = 100: 1, wt. %). The surface 
morphology and cross section structure is shown in Figure 3.8. From the 
AFM images in Figure 3.8a-d, it is apparent that the GO sheets and 
nanoparticles are located on the TOCNF+GO membrane surface. For 
example, in Figure 3.8a-b it can be seen that a triangular GO sheet was 
totally wrapped by TOCNF and thus embedded inside the membrane. 
Another GO sheet was found closer on the top of the membrane covering 
other TOCNF, leading to a blurred area shown in the square in Figure 
3.8c, whereas GO nanoparticles surrounded and wrapped by TOCNF 
fibrils are also observed on the surface of the TOCNF+GO membrane 
(Figure 3.8d).  
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    A layered structure with small micro pores and hollow regions 
between the layers was found from the SEM studies on the membrane 
cross-section (Figure 3.8e-f). The pure TOCNF membrane also displays a 
layered structure, but the pores or spaces between layers are hardly 
discernible (see supporting information in appended paper V). The pores 
and hollow regions in the TOCNF+GO system may be attributed to GO 
disrupting the tight packing of the TOCNF fiber network and creating a 
loose network with increased porosity. This layered membrane structure 
with micro pores and voids was successfully simulated, as shown in 
Figure 3.8g-h. Based on the modelling results, the relocation of the sheets 
was essentially connected to the TOCNF facets and to other GO units on 
the fiber through inter-sheet hydrogen bonds.  

    Actually, the self-assembly could prevent a stable adhesion of the 
sheets to the fiber surface and favour their partial extension in the 
solution, which could modulate the matrix porosity and generate efficient 
ion-trapping cages. This outcome has been disclosed by freeze-drying the 
TOCNF+GO suspension, creating a 3D porous structure with large 
pores.41 The drop casting of the TOCNF+GO suspension samples shows 
the network structure after the water was evaporated (Figure 3.7), while 
the membrane using vacuum filtration showed a more compact surface. 
This outcome indicates that the pores could be controlled by different 
manufacturing procedures; for example, with freeze drying, the porosity 
is the highest, while with high pressure, the structure could be packed 
tightly but still with higher porosity than the pure fiber membrane. 

3.2.3 The biohybrids membrane: Mechanical performance 

Nanoellulose membranes, while having promising adsorption capacity, 
have many limitations for industrial application due to their low water 
flux, low mechanical properties, easy swelling in water, etc. 18,38  Thus, in 
this section, the mechanical performances of the freestanding TOCNF 
and GO based membranes (1:1 ratio) were measured. Two types of GO 
were used, i.e., GO sheets and GO nanocolloids, and the corresponding 
membranes were named TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO, 
respectively, and the results are shown in Figure 3.9a-b and c-d 
respectively.  
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Figure 3.9 The TOCNF+GO (a, b), TOCNF+nanoGO (c, d) membrane and their 
DMT modulus image measured by PF-QNM compared with the pure TOCNF 
membrane (e, f and g); h, i and j are the TOCNF, TOCNF+GO and 
TOCNF+nanoGO membranes after immersion in water for 24 h; k, l, m, n and r 
are the corresponding membrane after certain amount of sonication in water. 
(Adapted from Ref. 101 with permission) 

    The TOCNF+GO membrane is flexible but much more fragile 
compared to the TOCNF+nanoGO membrane, and it can be easily split 
into pieces, as shown in the inset Figure 3.9b, which might due to the 
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high content of plate-like rigid GO sheets. In contrast, the 
TOCNF+nanoGO membrane was much more flexible and could be 
folded more than 10 times without breaking. The membrane exhibits a 
higher DMT modulus than the pure TOCNF membrane, which was 
contributed by adding high modulus GO and nanoGO into the system. 42  
The excellent mechanical performance is due to the synergistic 
interaction by hydrogen bonding and the Van der Waals force between 
One-Dimensional (1D) GO and Two-Dimensional (2D) flexible TOCNF, 
which integrate and wrap with each other into a continuous network to 
form a biohybrid membrane, which have also been discussed in the self-
assembly section. 102  

    The hydrolytic stability and recyclability of the membranes were also 
tested. After immersing them in water for 24 h and following with three 
cycles of adsorption and desorption, the TOCNF membrane was fully 
saturated with water, whereas the TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO 
membranes did not swell apparently (Figure 3.9 h-j), which might be due 
to their lower hydrophilicity than the pure TOCNF membrane. However, 
the TOCNF and TOCNF+GO membranes started to disintegrate after 
strong sonication for 30 s (Figure 3.9k) and fully dissolved in water after 
90 s (Figure 3.9m), whereas the TOCNF+nanoGO membrane retained its 
structure and flexibility even after being continuously sonicated for 300 s 
(Figure 3.9n-r). 

    Thus, it is easy to consider that the smaller size of nanoGO is an added 
advantage to easily blend with the TOCNF network and form stable 
structures. This outcome will lead to remarkable hydrolytic stability and 
resistance to both chemical and physical treatments, further confirming 
the enhanced mechanical properties for the hybrids. Furthermore, the GO 
sheet enhanced the membrane’s mechanical properties compared with 
those of the pure nanofiber membrane. However, more work need to be 
done by optimizing the GO content to reach the best performance for 
using and recycling the membrane in industrial water purification.  
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3.3 Metal ions capture and nanolayer/ nanocluster 
formation 

Although it was clear that during adsorption metal ions directly bonded 
to the negative functional groups of the nanofiber, the SEM images of the 
nanocellulose and its membranes after adsorption have shown nanolayers 
and nanoparticles on the surface of cellulosic materials after drying. 18,103  
However, why and how the metal ions changed to form clusters after 
adsorption was unclear.  

    Hence, apart from the force interaction study in section 3.1, supportive 
high-resolution microscopy, spectroscopy and computational simulation 
were employed to explain the adsorption and the subsequent drying 
process, taking Cu(II) as the target contaminated metal ions in this 
section. An in situ AFM study was first carried out to investigate the 
adsorption by quantitative characterization using the PF-QNM mode in a 
liquid phase environment, following with AFM imaging on the TOCNF 
after adsorption with Cu(II) in the dry state. Moreover, the detection of 
the adsorbed species on the surface of the cellulose was qualitatively 
performed and confirmed by SEM-EDS, FTIR, Raman and XPS 
characterization. The nanoclustering due to the adsorption of Cu(II) on 
TOCNF+GO biohybrids system was further supported by molecular 
dynamic simulation.  

3.3.1 Adsorption in a liquid medium investigated by in situ PF-
QNM 

The in situ PF-QNM technique provides the high-resolution imaging and 
quantitative mechanical properties simultaneously after one scanning, but 
is challenging due to the liquid environment and single nanofiber and 
ionic species involved in this work. The height, peak force error, 
adhesion and stiffness images with the corresponding value on each pixel 
were first recorded in MQ water (Figure 3.10a-d). Then, a small area was 
focused on (Figure 3.10a and 3.10e) and the adhesion force and stiffness 
values were collected after adsorption with Cu(II). The values along the 
fiber at every pixel were statistically calculated and the average value is 
shown in Figure 3.10h and 3.10i.  
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Figure 3.10 AFM images of a single TOCNF before adsorption in liquid (a-g) 
and the corresponding average adhesion (h) and stiffness results (i) collected 
along the fiber before and after adsorption with Cu(II). (Adapted from Ref. 46 
with permission) 

    From the topography images, no layers or nanoparticles were observed 
clearly on the surface of the TOCNF after adsorption in liquid. The 
average adhesion force increased from 50 pN to 140 pN (Figure 3.10h), 
due to the interaction between the negative tip and the positive Cu(II) 
after Cu(II) binding on the –COO− groups of the fiber and the subsequent 
increase in the electrostatic force. The stiffness also increased from 0.87 
N m−1 to 1.13 N m−1 (Figure 3.10i), which indicated that the adsorbed 
Cu(II) hardened the fiber. Therefore, although no direct evidence of Cu 
adsorption on a single TOCNF was observed with the AFM imaging in 
liquid, the adsorption was still proved by the enhancement of the 
adhesion and stiffness from the PF-QNM measurements.  

    Thus, PF-QNM characterization was proven to be a viable route to 
study the physio-chemical properties, such as adhesion and stiffness, not 
only qualitatively but also quantitatively. The other mechanical 
properties, such as the DMT modulus, deformation, etc., are also 
available through taking PF-QNM measurements, but are used more 
often in the other part of our work due to its harsh calibration procedure. 
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3.3.2 Cu(II) adsorption by TOCNF and its biohybrids 

Figure 3.11 AFM images of TOCNF after adsorption with Cu(II) and dried in 
air, different area and magnification; the 3D images and the corresponding 
amplitude error images; only image G is the pure TOCNF surface without any 
adsorption. (Adapted from Ref. 46 with permission) 

    After adsorption, no nanolayer or nanoparticles were observed on the 
TOCNF surface from the AFM imaging in the liquid medium (Paper II). 
When the TOCNF after adsorption and drying was analysed using AFM 
in air, nanoparticles of approximately 100 nm in diameter were observed 
on the nanofibers’ surfaces (Figure 3.11B.) In the mean time, 
nanoparticles from 10-100 nm were also displayed in Figure 3.11D, see 
the circled area. Figure 3.11E-F shows small valleys between adjacent 
nanofibers where a new layer of nanoparticles covered the TOCNF after 
adsorption, while the surface of the TOCNF without adsorption was 
much smoother (Figure 3.11G) in comparison. This outcome was further 
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confirmed by studying the adsorption of Cu(II) onto TOCNF at different 
concentrations, shown in Figure 3.12.  

Figure 3.12 AFM phase (a1, b1, c1, d1, e1) and the corresponding amplitude 
error images (a2, b2, c2, d2, e2) of TOCNF after adsorption in different 
concentration of Cu(II) solution. (Adapted from Ref. 46 with permission) 

    Obviously, the higher the Cu(II) concentration, the bigger the size of 
the nanoparticles on the TOCNF surface after adsorption (Figure 3.12). 
When the Cu(II) concentration is lower than 30 mg L-1, no copper 
nanoparticles could be discovered from the AFM images, but the 
amplitude error images became less sharper with the increase in the Cu(II) 
concentration (Figure 3.12c2, d2, e2), indicating that a copper nanolayer 
possibly covered on the TOCNF surface. While TOCNF adsorbed in 50 
mg L-1CuSO4 solution, nanoparticles of approximately 50 nm could be 
clearly seen in Figure 3.12b. The size of the copper nanoparticles is even 
bigger than 100 nm when the concentration increased to 100 mg L-1 
(Figure 3.12a). This outcome confirmed that although adsorption could 
happen within the range of Cu(II) solution used in this study, Cu(II) 
clustering into nanoparticles occurs only above a given threshold 
concentration of metal ions.  
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Figure 3.13 SEM images (a, b) of TOCNF after adsorption with Cu(II); c is the 
EDS spectra of b; d and e are the oxygen and copper EDS map of b. (Adapted 
from Ref. 46 with permission)  

   The elements on the fiber were further confirmed by SEM-EDS 
measurements, indicating that Cu(II) was adsorbed on the fiber (Figure 
3.13c). Moreover, the blue EDS map (Figure 3.13e), which stands for the 
detected copper, clearly shows that copper covered both the fiber and 
nanoparticle regions, providing more evidence that the copper was 
homogenously adsorbed on the surface of the TOCNF.  

    The copper nanoparticles were further evaluated using XPS 
measurements (Figure 3.14). After adsorption, different states of Cu 
including Cu(I) and Cu(II) were disclosed between 930–965 eV. 1.7 % of 
Cu(II) at 935.2 eV and 0.8 % of Cu(I) at 933.1 eV were found in the 
sample TOCNF+Cu (Figure 3.14b-c). Obviously, Cu(II) came from the 
CuSO4 solution which was bonded with carboxyl groups on TOCNF after 
adsorption. However, Cu(II) could be reduced by the aldehyde group 
which partly exists in TOCNF samples 22  and finally leads to Cu(I). Thus, 
we could speculate that the Cu(II) was first adsorbed/bonded with the 
carboxylate groups on the surface of the cellulose nanofibers, followed 
by partial reduction to Cu(I), and finally after self-assembly/micro-
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precipitation and oxidation in air, leading to the copper nanolayer and 
nanoparticles on the surface of the TOCNF. 

Figure 3.14 XPS survey of TOCNF after adsorption with Cu(II), a and b, and 
the corresponding atomic concentration of elements in TOCNF+Cu. (Adapted 
from Ref. 46 with permission) 

   FTIR and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 3.15) proved to be useful 
methods for defining the mechanism regarding the relevant peaks 
responsible for adsorption due to divalent copper binding to the cellulose 
adsorbent. The characteristic vibrations of the carboxylate moieties were 
at 1404 cm-1 (νsCOO-) and 1597 cm-1 (νasCOO-) for the wood cellulose 
and TOCNF samples based on the FTIR spectra (Figure 3.15a). 2  After 
adsorption, the intensity of the νsCOO- band at 1597 cm-1 and 1599 cm-1 

decreased and shifted to 1600 cm-1 and 1602 cm-1 for TOCNF 1.2 and 
TOCNF 0.6, respectively (Figure 3.15b and 3.15d). The intensity of these 
bands νasCOO- at 1404 cm-1 to 1427 cm-1 for all the materials also 
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slightly decreased. This decrease occured because that part of the C=O 
bond binds with Cu(II) and leads to a decrease of intensity and band shift. 

Figure 3.15 FTIR results of wood cellulose, TOCNF 0.6 and TOCNF 1.2 before 
and after adsorption with Cu(II); a and b are the magnification of the square area 
in c and d; e and f are the corresponding Raman spectra. (Reprinted from Ref. 46 
with permission) 

    The Raman spectra showed very clear peaks at approximately 1590–
1595 cm-1 for the above three materials. Actually, the peak at 1595 cm-1 

belongs to lignin from wood cellulose, 104,105  while the peak at 1590 cm-1 
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belongs to the vibration of C=O bonds on the carboxylate group where 
the intensity almost doubled for TOCNF 1.2 compared to TOCNF 0.6 
(Figure 3.15e). After Cu(II) adsorption, the peak at 1590 cm-1 for 
TOCNF 0.6 and TEMPO 1.2 almost vanishes, only leaving a small lignin 
peak at 1595 cm-1 in Figure 3.15. This peak might be a consequence of 
Cu(II) adsorption and the screening of the adsorption sites, i.e., the 
carboxylate groups. These results give further supporting evidence of the 
binding interaction of copper ions with the carboxylate groups on the 
TOCNF during the adsorption process.  

    The nanocluster formation was also discovered on the TOCNF+GO 
system, which is shown in Figure 3.16a-f. The nanolayer and 
nanoparticles were partly covered on the biohybrids surface after 
adsorption of Cu(II). The MD simulations significantly showed the metal 
ions capturing and clustering formation from the molecular scale. It was 
demonstrated that copper ions are well anchored on the cellulose surface 
through the cooperation of the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of both 
TOCNF and GO. However, a preference towards carboxyl oxygens is 
observed and most of the carboxyl-Cu interactions are due to TOCNF 
because of high functionality. Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 
3.16g, most of the lower density regions are distributed near the TOCNF 
surface and only a few Cu ions remain in the solution. However, the 
maximum density zones of Cu (orange contours) are all located on top of 
the TOCNF surface. It was also observed that at high ion concentrations 
the adsorbed ions have the tendency to form clusters and the most stable 
and persistent attachments comprise carboxyl oxygens, which is in 
accordance with the results showing in Figure 3.12. In contrast, sulphur 
distributions are sparser and are spread out, suggesting that the SO4 
moieties tend to follow the motion of the water and hydrated copper ions. 

    The alignment of copper densities crossing the fiber implies the 
formation of a chain of adsorbed Cu ions not strongly connected to the 
interface just because the interaction seems to not involve carboxyl 
oxygens but is regulated by the reorientation of the hydroxyl moieties of 
TOCNF, which keep them connected to the surface. This outcome 
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perfectly agrees with and explains the experimental findings regarding 
the nanolayer and nanoclusters formation due to metal ions adsorption.  

     

Figure 3.16 The AFM height (a, b, c) and the corresponding peak force error 
images (d, e, f) of the surface of TOCNF+GO biohybrid membrane after Cu(II) 
adsorption; Spatial distribution functions of copper (orange) and sulphur (yellow) 
atoms for TOCNF+GO+ions at high concentration(g). (Adapted from paper V) 
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    Thus, combining the experimental and simulation results, the 
nanolayer and nanoclustering could be explained through the following 
steps: 

1) Cu(II) bonds with carboxyl and hydroxyl groups due to the 
electrostatic force which is favourably stable on the fiber surface. 

2) With the increase of the Cu(II) concentration, the adsorbed ions have 
the tendency to form clusters on the most stable and persistent 
attachments, i.e., the carboxyl oxygens. 

3) The hydroxyl moieties and the low density of the carboxyl groups on 
TOCNF connect some of the Cu(II) and probably forming the copper 
nanolayer. 

4) The Cu(II) could also partly be reduced to Cu(I) by the aldehyde 
groups after adsorption on the TOCNF surface. 

5) The nanolayer and nanoclusters remained on the fiber surface after the 
liquid was removed from the system. 
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4. Conclusions 

We report the successful use of atomic force microscopy in topography 
imaging, surface interaction study and mechanical properties 
investigation both in air and an aqueous medium in this work. 
Nanocellulose was for the first time attached onto sharp AFM probes by 
physical and chemical methods, which showed significant stability and 
potential for the surface interaction study of water contaminants and 
other charged species. The adsorption of metal ions/ dye on cellulose was 
quantitatively characterized by force spectroscopy using micro/ 
nanocellulose modified colloidal probes. The adsorption behaviour was 
also confirmed using PF-QNM measurements on the single fiber scale in 
the liquid phase.  

    The self-assembly between nanocellulose and GO is driven by the 
synergetic interaction of oxygen-containing groups and hydrogen 
bondings, as well as physical interactions where nanocellulose and GO 
wrap around, or cover each other, forming a porous hybrid system. In the 
case on nanocellulose and its hybrids, it was found that the adsorption of 
metal ions by the negative functional groups grafted on the nanocellulose 
is followed by a metal nanolayer/nanocluster formation. Other advanced 
microscopy and spectroscopy techniques, including SEM, XPS, FTIR, 
Raman spectroscopy as well as computational modelling, were employed 
to further confirm the adsorption mechanisms, surface chemistry and 
morphologies. 
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5. Sammanfatting 

Vi rapporterar den framgångsrika användningen av atomkraftsmikroskopi 
vid topografisk bildbehandling och för att undersöka interaktioner vid 
ytor samt mekaniska egenskaper både i luft och i vattenlösning. 
Nanocellulosa fästs för första gången på skarpa AFM-sonder genom 
fysikaliska och kemiska metoder för att ta fram stabila modifierade 
spetsar som visar potential för ytinteraktionsstudien mot 
vattenföroreningar och andra laddningsarter. Adsorptionen av 
metalljoner/ färgämne på cellulosa kunde mätas kvantitativt av 
kraftspektroskopi med hjälp av mikro/ nanocellulosamodifierade 
kolloidala prober. Resultaten bekräftades genom PF-QNM 
nanomekaniska mätningar på enstaka fiber i vätskefas. 

    Självbyggandet mellan nanocellulosa och GO drivs av synergetisk 
interaktion mellan syreinnehållande grupper och vätebindningar, såväl 
som fysiska interaktioner där nanocellulosa och GO lindas kring eller 
täcker varandra för att bilda ett poröst hybridsystem. Resultat indikerar 
att etalljonerna adsorberades först av de negativt laddade funktionella 
grupperna ympade på nanicellulosan som sedan bildar metallnanoskikt/ 
nanokluster. Andra avancerade mikroskopi och spektroskopi tekniker 
inklusive SEM, XPS, FTIR, Raman spektroskopi såväl som 
beräkningsmodellering användes för att ytterligare bekräfta 
adsorptionsmekanismerna, ytkemin och morfologierna. 
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6. Future perspectives 

The advancement in probe functionalization using nanocellulose may be 
extended to surface interaction studies with other water contaminants 
(pesticides, drugs, other potentially charged and uncharged entities), 
foulants (bovine serum albumin, humic acid), bio-species (DNA, protein, 
blood cells), and polymers (PLA, chitosan) etc. The PF-QNM technique 
will be applicable for studying nanocellulose based materials in liquid 
mediums, i.e., mechanical property mapping of biomedical implants/ 
scaffolds in a Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) medium and membranes in 
simulated use conditions. The AFM fast scanning technique will be 
developed for time resolved in situ studies to understand self-assembly, 
co-assembly, clustering, swelling, etc., driven by nanocellulose surface 
chemistry. 
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to develop a fundamental understanding of the adsorption behavior of metal ions on
cellulose surfaces using experimental techniques supported by computational modeling, taking Ag(I) as an example. Force
interactions among three types of cellulose microspheres (native cellulose and its derivatives with sulfate and phosphate groups)
and the silica surface in AgNO3 solution were studied with atomic force microscopy (AFM) using the colloidal probe technique.
The adhesion force between phosphate cellulose microspheres (PCM) and the silica surface in the aqueous AgNO3 medium
increased significantly with increasing pH while the adhesion force slightly decreased for sulfate cellulose microspheres (SCM),
and no clear adhesion force was observed for native cellulose microspheres (CM). The stronger adhesion enhancement for the
PCM system is mainly attributed to the electrostatic attraction between Ag(I) and the negative silica surface. The observed force
trends were in good agreement with the measured zeta potentials. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)
analyses confirmed the presence of silver on the surface of cellulose microspheres after adsorption. This study showed that PCM
with a high content of phosphate groups exhibited a larger amount of adsorbed Ag(I) than CM and SCM and possible clustering
of Ag(I) to nanoparticles. The presence of the phosphate group and a wavenumber shift of the P−OH vibration caused by the
adsorption of silver ions on the phosphate groups were further confirmed with computational studies using density functional
theory (DFT), which gives support to the above findings regarding the adsorption and clustering of Ag(I) on the cellulose
surface decorated with phosphate groups as well as IR spectra.

■ INTRODUCTION

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a high-resolution technique
with force measurement accuracy down to the piconewton level
and has been regarded as a suitable tool for measuring the
interaction forces since first being introduced by Ducker et al.1

Moreover, AFM was successfully applied to study the
interaction forces between individual ligands and receptors
under various conditions, such as the cellulose particle and
silicon surface2 and alumina particle and sapphire surface3 in air
and in aqueous media. In the past decade, cellulose micro-
spheres with sizes of 15−30 μm have been successfully used as
colloidal probes to study the interfacial interaction with AFM in
aqueous solutions for the application of paper production.4,5

Most of these studies focused on interaction forces such as
double-layer forces and osmotic forces between cellulose

microspheres and ultrathin cellulose films upon addition of a
series of cationic copolymers in aqueous electrolyte solution.6−8

However, none of these studies provided detailed investigations
of the effect and adsorption of water contaminants on cellulose
surfaces studied directly with the AFM technique.
Cellulose particles on micro- and nanoscales used as

adsorbents for water purification have been an area of great
interest in materials science research in recent years.9 Owing to
the hierarchical structure and tailorable adsorption behavior via
surface chemical modification with negative binding groups
such as carboxylic, sulfate, and phosphate, cellulose has shown
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excellent potential to adsorb water pollutants such as dyes,10,11

pesticides,12 bacteria and virus,13 and a wide range of heavy
metal ions including Ag(I), U(II),14 Fe(III), Cu(II),15 Ni(II),
Cr(III), and Zn(II).16 Our recent research activities on the use
of nanocellulose and nanochitin for the adsorption of heavy
metal ions, dyes, pesticides, and so forth from contaminated
water have shown promising results.17 In spite of the positive
results and the potential application of this technology in
domestic and industrial water purification, mechanisms of
adsorption and desorption of positively charged species on
cellulose surfaces are largely unknown. Therefore, one or a
combination of different techniques such as ion exchange,
complexation, coordination, adsorption, electrostatic interac-
tion, chelation, and microprecipitation are usually ex-
pected.18−20 Moreover, Volesky reported that sulfonate groups,
carboxylic groups, and phosphate groups are all major metal-
binding groups for biosorption.21

Thus, the current study aims at a deeper fundamental
understanding of the adsorption behavior and mechanisms of
metal ions on cellulose microspheres in an aqueous medium,
taking Ag(I) as an example. A large amount of Ag(I) is released
into groundwater and surface water by many industrial
operations such as the photographic and imaging industry as
well as in electronics and electrical applications and cause
serious health risks for humans exposed to these contami-
nants.22 Force interactions between cellulose microspheres with
three types of surfaces (native cellulose and its derivatives with
sulfate and phosphate groups) and a silica surface in an aqueous
AgNO3 medium at different pH values were measured to
examine the effect of functional groups on the possible
adsorption of silver ions. Measured adhesion and repulsion
forces under various conditions provide valuable information
about the extent of ion adsorption. The measured force curves
on approach were analyzed using the DLVO (Derjaguin−
Landau−Verwey−Overbeek) model to interpret the acting
forces and to estimate the interaction parameters, such as the
Debye length and the surface potentials.23,24

Computational studies have been used as a complementary
tool to gain more insight into the properties of cellulose and its
surface interaction, inspired by some earlier studies found in the
literature. For example, Li and co-workers investigated the
structural and electronic properties of cellulose Iα and Iβ with
DFT calculations.25 This group also studied cellulose
interaction with water, and one of the conclusions was that
the formation of hydrogen bonds between the cellulose and the
water molecules depended strongly on the adsorption site. In
another study by Bucko et al., the transition between cellulose
Iα and cellulose Iβ was investigated by DFT calculations, and a
mechanism for this transition was proposed.26 It was found that
a large increase in the spacing between the layers was necessary
for the phase transition to occur. Furthermore, structural
properties of cellulose Iβ were studied by Qian et al.27 This
group developed a theoretical model to explain the size of
native cellulose Iβ using molecular dynamics. It was claimed
that the hydrogen bonding interaction dominates the interchain
interaction, while both hydrogen bonding and van der Waals
interaction are important for intersheet interaction. The
interested reader should consult the extensive review article
by Moon et al. for more information regarding theoretical
approaches and results in the modeling of cellulose.28

Furthermore, a number of techniques, such as SEM, XPS,
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, and zeta-potential measurements,
were used to provide complementary information on the ion

adsorption and adsorption mechanism, facilitating the inter-
pretation of the force interaction results and the correlation
with computational modeling.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Spherical regenerated cellulose beads, pure cellulose

microspheres (CM), sulfate cellulose microspheres (SCM), and
phosphate cellulose microspheres (PCM) (JNC Corporation, Japan)
were used for probe particle attachment. The ligand contents of the
above cellulose microspheres were 0, 0.9, and 5.0% for CM, SCM, and
PCM, respectively. Three-component, solvent-free epoxy resin
Araldite CY212 from Agar Scientific Corporation (U.K.) was used
to glue the cellulose microspheres to the end of an AFM cantilever.
Silica powder with a purity of >99.0% was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Corporation (USA) and used for zeta-potential measurements.
Silver nitrate with purity of >99.8% was purchased from VWR
(Sweden) and used to prepare AgNO3 solution. All other chemicals
were used as received, such as NaOH and HNO3, and were reagent
grade (VWR, Sweden). Degassed Milli-Q water was used as a solvent
and as a reference liquid in the AFM measurements.

Methods. Particle Attachment. Standard V-shaped silicon nitride
probes (DNP-10, Bruker, USA) with a spring constant of k = 0.20 ±
0.02 N/m (determined by the thermal tune method29 using the built-
in option in AFM software Nanoscope 9.1) were used. To attach the
cellulose microsphere (CM, SCM and PCM), the gluing method was
employed as described by Leporatti and Dobryden.4,30 The whole
procedure was monitored through the optical microscope of the AFM.

Silver Ion Adsorption. The CM, SCM, and PCM cellulose
microspheres were subsequently immersed in aqueous AgNO3
solution for 1 h at each pH (50 mg/L, at pH 4.3, 5.1, 5.6, and 6.6
successively), followed by filtration and purification with Milli-Q water.
After adsorption treatment, the samples were dried and used for
spectroscopy characterization.

Characterization. Scanning Electron Microscopy. The spherical
structure of the cellulose microspheres was studied using SEM (Zeiss
Merlin, Germany). The cellulose-microsphere-functionalized AFM
probes were dried overnight in air after force measurements and were
imaged using SEM. The samples were placed on conductive tape and
sputter coated with tungsten. Images were taken, operating at 2.5 kV,
and an 8 mm working distance was used. Figure 1 shows the SEM
images of CM (a1), SCM (b1), and PCM (c1) utilized in the present
work. The cellulose microspheres with a diameter of around 40 μm
were selected and attached at the end of the V-shaped cantilever
(Figure 1a2,b2,c2). A new cantilever and cellulose microsphere were
used in each experiment. The probes were also characterized after

Figure 1. SEM images of CM, SCM, and PCM before (a1, b1, c1) and
after (a2, b2, c2) attachment of the particles to the V-shaped silicon
nitride probe. a3, b3, and c3 are the detailed surfaces of the selected
CM, SCM, and PCM particles.
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force measurements in order to verify that the probes were not
removed from the cantilever or were not significantly altered in the
working solution with SEM. Also, the detection of adsorbed species on
the surface of the cellulose microspheres was performed with SEM
measurements using the same experimental conditions as described
above.
Zeta Potential. The zeta potentials of silica, CM, SCM, and PCM

particles dispersed in 50 mg/L aqueous AgNO3 solution at various pH
values were measured at 25 °C using a Zetasizer Nano ZS, (Malvern,
U.K.). The concentrations of all measured samples were the same
(0.05 wt %).
Force Measurements with Atomic Force Microscopy. Force

measurements were performed with a MultiMode 8 AFM (Bruker,
Nanoscope controller, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) equipped with a fluid
cell (model MTFML). Circular glass cover slides were used as the
silica surface in the force measurements and were cleaned with ethanol
and then rinsed with Milli-Q water prior to the measurements. The
average surface roughness (Ra) of the glass slide was measured to be
0.8 nm for an area of 500 nm2, and the surface contact was on the
same spot during each experiment. All experiments were performed at
room temperature. The AFM equipped with a liquid cell was operated
in contact mode using the Nanoscope 9.1 software. Force curves were
acquired to investigate the interaction between the cellulose
microsphere probe and a silica surface starting with Milli-Q water as
the medium (pH 6.4) and subsequently aqueous AgNO3 solution (50
mg/L, at pH 4.3, 5.1, 5.6, 6.6). The typical waiting period after a
change in the liquid in the fluid cell was 15 min to achieve an
equilibrium state. At least 100 force curves were collected for each
experiment to obtain good statistics and to minimize the effects from
particle geometry and roughness imperfections. Two parallel experi-
ments using new probes and new substraes within one setup were
conducted for the CM and SCM system. Three parallel experiments
were performed for the PCM system considering the irregular shape of
PCM spheres. The experiments gave reproducible results. The
diameters of CM, SCM, and PCM microspheres were 40.8, 41.9,
and 42.0 μm, respectively. The collected force data was processed with
software NanoScope Analysis 1.5 (Bruker). The force curves on
approach were also analyzed using the DLVO model, which is a
combination of van der Waals and double-layer forces. Since on the
measured force curves strong and long-range repulsive forces are
mainly present, it can be accurate enough to use only the repulsive
term of the DLVO model, which is the double-layer force term. The
analytical equation was defined in terms of constant potential24 (eq 1)
and used to perform the fittings

πεε φ φ= − +F RK4 e K d d
DL 0 d 1 2

( )d 0 (1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ε is the permittivity of the
medium, φ1 and φ2 are the surface potentials, Kd

−1 is the Debye
length, R is the probe radius, and d0 is the nanoroughness.
A fitting of the DLVO model to experimental data required, due to

the irregular shape of PCM probes and cellulose swelling, the
introduction of the d0 parameter, as proposed in Sokolov’s study.31

This parameter is usually treated as nanoroughness and was set to 1−
15 nm.
Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared Spec-

troscopy. The spectra were recorded using a Bruker Vertex 80 V FTIR
instrument equipped with a DLaTGS detector and a ceramic mid-
infrared external source. All spectra were recorded at room
temperature (∼23 °C) using the double-side forward−backward
acquisition mode. A total number of 128 scans were coadded and
signal-averaged at an optical resolution of 2 cm−1 using the platinium
attenuated total reflection (ATR) accessory with a single-reflection
diamond crystal. The resultant interferogram was Fourier transformed
using the Mertz phase correction mode, a Blackman-Harris three-term
apodization function, and a zero filling factor of 2. Both the optical
bench and sample chamber were under vacuum (1.9 hPa) for each
measurement to remove O−H and CO stretching modes from
water vapor and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. All measurements
were repeated at least twice.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. XPS was used to determine the
surface elements after adsorption. All XPS spectra were collected with
an Axis Ultra DLD electron spectrometer (Kratos Analytical Ltd.,
U.K.) using a monochromatized Al Kα source operating at 150 W and
an analyzer pass energy of 160 eV for acquiring wide spectra and a pass
energy of 20 eV for individual photoelectron lines. The surface
potential was stabilized by the spectrometer charge-neutralization
system. The binding energy (BE) scale was referenced to the C 1s line
of aliphatic carbon, set at 285 eV. Processing the spectra was
accomplished with the Kratos software. Cellulose microsphere samples
for the analysis were carefully hand pressed into a pellet directly on a
sample holder using a clean Ni spatula.

■ COMPUTATIONAL SECTION
The aim of the modeling was to gain more insight and
knowledge of binding energies and IR spectra for PO3-
functionalized cellulose and its uptake of silver atoms. Two
different model systems were used in the present computational
study. First, a system consisting of a cellulose monolayer was
made from the crystal structure of cellulose Iβ, taken from the
work of Nishiyama et al.32 The unit cell chosen corresponded
to a 2 × 1 monolayer including 84 atoms (Figure 2a). This

monolayer was repeated in three dimensions using periodic
boundary conditions with a separation of 20 Å to ensure a
negligible interaction between the layers. Second, a system
consisting of 4 monolayers (336 atoms) was used in order to
investigate the ability of silver atoms to form clusters at the
functional site (Figure 2b). All calculations were performed
with QuantumEspresso33 version 5.2.0 within the DFT
pseudopotential formalism.34

Geometry optimizations were done using the PBE functional
and ultrasoft pseudopotentials.35,36 The Grimmes D2 correc-
tion37 was included to capture the dispersion interaction, which
was especially important for the largest system in this study. IR
calculations were performed using the norm-conserving PZ
pseudopotentials within the local density approximation38,39

since the vdW interaction was not implemented when using
ultrasoft pseudopotentials.
The total energy was minimized according to the BFGS

algorithm. The kinetic energy cutoff was set to 80 Ry. In
general, convergence criteria were set to 1 × 10−5 a.u. for the
total energy, 1 × 10−4 a.u. for the forces, and 1 × 10−7 Ry for
the self-consistent energy. For the monolayer, the total energy
was sampled using a 1 × 1 × 2 grid generating 2 k points,
whereas all calculations based on the large 336-atom system
were performed at the gamma point.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Surface Characterization. The zeta-potential measure-

ments were carried out on silica, CM, SCM and PCM particles

Figure 2. Two model systems used to investigate coordination and IR-
spectra. Black, red, and gray spheres denote carbon, oxygen, and
hydrogen, respectively.
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dispersed in the aqueous AgNO3 solution to facilitate the
interpretation of the force curves. Figure 3 shows that the three

types of cellulose microspheres and silica particles possessed a
negative zeta potential in 50 mg/L aqueous AgNO3 solution
and that their zeta potentials decreased with increasing pH. The
silica particles had a smaller zeta potential (−66.5 eV, pH 6.63)
than the cellulose microspheres and showed the same trends as
reported.40 The zeta potential measured in Milli-Q water for
silica particles is 39.5 eV, which agrees with the literature.41

Although SCM and PCM were modified with negatively
charged sulfate and phosphate groups, they had a lower
absolute value of zeta potentials than did CM. This is due to
the adsorption of Ag(I) ions onto the negatively charged
ligands of the cellulose surface.15 The zeta potential of PCM
had the lowest absolute value, indicating that the phosphate-
modified cellulose microspheres had a higher capacity to adsorb
monovalent silver ions as compared to SCM and CM. This is
also well correlated with the higher ligand content for PCM
(5%) than for SCM (0.9%).
Force Spectroscopy Evaluation of the Surface

Interactions. Analysis of Force Curves on Approach. The
typical approach and retract force curves for the CM, SCM, and
PCM systems are shown in Figure 4. The approach curves
(Figure 4A1,B1,C1) demonstrated a clear, strong repulsion at
an interaction distance of approximately 100 nm in Milli-Q
water (pH 6.4) and was stronger than the interactions in
AgNO3 solution in all three cases, i.e., CM, SCM, and PCM
probes. This is in good correlation with the measured zeta
potential. This repulsive force can be expected due to the
negatively charged cellulose and silica surface interaction in
Milli-Q water. After changing to AgNO3 solution, the long-
range repulsive forces remain but are less pronounced than was
measured in Milli-Q water as the adsorbed positively charged
Ag(I) on the negative functional groups of cellulose particles
decreases the cellulose surface negativity. Also, in acidic AgNO3
solution, H(I) in the solution was expected to partially
compensate for the negatively surface charge, leading to a
decreased repulsive interaction.
The repulsive term of the DLVO model was successfully

fitted to the measured force curves and confirmed that the main
contribution to the repulsion between the cellulose and glass
surface is due to the double-layer force. (See the DLVO model
fitting in Figure 4 and the Supporting Information under S1 for

the details of the model fitting.) The calculated Debye length,
using T = 298.15 K and a dielectric constant of water of 78.3,
was 17 nm at pH 4.3 and varied a little, up to 17.7 nm, upon
increasing the pH to 6.6. It was found that the best fit of the
DLVO model to the experimental data was achieved using a
Debye length of 17 nm for the CM system with a decrease to
14 nm at pH 6.6, and for the PCM system the Debye length

Figure 3. Zeta potentials of CM, SCM, PCM, and silica particles in 50
mg/L aqueous AgNO3 solution at different pH values.

Figure 4. Typical AFM approach curves (A1, B1, and C1) and
retraction curves (A2, B2, and C2) measured for the CM, SCM, and
PCM systems, respectively. The approach curves measured in Milli-Q
water (without Ag(I)) as a medium are included for comparison. The
solid lines are the DLVO model fits. The average Debye length used in
the DLVO model fitting was around 24−26 nm in Milli-Q water, 17
nm from pH 4.3 to 5.6 and 14 nm at pH 6.6 for the CM system, and
23−24 nm for the SCM system and 17 to 13.5 nm for the PCM
system. The estimated surface potentials for the cellulose surface were
in the range from −9 to −20 mV for the CM system, from −13 to −15
mV for the SCM system, and from −9 to −20 mV for the PCM
system. The estimated surface potentials for the glass surface were in
the range from −42 to −66 mV. The roughness parameter was set in
the range of 1 to 15 nm. (D) Average absolute value of 100 adhesion
forces as a function of pH among SCM, PCM, and the silica surface,
respectively.
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was 17 nm and decreased to 13.5 nm at pH 5.6. However, the
Debye length used to achieve the best fit for the SCM system
was about 23 nm. Also, the estimated surface potentials from
the DLVO fit of the cellulose and the glass surface were lower
than the measured zeta potentials but approximately demon-
strated the same trends in increasing negativity of both glass
and cellulose surfaces with an increase in pH. However, the
DLVO model was applied mainly for qualitative analysis of the
experimental data since the accurate quantitative analysis of
such a surface interaction is complicated when the probe
particle possesses irregular probe geometry, as for PCM system,
and the cellulose particle is swelled, with a composition that is
viscoelastic gel-like6 or cellulose chains,5 in an aqueous
medium.
An approximate estimation shows that the interaction

distances for CM systems decreased from 82 nm in Milli-Q
water to around 41 nm in Ag(I) solution, and there was no
significant change in the interaction distance as the pH changed
from 4.3 to 6.6. For PCM system also the interaction distance,
decreased from 65 nm in Milli-Q water to 44 nm in Ag(I)
solution) with no clear sensitivity to the pH change. On the
contrary, only a small decrease in the interaction distance was
observed for SCM system from 66 nm in Milli-Q water to
around 59 nm in Ag(I) solution. This can possibly indicate that
the screening effect of Ag(I) on repulsive interaction is more
pronounced for CM and PCM systems compared to the SCM
system (Figures A1 and C1 compared to Figure B1). This is
also in agreement with the estimated Debye lengths from the
DLVO model. The Debye length is higher for the SCM system
than for the CM and PCM systems. This is a bit in
contradiction to what is expected, but can possibly related to
varying degree of swelling by the cellulose particles.
Furthermore, the effect of Ag(I) and their possible interaction
or adsorption to the negative functional groups can be observed
for the PCM system at pH 6.6. The clear snap-in at an
approximate distance of 10 nm indicates that the contribution
from the attractive force, most likely due to van der Waals
attraction, has increased while the repulsive interaction is
partially screened due to the adsorption of positive ions. Thus,
this attraction overcomes the cantilever spring constant during
the cantilever approach to the negative silica surface and leads
to the snap-in. The increase in attraction between PCM
particles and the silica surface in AgNO3 solution at acidic pH
can be explained by the high adsorption of Ag(I) to the PCM
functional groups. Otherwise, PCM with a strong negative zeta
potential should lead only to repulsion when interacting with
the silica surface, as follows from Figure 3.
It can be concluded that the interaction among CM, SCM,

and PCM probes and the glass surfaces in AgNO3 solution is
mainly governed by the double-layer repulsion force as it
follows from the applied DLVO model. The contribution from
steric forces can also be expected, regarding the long interaction
distances and cellulose swelling. However, the d0 roughness
parameter was used in the DLVO model, which makes it
difficult to distinguish the possible contribution from the steric
interaction. The repulsive double-layer and steric forces for the
cellulose particle−cellulose surface and silica particle−cellulose
surface interaction were also previous reported by Holmberg
and Rutland.5,8 The observed interaction distances, approx-
imately estimated from the force curves in Figure 4 (A1, B1,
and C1) falling in the range of 50−100 nm, are in good
agreement with the reported references.42,43 Meanwhile, the

osmotic repulsion force over a small separation distance is
expected for such swelled particles.6

Analysis of Force Curves on Retraction. The retraction
curves (Figure 4A2,B2,C2) show diverse behavior for the CM,
SCM, and PCM systems. For native CM, no clear pull-out
peaks occurred from the retraction curve because of strong
repulsive interaction resulting in no adhesion force. The
considerable pull-out multipeaks on separation were observed
for the SCM system. The same phenomenon occurred in
Radtchenko’s study,42 and it was interpreted that several
cellulose chains adsorbed to the probe during contact and these
chains were stretched and progressively detached from the
probe particle surface. In the present case, the same trend is
observed and indicates the possible detachment or rearrange-
ments of cellulose chains during retraction or the detachment
of functional groups. Possible elastic deformation of the swelled
cellulose probe also could be one of the reasons for the
multipeaks in the SCM system (Figure 4 B2), as previously
reported in Leporatti’s study.4 The retraction curves in the case
of the PCM system demonstrate no clear deformation or
pronounced detachment of cellulose chains and functional
groups.
This possibly occurs because of a sharper contact area

between the particle and the silica surface since the PCM probe
particle is not perfectly spherical and has uneven surface
features (SEM image of PCM particles in Figure 1c2). Also,
due to more pronounced adsorption of Ag(I), the swelled
cellulose particle can become hardened after Ag(I) adsorption.
This correlates well with the observed interaction trends in the
approach curves for SCM and PCM systems (Figure 4B1,C1)
when a possible suppression of the swelled cellulose has
occurred for the PCM system and less pronounced suppression
occurred for the SCM system in the presence of Ag ions.

Adhesion Force Analysis. The evaluated average adhesion
forces among the SCM and PCM probes and the silica surface
in AgNO3 solution from the histograms using standard peak-
fitting algorithms are shown in Figure 4D. No adhesion force
was observed for the CM system due to strong repulsive
interaction preventing surface contact and possibly a small
amount of adsorbed Ag(I) (Figure 4A2). In this case, the
electrostatic repulsion probably significantly exceeded the
attractive van der Waals force and possible weak double-layer
attraction due to a small number of adsorbed positive ions even
though H(I) partially affected the charge of the CM surface.
The absence of an adhesion force for the native cellulose−silica
surface interaction can be thus expected and is in agreement
with previously reported results.6,8 For the SCM system, Ag(I)
can be adsorbed onto the sulfate groups of the SCM particle,
leading to an attractive force between the positive Ag(I) and
the negative silica surface. Meanwhile, the attractive force
between H(I) and the negative silica surface can also contribute
to the adhesion force. However, owing to a small ligand content
(0.9%), the sulfate groups were almost fully occupied with
Ag(I) even at low pH (4.3). Therefore, without an increase in
Ag(I) intensity, the adhesion force slightly decreased with a
pronounced decrease of H(I) at high pH (Figure 4D). (The
schematic representation of the interactions between PCM and
the silica substrate in AgNO3 solution under different pH
conditions is shown in section S2 in the Supporting
Information.)
In the case of the PCM system, the adhesion force clearly

increased from pH 4.3 to pH 6.6 (Figure 4). The increase is
expected due to the adsorption of Ag(I) onto PCM since the
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concentration of H(I) decreases by a factor larger than 100 in
this pH range. Meanwhile, as it follows from the approach

curves for the PCM system at pH 6.6 (Figure 4C2), the
screened repulsive forces and an increased attraction can most

Figure 5. ATR-FTIR spectra of CM, SCM, PCM with the phosphate region as the inset (A) and ATR-FTIR spectra of PCM before and after
adsorption of Ag(I) at various pH values with the phosphate region as the inset (B).

Figure 6. (a) H2PO3 group on the cellulose monolayer. (b) IR spectra for the cellulose monolayer with an H2PO3 group and vibrational modes
related only to the functional group at the cellulose monolayer (inset). (c) PO3 group with silver atoms. (d) IR spectra of the cellulose monolayer
and the functional group with silver atoms. Vibrational modes related only to the functional group with silver atoms at the cellulose monolayer
(inset) and (e) a comparison of IR calculations between the PO3 monolayer with silver atoms (blue lines) and without silver atoms (red lines).
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likely lead to the increased adhesion. Also, an attractive
bridginglike force8 or binding7 between the functionalized
phosphate groups with adsorbed Ag(I) and the negatively
charged silica surfaces can be expected to contribute to the
increased adhesion. Furthermore, not many changes in surface
charge or adsorption ability are expected for the silica surface in
the studied pH range. Thus, the strongly increased adhesion
can mainly be related to a higher adsorption of Ag(I) on the
PCM surface at pH 6.6 than at lower pH values. (The
schematic representation of the interactions between PCM and
the silica substrate in AgNO3 solution under different pH
conditions is shown in section S3 in the Supporting
Information.)

Advanced Spectroscopy and Modeling Evaluation of
Adsorption Behavior. The ATR-FTIR spectra of the CM,
SCM, and PCM samples (Figure 5) showed main absorption
bands in the O−H stretching region between 3600 and 3000
cm−1, the C−H stretching and bending regions around 2900
and 1450 cm−1, respectively, and the strongly band overlapping
absorption region below 1400 cm−1.
All samples showed characteristic bands of cellulose. Infrared

absorptions between 3600 and 3000 cm−1 are typical for O−H
stretching vibrations involved in hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions, and the band with peak intensity at 2892 cm−1 was
caused by the C−H stretching vibration. The band at 1642
cm−1 (H−O−H bending) is a clear indication of adsorbed

Figure 7. XPS survey spectra of CM (A1), SCM (B1), and PCM (C1) and the representative Ag 3d photoemission spectra (inset, left). SEM images
of the surfaces of CM (A2), SCM (B2), and PCM (C2) after adsorption (right).
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water in the cellulose samples. This band is stronger in PCM
samples than in CM and SCM samples. In addition,
overlapping bands due to the infrared absorption of O−H
and C−H bending modes as well as C−O stretching vibrations
in the glucosidic ring are observed in the wavenumber region
between 1400 and 900 cm−1.15 Because of the low ligand
content and low adsorption of Ag(I), it was hard to find any
peak shift or change in line shape in the infrared spectra of CM
and SCM microspheres before and after adsorption. However,
for the PCM sample the phosphate vibration was clearly
affected by Ag(I) adsorption, as shown by the overlapping C−
O−P and P−OH stretching vibrations in the 1050−930 cm−1

region.44,45 After treatment of the PCM sample with the 50
mg/L AgNO3 solution at pH values from 4.3 to 6.6, the
overlapping C−O−P and P−OH bands shifted to higher
wavenumber (inset of Figure 5B). This shift was due to the
adsorption of Ag(I) since the shift did not appear by just
changing the pH. The result indicates that adsorbed Ag(I) ions
interacted with the phosphate group and increased with
enhanced pH.
The PCM (H2PO3-cellulose) and Ag-adsorbed PCM

(Ag2PO3-cellulose) monolayers were relaxed and investigated
by IR calculations as shown in Figure 6, where relevant bond
lengths are shown. (The CM monolayer was also studied as a
reference, and the theoretical IR spectrum is given in
Supporting Information S4).
One functional H2PO3 group and the total IR spectra for the

PCM monolayer are shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively. All of
the strong peaks around 3000 cm−1 can be attributed to O−H
stretching modes from cellulose, which confirm the exper-
imental results (Figure 5). The large peak just above 2500 cm−1

is a result of PO−H vibrations from the functional group and
oxygen atoms at the cellulose monolayer. When removing all of
the peaks caused by the cellulose monolayer, the spectrum
becomes a fingerprint of the vibrational modes that appear just
because of the functional group, which can be seen in the inset
of Figure 6b. The peak at 3200 cm−1 is caused by PO−H
stretching vibrations, and all of the peaks around 1000 cm−1 can
be assigned to the P−O stretching or PO−H bending
vibrations; some of them involve vibrations in the cellulose
ring as well. This is also in agreement with experimental data as
discussed earlier.
Figure 6d shows the total IR spectra for the cellulose

monolayer with two silver atoms on the functional group
(Figure 6c). All of the peaks above 2500 cm−1 are a result of
O−H stretching vibrations of cellulose. The small peak at 2500

cm−1 is due to C−H stretching vibrations on the cellulose ring,
and the strongest peak that can be seen around 1000 cm−1 is a
result of the P−O asymmetric stretching vibration. The
fingerprint spectra of the functional group with silver atoms
are shown in the inset of Figure 6d. No peaks above 1100 cm−1

appear, as all of these peaks are O−H stretching vibrations from
cellulose. The strongest peak in Figure 6d (inset) at 1000 cm−1

can be assigned to the asymmetric P−O stretching vibration,
which also can be attributed to the peaks at slightly higher
wavenumbers. Four peaks can be seen below 1000 cm−1 in
which the two at higher wavenumbers can be assigned to P−O
asymmetric stretching vibrations and the two at lower
wavenumbers are P−O stretching vibrations. This strongly
supports the experimental data in Figure 5.
To further explain the shift in wavenumber (as exper-

imentally observed) when silver is coordinated to the functional
group, IR spectra in the region between 800 and 1100 cm−1 are
shown in Figure 6e, which compares PCM and PCM with
adsorbed silver atoms. Peaks A and A′ (symmetric P−O
stretch) display a shift toward a higher wavenumber when silver
is coordinated to the functional group, whereas peaks B and B′
(asymmetric P−O stretch) display a shift toward a lower
wavenumber. The strongest peak C is also assigned to the
asymmetric P−O stretching vibration as well as peaks D−G.
Interestingly, peaks D and E are shifted toward higher
wavenumbers (F and G) when silver is coordinated to the
functional group.
Thus, IR calculations show distinct peaks in the spectra when

a PO3 group is present at the cellulose monolayer, in agreement
with experimental data, and these peaks will be shifted toward
higher wavenumbers when hydrogen is replaced by silver atoms
at the functional group, which supports the experimental
findings shown in Figure 5.
XPS analysis of CM, SCM, and PCM after Ag(I) adsorption

was conducted to study the interaction between the functional
groups and the adsorbed Ag(I).46 Survey XPS spectra of CM,
SCM, and PCM are presented in Figure 7A1,B1,C1.
The two main peaks (around 533 and 285 eV) shown in the

XPS spectra correspond to oxygen and carbon, respectively.47

The main C 1s signals for CM, SCM, and PCM were
decomposed as shown in Table 1. Four C peaks were detected:
C−C/C−H (C1, 285 eV), C−OH (C2, 286 eV), O−C−O
(C3, 288 eV), and COOH (C4, 289 eV).47 O 1s signals at
around 533 eV are also shown in Table 1. An examination of
XPS spectra of SCM (Figure 7B1) confirmed the presence of
traces of sulfur in the spectrum, S 2p at approximately 169.7 eV

Table 1. Binding Energy (BE) and Atomic Concentration (AC) of the Elements According to the XPS Spectrum Values of CM,
SCM, and PCM after Adsorption

CM SCM PCM

BE, eV AC, atom % BE, eV AC, atom % BE, eV AC, atom %

C 1s 285.0 4.4 285.0 13.67 285.0 4.42 C−(CH)
285.7 2.64

286.8 41.41 287.2 23.6 286.8 37.57 C−OH
288.2 11.84 288.6 5.95 288.2 7.98 O−C−O
289.6 0.88 289.6 1.38 289.3 1.08 COOH

O 1s 532.6 13.87 531.4 3.47
533.2 38.97 533.6 26.08 533.2 39.5 C−OH
534.5 2.36 534.8 2.04

Ag 3d5/2 368.3 0.14 368.5 0.45 367.9 1.3 silver
P 2p3/2 134.1 2.33 phosphate
S 2p3/2 169.7 6.17 sulfate
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and S 2s at approximately 230 eV (detectable only in detailed
analysis but not visible here). This indicates the presence of −
SO3− groups on SCM as expected.48 In the same way, XPS
spectra of PCM (Figure 7C1) confirmed the presence of traces
of phosphor in the spectrum, P 2p at approximately 134.1 eV
and P 2s at approximately 190 eV (detectable only in detailed
analysis and not visible here), indicating the presence of −
PO3− groups on PCM. Small amount of Na and Cl were also
detected, which might be impurities.
The insets in Figure 7A1,B1 for CM and SCM show the

position of all Ag 3d doublet peaks which were at the same
binding energies as the standard characteristic metallic Ag0

peaks; 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 have binding energies of 368.2 and 374.2
eV, respectively, showing zero-valent Ag on the surface.45

However, XPS spectra of the Ag 3d doublet (3d5/2 and 3d3/2)
for PCM were at 368.0 and 374.0 eV (Figure 7C1). Both peaks
were shifted about 0.2 eV toward lower binding energies
compared to the standard characteristic metallic Ag0 peaks.49

This shift suggests an interaction between Ag(I) and PCM at
the nanostructural level. The electronic band structures adjust
their energy position when the metal and nonconductor
particles attach to each other. The binding energy of
monovalent Ag is lower than that of zero-valent Ag,50−52

indicating that, in addition to zero-valent elemental Ag, PCM
carries monovalent Ag on the surface and at a higher
concentration than do CM and SCM, which was also in
agreement with zeta-potential results and ATR-FTIR results.
Moreover, PCM showed the highest concentration of Ag
(1.3%) compared to CM (0.14%) and SCM (0.45%), indicating
that more silver accumulated on the surface of PCM than on
CM and SCM particles (Table 1). In fact, a low density of
nanoscaled Ag particles covered the surfaces of SCM and PCM
after force measurements, which was further confirmed by SEM
images (Figure 7A2,B2,C2). Most of the Ag nanoparticles are
found to have dimensions in the range of 5−50 nm.
The adsorption of metal ions from solutions on the cellulose

surface and subsequent reduction to nanoparticles in the
presence of entities as aldehyde or carboxylic groups
(introduced during bleaching steps) is well documented and
is used in in situ metal nanoparticle synthesis. The ether and
hydroxyl functions on cellulose or groups such as sulfates and
phosphate (introduced by derivatization) facilitate the anchor-
ing of the metal ions tightly onto the fibers via ion−dipole
interactions but also after reduction stabilizes the aggregates via
surface interactions.53,54 Our earlier studies using XPS have also
shown that Ag(I) when adsorbed on nanocellulose became
reduced to elemental Ag.16

Below are results, based on DFT modeling, of the energetics
of phosphate group attachment to cellulose as well as of Ag(I)
adsorption to the phosphate group. The reaction energy
Ereact H2PO3

for anchoring the H2PO3 group to the 84-atom CM
monolayer was calculated according to

= +

− +
‐E E E

E E

( )

( )

react H PO H PO monolayer H O

cellulose monolayer H PO

2 3 2 3 2

3 4

which refers to the reaction when inserting the H2PO3 group
with phosphoric acid. This reaction energy was calculated to be
−278 kJ mol−1, which indicates an energetically favorable
reaction. Furthermore, the estimated binding energy Ebind H2PO3

for H2PO3 on the cellulose monolayer was calculated to be
−448 kJ mol−1 according to

= −

+
‐E E E

E

( ) (

)

bind H PO H PO monolayer cellulose monolayer

H PO

2 3 2 3

2 3

Similarly, the reaction energy for replacing two hydrogen atoms
with silver atoms on the phosphate group was calculated to be
−61 kJ mol−1 as the energy difference:

= +

− +
‐

‐

E E E

E E

( 2 )

( 2 )

react Ag Ag PO monolayer HNO

H PO monolayer AgNO

2 3 3

2 3 3

Comparing the energy differences between the two systems

Δ = + − +‐ ‐E E E E E( ) ( 2 )Ag PO monolayer H H PO monolayer Ag2 3 2 2 3

gives an energy difference of −191 kJ mol−1.
Finally, the binding energy Ebind Ag for silver atoms on the

PO3 group with silver was calculated to be −303 kJmol−1 per
silver atom according to

= −

− +

E E

E E

( Ag OPO )

( 2 )

bind Ag cellulose monolayer 2 3

cellulose monolayer Ag

The first term refers to Ag-adsorbed PCM, whereas the second
term refers to the PCM monolayer and two silver atoms
separately outside the system.
When using the largest cellulose system with 336 atoms

(Figure 8), it was found that 20 silver atoms could easily

coordinate to the PO3 group. Binding energy for the 20th silver
atom was −202 kJ mol−1. This energy clearly supports the
possibility of further cluster formation of silver at the PO3-
functionalized cellulose surface.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Unmodified and functionalized cellulose microspheres were
able to remove Ag(I) from aqueous AgNO3 solution serving as
a model for a contaminated water medium. Force measurement
with AFM was demonstrated to be a helpful method for
studying the surface interaction between cellulose microspheres
and water contaminants such as monovalent silver ions. The
zeta-potential values correlated well with the interaction trends
for both repulsion and attraction as observed from the force
curves. The surface functionality of cellulose, ligand contents,
the pH of the medium, and electrostatic interaction between
positive and negative particles played a significant role in the
adsorption properties of the cellulose microspheres. The AFM

Figure 8. A 2 × 2 × 1 slab based on the 336-atom system. The
coordination of 20 silver atoms (pink spheres) occurs at the top of the
PO3 group (yellow and red spheres). Blue and white spheres are
carbon and hydrogen, respectively.
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results were further elaborated by extensive spectroscopy
investigations.
It was shown here by AFM, XPS, and ATR-FTIR

spectroscopy that the surface modification of cellulose
microspheres by sulfate and phosphate functionalities improved
the adsorption of monovalent silver ions from the aqueous
medium. It was also shown that silver ions were reduced to
metallic silver on the surface of the modified cellulose particles.
Computational studies reveal a possibility of clustering for

Ag(I) to a PO3-functionalized cellulose surface. A stable
structure could easily be obtained for 20 silver atoms. The
binding energy when adding the 20th silver atom was calculated
to be −202 kJ mol−1, which indicates the ability to coordinate
more silver atoms. Calculated IR spectra support the
experimental observation of the shifting of P−O stretching
vibrations toward a higher frequency upon coordination of
silver atoms to the PO3 group.
The interaction of metal ions and other positive charged

species with nanocellulose in an aqueous medium will be the
subject of further studies in our laboratories.
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double-layer force) to the experimental data. 
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FIT 1MQ CM 
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FIT 1PH4.3 CM 
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S2. Schematic representation of the interactions between SCM and 

silica substrate in AgNO3 solution, at different pHs.

S3. Schematic representation of the interactions between PCM and 

silica substrate in AgNO3 solution, at different pHs.  
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Advanced microscopy and spectroscopy reveal the
adsorption and clustering of Cu(II) onto TEMPO-
oxidized cellulose nanofibers†

Chuantao Zhu,a,b Alexander Soldatovb and Aji P. Mathew *a,b

TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxylradical)-mediated oxidation nanofibers (TOCNF), as a bio-

compatible and bioactive material, have opened up a new application of nanocellulose for the removal of

water contaminants. This development demands extremely sensitive and accurate methods to understand

the surface interactions between water pollutants and TOCNF. In this report, we investigated the adsorp-

tion of metal ions on TOCNF surfaces using experimental techniques atthe nano and molecular scales

with Cu(II) as the target pollutant in both aqueous and dry forms. Imaging with in situ atomic force

microscopy (AFM), together with a study of the physiochemical properties of TOCNF caused by adsorp-

tion with Cu(II) in liquid, were conducted using the PeakForce Quantitative NanoMechanics (PF-QNM)

mode at the nano scale. The average adhesion force between the tip and the target single TOCNF almost

tripled after adsorption with Cu(II) from 50 pN to 140 pN. The stiffness of the TOCNF was also enhanced

because the Cu(II) bound to the carboxylate groups and hardened the fiber. AFM topography, scanning

electron microscopy-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) mapping and X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) indicated that the TOCNF were covered by copper nanolayers and/or nanoparticles

after adsorption. The changes in the molecular structure caused by the adsorption were demonstrated

by Raman and attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). This

methodology will be of great assistance to gain qualitative and quantitative information on the adsorption

process and interaction between charged entities in aqueous medium.

Introduction

Nanocellulose and cellulosic substrates used as contaminant
adsorbents have attracted increased attention for their environ-
mental engineering applications in recent years.1,2 Owing to the
hierarchical structure and tailorable adsorption behavior via
subsequent surface chemical modification2,3 with carboxylic,
sulfate and phosphate groups,4 nanocellulose is not only a bio-
compatible but also a bioactive material5 and shows excellent
potential as a promising carrier material for the immobilization
of water pollutants such as dyes,6,7 pesticides,8 bacteria and

viruses,9 and a wide range of heavy metal ions, including
Ag(I),10 U(II),11 Fe(III), Cu(II),12 Ni(II), Cr(III) and Zn(II).13

TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxylradical)-mediated
oxidation nanofibers (TOCNF), a new bio-based nano-material
prepared from abundantly available wood biomass by the
position-selective catalytic oxidation of C6 primary hydroxyls,14

have opened up a new application of nanocellulose for the
removal of water contaminants. By using TOCNF as a reaction
template, Ifuku’s group found stable silver nanoparticles with a
narrow size distribution and high density through ion inter-
actions between the host carboxylate groups and the guest Ag(I)
along the nanofibers.15 The carboxyl and hydroxyl groups of
carboxylated cellulose nanocrystals supplied a coordination
effect to adsorb metallic cations and Ag nanoparticles.16 In our
recent research activities,17,18 the use of TOCNF for the adsorp-
tion of heavy metal ions (Cu(II)) from contaminated water and
the adsorption capacity and selectivity were extensively investi-
gated and have shown promising results.13,19 Cu(II) adsorption
capacities at various initial Cu(II) concentrations from 2–250
mg L−1 were investigated.19 Meanwhile, copper nanoparticles
with a size of around 100 nm were found on the surface of the
dry TOCNF samples after adsorption.

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Zeta-potential of TOCNF
and TOCNF + Cu in nitric acid solution at different pH values, Raman intensity
variations of wood and TOCNF around wavenumber 1590–1595 cm−1 before and
after adsorption, and schematic structure of the TOCNF unit with COO− groups
in both dry and liquid media. See DOI: 10.1039/c7nr01566f

aDepartment of Materials and Environmental Chemistry, Stockholm University,

10691 Stockholm, Sweden. E-mail: aji.mathew@mmk.su.se
bDepartment of Engineering Sciences and Mathematics, Luleå University of

Technology, 97187 Luleå, Sweden
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful tool and has
made possible the direct examination of the morphological
and mechanical properties of substrates for the in situ study of
adsorption processes.20,21 AFM visualizes the topography of
surfaces with the formation of adsorbed layers22,23 or parti-
cles24 from the model environment. Adhesion and repulsion
forces caused by surface interactions between colloidal probes
and substrates are precisely detected and used for interpreting
adsorption behavior.10,25 The mechanical properties of the
substrates like the Young’s modulus,26,27 deformation, dissipa-
tion28 and stiffness29,30 have been explored by a new AFM tech-
nique, PeakForce Quantitative NanoMechanics (PF-QNM),31

which provides simultaneous high resolution mapping of
morphology and quantitative mechanical properties at the
nano scale. However, the majority of the studies using
PF-QNM are in the dry state and PF-QNM has been success-
fully used for the mapping of mechanical properties.32–35

Nellist et al. have very recently shown the possibility of using
PF-QNM for the simultaneous characterization of surface topo-
graphy, quantitative nanomechanics, nanoelectronic pro-
perties, and electrochemical activity and peak force-scanning
electron microscopy (PF-SECM) to probe the electrical conduc-
tivity of electrode surfaces in liquid.35

In the current study, the PF-QNM mode was used for the
first time to study the interactions of charged species in a
liquid medium and is considered highly challenging due to
the liquid medium used as well as due to the nanosized
materials and ionic species involved. Thus, the current study
investigates the adsorption behavior of metal ions on TOCNF
using different AFM modes in dry and aqueous media as well
as SEM and spectroscopy in the dry state, taking Cu(II) as an
example, which is one of the well-known toxic metals found in
polluted water.36 The adsorption process was first carried out
in an in situ AFM study in a near-neutral liquid phase environ-
ment. The topography, adhesion and stiffness were selected
and compared to study the physiochemical properties of
TOCNF before and after adsorption in a close to neutral pH
(100 mg L−1 CuNO3 solution) using PF-QNM. In this work, we
use the method to map differences by rapidly acquiring force
distance curves between the tip and the same single nanofiber,
which is a big challenge, particularly when the aqueous
medium needs to be changed several times during measure-

ments. TOCNF with adsorbed Cu(II) (TOCNF + Cu) under the
studied pH were used for zeta-potential, topography and
elemental studies. AFM images, SEM-EDS and XPS studies
revealed a layer of copper and copper nanoparticles and con-
firmed the adsorption on the surface of the nanofibers. The
structure change of the TOCNF because of the adsorption was
further investigated by Raman and FTIR characterization at
the molecular scale. The results show that this combination of
techniques provides complimentary information on the metal
ion adsorption and the techniques well supported each other
to uncover the mysteries of the adsorption mechanism at the
nano and molecular scales. This method can be employed to
study the other types of cellulose with different functional
groups for adsorption of any positively charged species and
could be tailored for water purification in real contaminated
water environments.

Results and discussion

In this study, we focused on using TOCNF with a high oxidiza-
tion degree of carboxylate groups (1.2 mmol g−1). The key
design principle is to find evidence of the adsorption of Cu(II)
onto the TOCNF in both aqueous and dry environments by
in situ AFM and SEM measurements and further prove the
adsorption by spectroscopy both at the nano and molecular
scales.

The micrographs of the TOCNF characterized by SEM and
AFM revealed some differences at the micro and nano scales.
The samples for the SEM measurements were directly droplet-
deposited and dried in air with high concentrations of TOCNF,
while the samples for the AFM characterization were diluted
and spin coated37 on the substrate to obtain dispersed single
nanofibers. The morphology observed via SEM (Fig. 1a) shows
bundles of TOCNF, since the nanofibers are aggregated
together during the drying process. However, the AFM images
show a different topography (Fig. 1b and c). The chains of
TOCNF are modified with –COO− groups, so it is easier to
obtain well-individualized single fibers in a dilute solution
because of the repulsive force.14 Fig. 1b and c also present very
small fragments and different size distributions of the fiber
with fiber length ranging from tens of nm to several hundreds

Fig. 1 SEM (a) and AFM peak force error images (b, c) of TOCNF.
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of nm. This stems from the harsh modification process by the
TEMPO method to obtain a high degree of oxidization for the
TOCNF.

Zeta-potential measurements were performed at different
pH values, adjusted using diluted nitric acid to study the col-
loidal stability and the surface charge of the TOCNF before
and after the adsorption of Cu(II) (Fig. S1†). For the pure
TOCNF, a range of zeta potentials between −43.3 and
−64.8 mV were recorded, which confirmed the negative
surface of the TOCNF and agreed with the data from our pre-
vious study.19 After adding CuSO4, all of the values of the zeta
potentials under the studied pH values increased; for instance
at pH 4.9 the zeta potential increased from −58.1 to −39.8.
The trend of the zeta potentials of TOCNF + Cu agreed well
with that of the TOCNF, indicating that the surface of the
TOCNF had adsorbed positive Cu(II), leading to a less negative
charged surface compared with that before adsorption. This is
probably due to the fact that positively charged Cu(II) interact
with the sorption sites (COO− groups) on TOCNF and render
TOCNF surfaces charge neutralized, resulting in a decrease in
the negative surface charge and lower magnitude of the zeta-
potential, depending on the availability of Cu(II).19

In situ AFM

Following the results of the zeta potential measurements, an
in situ AFM study was carried out to study the adsorption
behavior on a single TOCNF in aqueous medium. The detailed
procedure is presented in the Materials and methods section.
The morphology, adhesion and stiffness are discussed here.

PF-QNM can acquire the topography image together with the
individual force curves from each intermittent touch and
analyze the instantaneous force on the tip, thus leading to the
adhesion map. The stiffness of the single TOCNF at each pixel
was extracted automatically by the software through the slope
of the linear contact region from the retraction force curves30

and could also be mapped simultaneously with high
resolution.

The idea is to possibly identify the evidence for layers of
Cu(II) or nanoparticles deposited on the surface of the fiber
after adsorption, as reported previously.13,19 Indeed, from the
topography images, no layers or nanoparticles were observed
clearly on the surface of the TOCNF + Cu (Fig. 2C). However,
we found that the fiber ultimately shifts to the right, which is
the same direction that the tip taps on the fiber, leaving the
fingerprints of the fiber on the map (along the arrow in
Fig. 2C). Mainly, the shifting is ascribed to the constant
tapping by the tip during the measurements because the
TOCNF swell easily in a liquid and become softer.38

(3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) is positively
charged and was employed to anchor the fiber by a vapor-
phase method39 because the TOCNF has very good hydrophili-
city in solution and is easily displaced or lost during measure-
ment in the liquid because the tip continuously taps the fiber
at a high frequency (2 kHz). The surface charge of the tip used
for AFM measurements is negative, so theoretically, there will
be only a repulsion force between the TOCNF or TOCNF + Cu
and the probe because the TOCNF and TOCNF + Cu are also
negatively charged based on the zeta-potential study.

Fig. 2 Height, peak force error, adhesion and stiffness images of TOCNF obtained by the PF-QNM mode before (A, B) and after adsorption (C) with
Cu(II); the corresponding histogram of the distribution of adhesion and stiffness along the fiber before (a, b) and after (c, d) Cu(II) adsorption with the
average values shown in e and f.
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However, the adhesion map still shows very little adhesion
force along the fiber before the Cu(II) adsorption (Fig. 2A and
B). This might come from the interaction between the nega-
tively charged tip and positively charged APTES. The color of
the adhesion force along the fiber is black, which means that
the adhesion force is much smaller compared with the
adhesion force on the APTES (the brown blank area) because
the fiber is lying between APTES and the tip, preventing the
interaction between the APTES and the tip.

Fig. 2B and C show the adhesion and stiffness images of
the single TOCNF obtained from a series of force curves before
and after the adsorption of Cu(II). In the images, the darker
the region is, the smaller the value is. It is hard to analyze the
changes in the physiochemical properties based on the maps.
Therefore, the data on every pixel along the fiber (white cross)
were used to evaluate the adhesion and stiffness distribution
on that individual TOCNF and fitted with Gaussian curves.
The average values of adhesion force and stiffness before and
after adsorption were calculated (Fig. 2a–f ). It could be clearly
seen that the average adhesion force increased from 50 pN to
140 pN (Fig. 2e), which is due to the interaction between the
positive Cu(II) and the negative tip after Cu(II) binding on the
–COO− groups of the fiber, which increased the electrostatic
force. The stiffness was also enhanced from 0.87 N m−1 to
1.13 N m−1 (Fig. 2f), which revealed that the adsorbed Cu(II)
covered the surface and hardened the fiber. The physio-
chemical properties like adhesion and stiffness can be charac-
terized by PF-QNM measurements not only qualitatively but
also quantitatively. Despite its many advantages, it should be
noted that the described experimental method in the current
work is more qualitative than quantitative, due to its complex-
ity and multi-step calibration procedure. Even if done properly,
the calibration may not produce fully correct (quantitative)
results, especially if the model used by the AFM designer is
not appropriate.31,40

Therefore, although no direct evidence of Cu adsorption on
a single TOCNF was visualized by the AFM imaging in liquid,
the adsorption process was still proved by the enhancement of
the adhesion and stiffness from PF-QNM measurements. With
careful control of the operating parameters, the physio-
chemical properties measured under different environmental
conditions could shed light on the study of the adsorption
behavior at the nano scale.

Following the above measurements in liquid, the TOCNF
after adsorption with Cu(II) (TOCNF + Cu) at pH 6.7 were used
for further characterization because TOCNF show the best
adsorption capacity under near-neutral pH conditions.12,19

The TOCNF–Cu solution was droplet-deposited and measured
in dry form by AFM. Fig. 3 shows the AFM amplitude error
images of TOCNF + Cu and the corresponding 3D height
images (a–f ).

Fig. 3a shows bundles of TOCNF + Cu, which agrees with
the SEM images of the raw material in Fig. 1. Fig. 3b corres-
ponds to the blue square area in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3c–f shows the
blue square area in Fig. 3b. A nanoparticle approximately
100 nm in diameter on top of the fibers is clearly shown in

Fig. 3c, which agrees with our previous study.19 Nanoparticles
from approximately 10 to 100 nm in diameter were also discov-
ered in the blue circle area from Fig. 3d. Fig. 3e shows a layer
of nanofibers on the flat area of the big bundle of fibers in
Fig. 3b. Between the single nanofibers, small valleys could be
found and are more clearly shown in Fig. 3f. However, the
surface of the TOCNF before adsorption (Fig. 3g, Ra = 3.8 nm)
is much smoother (filled valleys) compared with TOCNF + Cu
(Fig. 3e, Ra = 8.9 nm). This means that, apart from the copper
nanoparticles, Cu(II) was adsorbed on the surface of single
TOCNF and formed a layer of copper that covered the nano-
fibers. This was further confirmed by studying the adsorption
of Cu ions onto TOCNF at different CuSO4 concentrations.

Fig. 4 shows that the size of the copper nanoparticles
increased with the addition of CuSO4. Around 100–200 nm,
copper nanoparticles could be clearly seen from Fig. 4a, while
TOCNF adsorbed in 50 mg L−1 CuSO4 shows that the size of
the copper nanoparticles is less than 50 nm (Fig. 1b). When
the CuSO4 solution concentration is lower than 30 mg L−1, no
copper nanoparticles could be seen from the AFM images, but
a nanolayer of copper covered the TOCNF surface. This con-
firms that TOCNF adsorption could happen within the range
of CuSO4 solution in this work and the clustering into nano-
particles occurs only above a given threshold concentration of
metal ions.

Spectroscopic validation

We further confirmed the presence of the elements on the
fiber after adsorption by SEM-EDS measurements. Copper
nanoparticles (NPs) were found on the fiber, which are prob-
ably formed by the Cu(II) adsorbed by carboxylate groups on
the surface of the cellulose nanofibers as well as self-assembly,
micro-precipitation and oxidation in dry form (Fig. 5a, b and f),19

Fig. 3 The AFM amplitude error images of TOCNF + Cu and the corres-
ponding 3D height images (a–f ). A shows bundles of TOCNF + Cu;
b shows the blue square area in a; c, d, e, and f show the blue square
area in b; g shows the AFM amplitude error image of TOCNF (without
adsorption).
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but no nanoparticles could be found on the surface before the
copper adsorption. Apart from the NPs, the spectrum on the
cellulose also indicated that Cu(II) was adsorbed on the surface
of the cellulose nanofibers (Fig. 5b and c). The green oxygen
EDS map (Fig. 5d) gives the same skeleton of the TOCNF as
the SEM image in Fig. 5b. The blue dots on the EDS map
(Fig. 5e), which stand for the detected copper, clearly covered
both the fiber and nanoparticle regions.

Moreover, the EDS maps show more evidence that the
copper was homogenously adsorbed on the surface of the
TOCNF, which is consistent with the AFM findings. The form

of the copper nanoparticles was further studied by XPS
measurements. Apart from the C 1s and O 1s peaks for both
samples, the TOCNF before adsorption also shows a Na 1s
peak at 1071.7 eV (Fig. 6a and c), which comes from the
TEMPO oxidation process.14 After adsorption, different sates of
Cu including Cu(I) and Cu(II) show up between 930–965
eV.41,42 For Cu 2p3/2, 1.7% of Cu(II) at 935.2 eV and 0.8% of
Cu(I) at 933.1 eV were found in the sample TOCNF + Cu
(Fig. 6b and c). Obviously, Cu(II) comes from the CuSO4 solu-
tion during the adsorption process. Cu(II) could also be
reduced by the aldehyde group which partly exists in TOCNF
samples14 and finally leads to Cu(I). Then Cu(I) and Cu(II)
followed with self-assembly/micro-precipitation and oxidation
and led to the copper nano-layer and nanoparticles on the
surface of TOCNF. The other states of copper like Cu 2p1/2 are
also shown in Fig. 6b,43 and confirmed the above states of
copper, but are not discussed here because of their low
concentration (less than 0.5%).

Raman and IR spectroscopy proved to be useful methods to
study the mechanisms of divalent copper binding to a modi-
fied cellulose adsorbent.44 In the current study, wood cellulose
and the corresponding TEMPO modified nanofibers with two
degrees of oxidation (TOCNF 0.6 and TOCNF 1.2) were used to
define the relevant peaks responsible for adsorption. Since
copper nanoparticles could screen the Raman spectra of
TOCNF + Cu and lead to a significant fluorescence effect, only
2 mg L−1 CuSO4 solution was adsorbed on wood cellulose,
TOCNF 0.6 and TOCNF 1.2 used for the Raman study, to
obtain good spectra without the fluorescence effect.
Meanwhile, samples of wood cellulose, TOCNF 0.6 and TOCNF
1.2 after adsorption in 100 mg L−1 CuSO4 solution were used
for FTIR characterization.

Typical Raman spectra of the raw materials wood cellulose
and TEMPO oxidized wood cellulose TOCNF 0.6 and TOCNF

Fig. 4 AFM morphology of the adsorption of Cu ions onto TOCNF 1.2 at different concentrations of CuSO4 solution.

Fig. 5 SEM images (a, b, f ) and SEM-EDS maps (d, e) of dried TOCNF +
Cu; c is the EDS spectrum taken on the fiber surface from the spot in
image b; d and e are the oxygen and copper EDS maps, respectively.
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1.2 before and after exposure to a CuSO4 suspension are
shown in Fig. 7. Most of the observed Raman peaks are
ascribed to vibrations of the cellulose backbone between 800
and 1500 cm−1. Fig. 7(a) shows very clear peaks around
1590–1595 cm−1 for the above three materials. By careful
assignment, the peak at 1595 cm−1 belongs to lignin from wood
cellulose.45,46 After TEMPO modification, the peak at 1590 cm−1

almost doubled in intensity for TOCNF 1.2 compared to TOCNF
0.6 (see Fig. S2†). This confirms the position of the peak intro-
duced due to TEMPO oxidation and is assigned to the vibration
of CvO bonds on the carboxylate group.

After Cu(II) adsorption, the peak at 1590 cm−1 for TOCNF
0.6 and TEMPO 1.2 almost vanishes in Fig. 7(b). This might be
a consequence of Cu(II) adsorption with subsequent reduction
to Cu(0) and the screening of the adsorption sites – carboxylate
groups. After Cu adsorption the intensity of the 1595 cm−1

peak decreased for wood cellulose to about half the initial
intensity. The reason might be that the lignin was also partly
adsorbed Cu(II) onto its –COOH function groups and thereby
affected the CvO vibration. Very low intensity peaks around
1595 cm−1 could also be found in TOCNF 0.6 and TEMPO 1.2
samples after adsorption, indicating some residual lignin in
the TEMPO oxidised nanofibers. But these small intensity
peaks are overlapped by the strong peak of COO− groups
before adsorption, Fig. 7(a). Thus a clear decrease in intensity
of the peaks around 1590–1595 cm−1 was noted for all the
materials (Fig. S2†) and the magnitude of the decrease in
intensity agrees with the expected adsorption. Another inter-
esting peak appears at 2545 cm−1 together with some noise

spectrum around 2000–2400 cm−1, which is unknown for us
and needs to be studied further in the future.

In parallel, FTIR was employed to access the changes in the
vibrational properties of the TOCNF caused by adsorption of
Cu(II). Fig. 8 shows the FTIR spectra of the wood cellulose and
TOCNF (0.6, 1.2 mmol g−1), which exhibit characteristic bands
of cellulose.47 As compared with the spectrum of unmodified
wood cellulose, the characteristic vibrations of the carboxylate
moieties were easily detected in the spectra of TOCNF
samples, which are at 1404 cm−1 (νsCOO

−) and 1597 cm−1

(νasCOO
−).13 The intensity of these bands progressively

increased with the DO and shifted to lower wavenumbers due
to a higher amount of CvO (Fig. 8c).

After adsorption, the intensity of the νsCOO
− band at

1597 cm−1 and 1599 cm−1 decreased and shifted to 1600 cm−1

and 1602 cm−1 for TOCNF 1.2 and TOCNF 0.6, respectively
(Fig. 8d). This is because that part of the CvO bond binds
with Cu(II) and leads to the decrease of intensity and band
shift. But the νsCOO

− band at 1635 cm−1 doesn’t change after
adsorption in both band position and intensity, which means
that no significant adsorption happened for wood cellulose.
No band position change of νasCOO

− at 1404 cm−1 to
1427 cm−1 for all of the materials could be found after adsorp-

Fig. 6 XPS survey spectra of TOCNF (before adsorption) and TOCNF + Cu (after adsorption); binding energy (BE) and atomic concentration (AC) of
the elements according to the XPS spectrum values of TOCNF and TOCNF + Cu.

Fig. 8 FTIR spectra of wood cellulose, TOCNF 0.6, TOCNF 1.2 (before
adsorption), and wood cellulose + Cu, TOCNF 0.6 + Cu, TOCNF 1.2 +
Cu (after adsorption).

Fig. 7 Raman spectra of wood cellulose, TOCNF (0.6, 1.2 mmol g−1),
before and after adsorption in 2 mg L−1 CuSO4 solution.
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tion, but the intensity of these bands slightly decreased due to
adsorption (Fig. 8d). These results give further supporting
evidence of the binding interaction of copper ions with the
carboxylate groups on the TOCNF during the adsorption process.

In general, it is considered that the “affinity” or “adsorp-
tion” between the COO− group and Cu(II)48 may be driven by
one or a combination of processes such as ion exchange, com-
plexation, coordination, adsorption, electrostatic interaction,
chelation and covalent bonding. It was not possible to clearly
define the nature of interaction in the current system from the
AFM or spectroscopic data. The binding energies and bond
lengths of carboxylate cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) and
different types of metal ions were calculated by Williams
et al.49 This group found that electrostatic interactions domi-
nate the bonding between the cellulose nanofibril system and
an alkali, alkaline earth or main group cation, as opposed to
transition metal cations that could form a stronger covalent
bond with the CNFs.

Fig. 9 shows a schematic representation of the probable
mechanism of copper ion adsorption on TOCNF from aqueous
to dry states based on the experimental studies. In a liquid
medium, the carboxyl groups have a resonance stabilized
structure with an electronic cloud between both C–O bonds
with 1 negative charge in between (Fig. S3, II†). Due to the
“affinity” between the COO− groups and the positively charged
Cu(II), charge neutralization occurs and forms less negatively
charged TOCNF (Fig. 9, step 1). During the interaction, most
Cu(II) receive electrons from one COO− and form into
–COO−Cu. Part of the Cu(II) could be reduced to Cu(I) by the
aldehyde group. Thereafter self-assembly/micro-precipitation
of –COO−Cu and oxidation of Cu(I) to Cu(II) in air (Fig. 9, step
2) will convert Cu(I) and/or Cu(II) into copper oxide nanolayers
or nanoparticles, which was proved by XPS and AFM measure-
ments. Our earlier study on the DFT modelling of Ag ions on
functionalized cellulose also suggested that the attachment of
multiple ions on a functional site is energetically favourable
and supports the cluster formation.10 However, we do not have
any indication of the clustering in liquid medium and the con-

centration threshold for clustering in liquid phase. This can be
the topic for further research and can also be supported by
modeling studies.

Experimental section
Materials

TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibers (TOCNF) (1.2 mmol g−1)
were kindly provided by EMPA, Switzerland. Copper(II) sulfate
pentahydrate, sodium hydroxide, nitric acid, and (3-amino-
propyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) were all obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich and used as received. Degassed Milli-Q water was used
as a solvent and as a reference liquid in AFM measurements.

In situ adsorption study by AFM

AFM sample preparation. The AFM metal disc was glued by
freshly cleaved mica and coated with APTES using the vapor-phase
method.38 0.01 wt% TOCNF was spin-coated on the surface-modi-
fied metal disc to obtain separate single nanofibers.36

In situ PeakForce QNM measurements

A FastScan AFM (Bruker, NanoScope V controller, Santa
Barbara, California, USA) with the PF-QNM mode was used for
the in situ study. Standard ScanAsyst-Fluid+ silicon nitride tips
(Bruker, USA) with the spring constant k = 0.70 ± 0.05 N m−1

(determined by the thermal tune method using the built-in
option in the AFM software NanoScope 9.1) and a tip radius of
2 nm were used and treated with a UV Ozone Cleaner
(ProCleaner™ Plus, USA) for 20 minutes beforehand. The
spring constant was carefully measured before and after experi-
ments and kept a constant. The in situ adsorption process by
AFM is described as follows: (1) the sample was mounted on
the scanner; the sample and the tip were covered by drops of
degassed Milli-Q water; the morphology, adhesion force and
stiffness were first measured in MQ water; (2) MQ water was
removed and 100 mg L−1 CuSO4 solution was added for
5 minutes to ensure adsorption; (3) the CuSO4 solution was

Fig. 9 Scheme showing the mechanism of copper ion adsorption on TOCNF from the aqueous to the dry state. Step 1 is the adsorption between
TOCNF and Cu(II) in liquid. The equilibrium structure of the TOCNF unit is shown in Fig. S4 (II).† Step 2 (AFM images) shows the oxidation process of
copper in air and formation of copper nano-layers and nanoparticles after self-assembly/micro-precipitation.
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exchanged and rinsed thrice with MQ water; (4) the sample
was scanned on the same fiber in fresh MQ water as described
in step (1). Great attention must be paid here while exchanging
the liquid to make sure that the sample is not touched, which
would lose the fiber. The liquid was exchanged within 10
seconds, so that the fiber does not dry during the above steps.
All experiments were performed at room temperature. The fast
scan machine was totally covered by a hood during measure-
ments to prevent the evaporation of the liquid. The measure-
ments were operated in the PeakForce QNM mode in liquid
using the NanoScope 9.1 software. The peak force was set at
1 nN by carefully adjusting the peak force set point values,
since high peak forces would deform the material, but very low
peak forces could not provide stable images and mechanical
properties. The minimum peak force could obtain a stable
morphology of the fibers and was also useful for the calculation
of the mechanical properties.30 The scan rate was set at 1.0 Hz.
All of the measurements were done by oscillating the sample in
the normal direction with a frequency of 2 kHz while scanning
the sample in the lateral direction. The morphology, adhesion
force and stiffness before and after adsorption on the same
single fiber were investigated under the same setup. Three par-
allel experiments using new probes and new samples within
one setup were performed. The experiments gave reproducible
results, and a representative image was selected for the discus-
sion section. The collected data along the fiber (totally around
50–60 values) were processed with NanoScope Analysis
1.5 (Bruker) and fitted with a Gaussian curve, which gives rise
to the average value of the adhesion force and stiffness.

Fabrication of TOCNF adsorbed with Cu(II)

100 mg L−1 CuSO4 solutions at different pH values (3.0, 4.1,
4.9, 5.7, 6.9) were prepared from CuSO4·5H2O and used for
TOCNF adsorption. 100 mg L−1, 50 mg L−1, 30 mg L−1,
10 mg L−1 and 2 mg L−1 CuSO4 solutions at pH 5.7 were also
prepared from CuSO4·5H2O and used for spectroscopy studies.
All experiments for copper adsorption were performed at a
dosage of 0.5 g L−1 of TOCNF with a volume of 50 mL. The
samples (TOCNF + Cu) were then filtered and washed with dis-
tilled water with a membrane pore size of 0.45 μm (DVPP,
Millipore).19 TOCNF + Cu were collected on the filter
membranes and used for analysis by AFM measurements, zeta
sizing, SEM-EDS, Raman and ATR-FTIR.

Characterization

Zeta potential. The zeta potential of the TOCNF and TOCNF
+ Cu at different pH values (3.0, 4.1, 4.9, 5.7, 6.9) and at a con-
centration of 0.05 wt% was measured using a Zetasizer Nano
ZS, Malvern (UK) at 25 °C. TOCNF was first treated with
CuSO4, and then filtered and washed with distilled water to
remove the free ionic CuSO4. Thereafter, TOCNF with adsorbed
Cu(II) were diluted in a nitric acid solution to different pH
values for zeta potential measurements. The same amount of
TOCNF without adsorption was also diluted in the same pH
nitric acid solution for zeta potential measurements, which is
used as the control.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM). The morphology of the
samples with and without copper adsorption was determined
with a MultiMode 8 AFM (Bruker, NanoScope controller, Santa
Barbara, California, USA). The TOCNF and TOCNF + Cu solu-
tion were drop coated on the metal pug substrate and dried in
air before being measured. The height, amplitude and phase
images were recorded using the probe (Model: TESPA-V2,
Bruker) under tapping mode. The collected data were pro-
cessed with the software NanoScope Analysis 1.5 (Bruker).

Scanning electron microscopy-energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (SEM-EDS). The morphology of the samples with
and without copper adsorption was also observed using scan-
ning electron microscopy (JEOL IT300, Japan). The samples
were placed on conductive tape and sputter coated with
carbon. Images were taken operating at 2.5 kV and 10 mm
working distance was used for Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy measurements. Spot and map profiles showed
the elemental distribution in the sample surface.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS was used to
determine the surface elements after adsorption. All XPS
spectra were collected using an Axis Ultra DLD electron
spectrometer (Kratos Analytical Ltd, UK) using a mono-
chromatic Al Kα source operated at 150 W and an analyser pass
energy of 160 eV for acquiring wide spectra and a pass energy
of 20 eV for individual photoelectron lines. The surface poten-
tial was stabilized by the spectrometer charge neutralization
system. The binding energy (BE) scale was referenced to the
C 1s line of aliphatic carbon, set at 285 eV. Processing of the
spectra was accomplished using the Kratos software.

Raman spectroscopy. The wood cellulose, TOCNF 0.6 and
TOCNF 1.2 were first adsorbed in 2 mg L−1 CuSO4 solution,
followed by filtration and washing with distilled water to
remove the unadsorbed Cu(II). All of the above materials were
vacuum dried at 50 °C for 6 hours and used for Raman
measurements. Raman characterization of the cellulose
material was conducted using a CRM 200 confocal Raman
microscope (Witec), equipped with a 2.33 eV excitation laser.
The spectra were recorded at 6 cm−1 resolution using a ×100
objective at a power of 5.8 mW measured directly on the
sample stage of the microscope. Special care was taken to
avoid sample overheating from the laser beam. To take
into account possible sample inhomogeneity, the spectra
were collected from 20 randomly chosen points on each
sample surface with subsequent averaging. All the presented
Raman spectra were baseline corrected via subtraction of
fluorescence background and normalized by the peak at
1095 (cm−1).

Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). The wood cellulose, TOCNF 0.6 and
TOCNF 1.2 were first adsorbed in 100 mg L−1 CuSO4 solution,
followed by filtration and washing with distilled water to
remove the unadsorbed Cu(II). All of the above materials were
vacuum dried at 50 °C for 6 hours and used for FTIR measure-
ments. The infrared spectra were recorded at room tempera-
ture (∼23 °C) with a resolution of 2 cm−1 on a Bruker Vertex
80 V FTIR instrument equipped with a DLaTGS detector and a
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mid-infrared excitation source using the Platinum Attenuated
Total Reflection accessory with a single reflection diamond
crystal. Both the optical bench and the sample chamber were
under vacuum (1.9 hPa) for each measurement. All measure-
ments were repeated at least twice to assure good spectral aver-
aging. The presented ATR-FTIR spectra were baseline corrected
via subtraction of fluorescence background and normalized by
the peak at 1028 cm−1.

Conclusions

In summary, the adsorption behavior between the TEMPO-
mediated oxidation nanofibers and Cu(II) was investigated at
the nano and molecular scales in this study. The PF-QNM
mode provides both quantitative and qualitative characteriz-
ation methods and was demonstrated to be very helpful for
studying the surface interaction and adsorption behavior
between the metal ions and the functionalized nanofibers in
the liquid phase by in situ AFM study. The AFM, SEM-EDS and
XPS results agreed with each other and were further supported
by extensive spectroscopic characterization. This methodology
can be successfully extended to understand the interaction of
cellulose nanofibers or nanocrystals with other charged
species in water.

All the results indicate that Cu(II) was first adsorbed by the
carboxylate groups grafted on cellulose chains in aqueous
medium followed by the copper nano-layer/nanocluster
formation process, during drying in air. Apart from water puri-
fication, numerous applications could be developed based on
the conductivity properties of nanocellulose adsorbed with
metal ions viz. cellulose nanopaper and film for opto-
electronics,50,51 electrochemical electrodes,52 flexible super-
capacitors and transistors,53,54 nanocomposites55 and other
electrical devices56 and will be included along with other sub-
jects in our future work plan. However, the self-assembly/
clustering of Cu in liquid medium has not been confirmed or
evaluated, which will be of interest in future works.
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ABSTRACT: Nanocellulose, graphene oxide (GO), and their
combinations there off have attracted great attention for the
application of water purification recently because of their
unique adsorption capacity, mechanical characteristics, coor-
dination with transition metal ions, surface charge density, and
so on. In the current study, (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-
oxylradical) (TEMPO)-mediated oxidized cellulose nanofibers
(TOCNF) and GO sheets or graphene oxide nanocolloid
(nanoGO) biohybrids were prepared by vacuum filtration
method to obtain self-assembled adsorbents and membranes
for water purification. The porous biohybrid structure, studied
using advanced microscopy techniques, revealed a unique
networking and self-assembling of TOCNF, GO, and
nanoGO, driven by the morphology of the GO phase and stabilized by the intermolecular H-bonding between carboxyl
groups and hydroxyl groups. The biohybrids exhibited a promising adsorption capacity toward Cu(II) due to TOCNF and
formed a unique “arrested state” in water because of ionic cross-linking between adsorbed Cu(II) and the negatively charged
TOCNF and GO phase. The mechanical performance of the freestanding biohybrid membranes investigated using PeakForce
Quantative NanoMechanics characterization confirmed the enhanced modulus of the hybrid membrane compared to that of the
TOCNF membrane. Besides, the TOCNF+nanoGO membrane shows unique hydrolytic stability and recyclability even under
several cycles of adsorption and desorption and strong sonication. This study shows that TOCNF and nanoGO hybrids can
generate new water-cleaning membranes with synergistic properties because of their high adsorption capacity, flexibility,
hydrolytic stability, and mechanical robustness.

KEYWORDS: TEMPO cellulose nanofibers, graphene oxide nanocolloids, biohybrid, water purification, PF-QNM

1. INTRODUCTION

A tremendous amount of research are in progress to identify
new robust materials and methods to address one of the most
pervasive problems worldwide, water pollution.1,2 Nano-
cellulose, prepared by a top-down approach from abundantly
available wood biomass and in particular3−7 (2,2,6,6-tetrame-
thylpiperidine-1-oxylradical) (TEMPO)-mediated oxidized cel-
lulose nanofibers (TOCNF) and modified by the position-
selective catalytic oxidation of C6 primary hydroxyls from
nanocellulose, has shown a high efficiency for the removal of
water contaminants and has been studied extensively in recent
years.8,9 TOCNF have unique and characteristic properties,
such as high aspect ratio (>100), high crystallinity (65−95%),
low ζ-potential in water (ca. −75 mV), high tensile strength
(200−300 MPa), and high elastic modulus (6−7 GPa).8,10 The
carboxyl and hydroxyl groups on the surface of TOCNF are
found to coordinate effectively and capture heavy metallic
cations (Cu(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cd(II), Ag(I))11−13 or different
organic pollutants (p-nitrophenol, 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, amox-
icillin, etc.).14−16 Our recent studies showed that the adsorption
capacity could even reach 374 mg/g toward Cu(II) by in situ
TEMPO-modified membranes,17 which is much higher than

many other biobased adsorbents (<100 mg/g).16 The
adsorption capacity together with the stable-network-forming
capability of TOCNF when dried from aqueous medium makes
these materials excellent candidates for flat sheet membrane
processing.
Graphene oxide (GO) sheets, an emerging material for novel

separation membranes,18 were reported as a “precise and
ultrafast” transport medium for the selective permeation of ions
and molecules in aqueous solutions.19 According to the Lerf−
Klinowski model,20 several oxygen-containing groups decorate
on the basal planes and edges of GO sheets, including epoxy,
hydroxyl, and carboxyl groups, which provides them with
functionalities,20 such as hydrophilicity, high surface activity,21

and antifouling properties, very similar to those of TOCNF.22

The rejection could be achieved by size exclusion,23 electro-
static repulsion from single layer of GO sheets with nanopores
of defined pore size, and ion adsorption from stacked GO
sheets.24,25 However, although Young’s modulus of GO
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monolayers can reach as high as ∼207.6 GPa,26 pure GO films
exhibit poor mechanical strength, which is unfavorable for the
use of freestanding membranes.27,28 Furthermore, GO
membrane begins to break up in water within 3 min and
completely disintegrates after 60 min without any mechanical
agitation28 because of its high hydrophilic nature, which limit its
use under high water flux and high-pressure conditions.29

Therefore, mechanically strong and flexible nanocomposite
membranes,28 microparticles,30 and foams31 were produced by
dispersing exfoliated GO into different types of cellulose, such
as carboxymethyl cellulose,32 bacterial cellulose,28,33 cellulose
triacetate,34 and so on. These composites showed very good
adsorption toward metal ions30,31 and dyes.28,35 The adsorption
capacity, adsorption isotherms and kinetics, affinity order to
different ions, reusability, and durability in aqueous solutions
were well investigated by Sitko et al. and other groups.28,36 All
of these studies use cellulose phase as the binder or matrix,
whereas GO acts as the functional entity for adsorption. The
GO/carboxymethyl cellulose monoliths exhibit a high
adsorption toward metal ions mainly due to their porous
structure and the functional groups on GO sheets.31 Size
exclusion plays a very important role according to Fang, who
investigated both organic and inorganic ions by their layered
structure composite membranes.28 However, unfunctionalized
bacterial cellulose in their membranes did not show any
interaction with the molecules, leading to the penetration of
inorganic ions without efficient chemical adsorption.
In the current study, we exploit the potential of the nanoscale

morphology, impressive adsorption capability and network
formation of TOCNF, and the functionality of GO to develop
new materials for water purification. Graphene oxide nano-
colloids (nanoGO), which have very similar chemical properties
to GO,37 were employed and compared with GO sheets.
NanoGO act as a dispersing agent for insoluble materials (e.g.,
carbon nanotubes) in water and could create a stable colloidal
dispersion but was never evaluated for its potential in water
purification. The study focuses on (1) understanding the self-
assembly of TOCNF and multiscaled GO-based biohybrids

prepared by a simple in situ mixing in aqueous medium,
without and with adsorption of Cu(II), and (2) demonstrating
the potential use of the biohybrid as freestanding membranes
for water purification. The self-assembled structure of the
biohybrids and their surface properties after adsorption with
Cu(II) were rarely mentioned in previous reports, and the
adsorption properties toward Cu(II) was investigated qual-
itatively and quantitatively using advanced microscopy,
supported by spectroscopy and adsorption capacity measure-
ments. The mechanism of the possible self-assembling and
adsorption process was proposed and discussed. PeakForce
Quantative NanoMechanics (PF-QNM) technique was used to
characterize the modulus of biohybrid membranes,38 providing
a new perspective different from mechanical testing. The
membranes were prepared by the vacuum filtration method,
which could be easily scaled up and is a key step for their
industrial application. The hydrolytic stability and recycling of
the membranes were also tested to test their application in the
adsorption and desorption circles. The strategy is to give
suggestions to optimize and design environment friendly,
scalable, simple, and high-efficient separation of biohybrid
materials with high adsorption capacity, flexibility, improved
stability, and mechanical robustness not achievable by the
individual components for water purification.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. TOCNF- and GO-Based Biohybrids. TOCNF, GO,
and nanoGO (Figure S1a−c) were used to prepare biohybrids
in both suspension and film form. Figure 1 shows the atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images of dispersed TOCNF (a), GO
(b), and nanoGO (c) and the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of the corresponding films (d−f). The length of
a single TOCNF ranges from hundreds of nanometers to few
micrometers and the diameter is around 2 nm. The length and
width of GO sheets varied from hundreds of nanometers to 10
μm, with thickness of about 1 nm, which corresponds to a
single layer. The nanoGO are much smaller compared with GO

Figure 1. AFM images of TOCNF (a), GO (b), and nanoGO (c) and the corresponding SEM images (d−f) showing the dispersed materials and
their films; (a) the diameter of the TOCNF, (b) the thicknesses of single-layer and double-layer GO, and (c) the thicknesses of single-layer and
multilayer nanoGO.
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sheets, about tens of nanometers to 200 nm.37 However, their
thickness varies from 1 to 20 nm, indicating that the nanoGO
particles contain both single-layered and multilayered struc-
tures.
Suspensions of TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO

(Figure S1d,e) were as homogenous as those of pure GO
and nanoGO (Figure S1b,c), but the structure changed
significantly after drying. Figure 2 exhibits the structure of the
TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO biohybrids after drying,
studied using AFM and SEM. The GO sheets lie flat on the
TOCNF network (Figure 2a,e,i), whereas the nanoGO
particles were embedded in the TOCNF fiber skeleton (Figure
2b,f,j). The SEM images show that both biohybrids form a
porous structure, significantly different from the denser films of
TOCNF, GO, and nanoGO, as shown in Figure 1d−f. In
TOCNF+GO, the GO sheets were connected by TOCNF
piece by piece and linked with each other (Figure 2c,g,k). The
skeleton and pores of the biohybrid could even be seen through
the transparent GO sheets (Figure 2g, dotted lines), and the
pores from the TOCNF network were sealed or closed by GO
sheets. The nanoGO particles, on the other hand, were found
to be wrapped by TOCNF and connected with each other in
the TOCNF+nanoGO suspension. The pores in the TOCNF
+nanoGO suspension are open but smaller (Figure 2h, dotted
lines) unlike those in the TOCNF+GO system.
A self-assembly of the biohybrids in the suspension is

expected because of the favorable interaction between TOCNF

and GO/nanoGO. The abundant oxygen-containing groups
decorated in GO sheets could interact with the carboxyl groups
and hydroxyl groups on the TOCNF chains by hydrogen bonds
and van der Waals force, which is beneficial to homogeneously
disperse GO and align TOCNF.40 According to Li’s report,39

the bonding between neighboring 1D GO sheets is enhanced
by 2D TOCNF because TOCNF provides the extra bonding
options between the GO sheets. In addition, 2D TOCNF fibers
can act as “lines” to “weave and wrap” 1D GO sheets together,
whereas the GO sheets bridge TOCNF, providing extra
bonding sites between TOCNF over a long distance.39 The
nanoGO particles could not bridge TOCNF but were wrapped
by TOCNF and act as “joints” or “nodes”, linking them
together in the “network structure” (Figure 2h). This type of
networking in the biohybrid is expected to provide a significant
advantage to tailor the pore structure and achieve high-flux
membranes.

2.2. Cu(II) Adsorption by the Biohybrids. 2.2.1. Surface
Investigation. After interaction with Cu(II), no change of the
TOCNF suspension could be visualized (Figure 3Ia), whereas
there some fine particles are formed in the GO and nanoGO
suspension (but they could not be clearly visualized in Figure
3IIa,IIIa). However, TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO
systems precipitated immediately from their suspension (Figure
3IVa,Va) in the presence of Cu(II). All of these suspensions
behaved differently after overnight standing: The TOCNF
suspension remained homogenous and stable, whereas GO and

Figure 2. AFM images of the drop-coated suspensions of TOCNF+GO (a: height sensor; e: peak force error; i: 3D height) and TOCNF+nanoGO
(b: height sensor; f: peak force error; j: 3D height). SEM images of TOCNF+GO (c, g, k) and TOCNF+nanoGO (d, h, m) films at different
magnifications.
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Figure 3. TOCNF (I), GO (II), nanoGO (III), TOCNF+GO (IV), and TOCNF+nanoGO (V). Suspension, films, and scanning electron
microscopy−energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM−EDS) copper maps of TOCNF (Ia−c), GO (IIa−c), nanoGO (IIIa−c), TOCNF+GO
(IVa−c), and TOCNF+nanoGO (Va−c) after adsorption with Cu(II). The morphology images show the corresponding SEM and AFM peak force
error images of TOCNF (Id−g), GO (IId−g), nanoGO (IIId−g), TOCNF+GO (IVd−g), and TOCNF+nanoGO (Vd−g) films under different
magnifications in both micro- and nanoscales.
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nanoGO precipitations settled at the bottom (Figure S1g,h)
while their biohybrids settled down but kept the network
structure (Figure S1i,j).
The morphology and chemical mapping of the films

(excluding for carbon and oxygen) are presented in Figure 3.
The SEM−EDS maps indicate that copper was homogeneously
distributed on the films (Figure 3Ic,IIc,IIIc,IVc,Vc). (The
copper peak in the SEM−EDS spectrum (Figure S2) also
confirmed that Cu(II) were adsorbed on all of the materials
without being washed away during rinsing with distilled water.)
Nanoparticles could be found on the surface of the TOCNF
film both from SEM and AFM images (Figure 3If,g), which we
assigned to copper nanoparticles due to the “postcrystalliza-
tion” of Cu(NO3)2 after film drying.27 We have seen this
phenomenon in our previous study, which was also validated by
SEM−EDS.16 Figure 3Ig shows the AFM image of the TOCNF
after adsorption with Cu(II), which was prepared by spin-
coating method. Here, copper nanoparticles could even be seen
on a single nanofiber. Valley structure was also found between
the nanofibers and the surface (Figure 3If); the nanofiber
surfaces were not smooth after adsorption (Figure 1Ia,b), which
indicates that a subnanometric layer of copper covered the
nanofiber surface as well as pores between the nanofibers. This
behavior was observed using AFM study and reported in our
earlier work on Cu(II) adsorption on TOCNF.41 SEM images
show that the morphology of the GO film after Cu(II)
adsorption (Figure 3IId,e) was very similar to that of the GO
film before adsorption (Figure 1). The AFM image (Figure
3IIf) shows the same structure as SEM images, but it could also
show copper nanoparticles (<100 nm) on the surface of the
GO sheets (Figure 3IIg). The AFM image also showed that the
surface roughness after adsorption (Figure 3IIg) was higher
than that of pure GO sheets (Figure 1b). The morphology of
nanoGO after Cu(II) adsorption (Figure 3IIId,e) was also
similar to that of the nanoGO film before adsorption (Figure
1f). In this case, however, although the AFM images present a
layer of nanoparticles on the surface (Figure 3IIIf,g), it is

difficult to distinguish the nanoparticles from copper nano-
particles and nanoGO nanoparticles because their sizes are all
between tens of nanometers to 200 nm. However, the SEM−
EDS map (Figure 3IIIc) could confirm that Cu(II) were
adsorbed homogeneously on the nanoGO film.
The bulk structure of the TOCNF+GO biohybrid after

Cu(II) adsorption (Figure 3IVd,e) is expected to be similar to
that of the GO structure after adsorption (Figure 3IIe,f).
However, the porous structure in Figure 2c is not visible in the
images because the GO sheets were not transparent and
covered by TOCNF and copper nanoparticles on both the
surface and between the GO sheets (Figure 3IVf,g). As for
TOCNF+nanoGO after Cu(II) adsorption, it changed to a
more dense film and lost its native porous structure. The films
were covered randomly with nanoGO as well as copper
nanoparticles (Figure 3Vd−f). However, the TOCNF could
still be clearly distinguished from Figure 3Vg, indicating that
nanoGO, being smaller than GO sheets, easily percolated deep
into the TOCNF network. The strong interaction among
TOCNF, nanoGO, and Cu(II) binds each other effectively in a
3D network, forming a dense film.
The adsorption mechanism schematically represented in

Figure 4 shows the structure of TOCNF+GO before and after
adsorption with Cu(II). For TOCNF+GO, the stabilization of
the network is predominantly through synergistic interaction39

via H-bonding between 2D GO sheets and 1D TOCNF, as
discussed earlier. After adsorption with Cu(II), the latter also
acts as a subnanoscale cross-linking agent between TOCNF
and GO via the coordination27 between the ions and the
negatively charged groups on TOCNF chains and GO sheets.
The positively charged surface functionalities play a significant
role in strong ion pairing with GO sheets and TOCNF.42

Cu(II) could interact with two carboxyl groups either only from
TOCNF (Figure 4a) or GO (Figure 4c) or one from TOCNF
and other one from GO (Figure 4b). Moreover, Cu(II) could
also link hydroxyl groups both on TOCNF chains and the GO
plane. A similar mechanism of interaction through H-bonding

Figure 4. (A) Schematic structure of the self-assembled TOCNF+GO biohybrid. (B) The color change of the structure denotes the TOCNF+GO
biohybrid after adsorption with Cu(II). (C) Hydrogen bonding within the functional groups of the TOCNF+GO biohybrid. (D) Binding of Cu(II)
with the functional groups in the TOCNF+GO biohybrid due to adsorption with Cu(II); interaction of Cu(II) with (a) two COO− groups between
two TOCNF, (b) one COO− group from the GO sheet and the other one from TOCNF, and (c) two COO− groups between two GO sheets.
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and ionic bonding is applicable for the TOCNF+nanoGO
system also before and after Cu(II) adsorption. However,
nanoGO are smaller and irregular particles capable of
percolating easily into the TOCNF network, compared with
GO sheets.
2.2.2. Adsorption Validation. We further confirmed the

adsorption through accessing the surface charge by ζ-potential
and vibrational properties of our materials by Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) characterization before and after
exposure to Cu(II) solution.
The ζ-potentials of TOCNF, GO, nanoGO, TOCNF+GO,

and TOCNF+nanoGO suspensions before immersion in
Cu(II) solution were recorded, which confirmed their negative
surface (Figure 5a) characteristics. After adsorption, all of the
values of the ζ-potential increased; for instance, the ζ-potential
of TOCNF increased from −80.6 to −23.4 mV, which agreed
with the data from our previous study.16 However, the ζ-
potentials of GO and nanoGO increased only slightly from
−46.6 and −39.4 mV to −40.8 and −40.2 mV, respectively,
which indicates that their surfaces are much less neutralized by
the adsorbed positively charged copper ions. After mixing with
TOCNF, the ζ-potentials of GO and nanoGO decreased to
−46.8 mV. However, the ζ-potentials of TOCNF+GO and
TOCNF+nanoGO increased to −37.3 and −43.4 mV,
respectively, after adsorption. It was noted that the increases
in the absolute values of ζ-potential for TOCNF+GO (9.5 mV)
and TOCNF+nanoGO (3.4 mV) are larger than those for pure
GO (5.8 mV) and nanoGO (0.8 mV) but much lower than
those for TOCNF (57.2 mV). The increase of the ζ-potential
after adsorption shows that the positively charged Cu(II)
interacts with the negatively charged sorption sites, resulting in
a decrease of their negative surface charges. This could be an
indication that the TOCNF have a much higher adsorption
capacity potential than GO and nanoGO. The adsorption
capacity measured by inductively coupled plasma−optical

emission spectrometry (ICP−OES) will be discussed in the
next section.
FTIR experiments were conducted to investigate the

interaction between TOCNF, GO, nanoGO, TOCNF+GO,
TOCNF+nanoGO, and Cu(II) by functional group infrared
spectrum analysis. Figure 5b shows the characteristic bands of
cellulose39 and the typical absorption bands of carboxylate
groups at 1404 cm−1 (νsCOO

−) and 1597 cm−1 (νasCOO
−). 7

After adsorption of Cu(II), the intensity of the νsCOO
− band

at 1597 cm−1 decreased, whereas the band of νasCOO
− shifted

from 1404 to 1423 cm−1. The intensity of the band between
1313 and 1400 cm−1 also slightly increased due to adsorption.
From Figure 5c, it can be seen that the characteristic absorption
bands of GO are at 1222 cm−1 (epoxy C−O), 1718 cm−1

(carboxyl/carbonyl CO), 1354 cm−1 (carboxyl C−O), and
1040 cm−1 (alkoxy/alkoxide C−O). In comparison, the GO
after adsorption with Cu(II) exhibited decreased CO and
C−O stretch intensities.43,44 This is typically interpreted as
evidence for carboxylic acid coordinating with a divalent metal
ion, which can potentially lead to cross-links between individual
GO sheets.44 Figure 5e revealed the existence of two typical
CO (1703 cm−1) and CC (1560 cm−1) functional groups
in nanoGO,45 whose intensities decreased after adsorption.
However, the other peaks are not very clear and could not be
assigned accurately. For TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO,
FTIR image shows the spectrum of mixed TOCNF and GO or
nanoGO, where the peak either changed in intensity or shifted
to a high or low wavenumber (Figure 5d,f). However, the peak
in the region 1550−1750 cm−1 from the main functional group
decreased due to Cu(II) adsorption, consistent with the trend
shown by pure materials. These results give further supporting
evidence of the chemical binding interaction of copper ions
with the negatively charged groups on TOCNF and GO/
nanoGO during adsorption.

Figure 5. ζ-Potential (a) and FTIR images of TOCNF (b), GO (c), nanoGO (d), TOCNF+GO (e), and TOCNF+nanoGO (f) before and after
adsorption with Cu(II).
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2.2.3. Adsorption Capacity Study. The adsorption capacity
results were calculated by eq S3 and recorded in Figure 6. The
filtration time for TOCNF is 6.9 min, in agreement with the
literature.16 However, the filtration time for GO suspensions
was above 300 min, which is significantly slower compared to
that for TOCNF suspensions. This is because the GO sheets
are stacked layer by layer during filtration (Figure S1g),
blocking the passage of water through the filter membrane. It is
also very difficult for water to pass though the TOCNF+GO
biohybrid because of the same reason, which could be
estimated from its filtration time, that is, more than 300 min.
According to the rule of mixtures, the calculated filtration time
is 153.4 min, shorter than 300 min. This indicates that the GO/
TOCNF self-assembly retards the filtration in the biohybrid
significantly. Even though it forms a porous network structure
(Figure 3IVa) and could settle from the suspension (Figure
S1i), the GO sheets block the water flow and the water mostly
pass through the nanocapillaries27 between the edges of GO
sheets, where they might also be connected with other GO
sheets and TOCNF, leading to a tortuous path and a longer
filtration time. Therefore, higher pressure is needed to
accelerate the filtration. The filtration time for nanoGO is
similar to that for TOCNF, that is, 6.8 min. One possible
mechanism is the coagulation of the nanoGO suspension after

adsorption with Cu(II) (Figure S1h), forming water channels
(Figure 3IIId) that accelerate the filtration. As for TOCNF
+nanoGO, the filtration was much faster than for all of the
other materials, being less than 2.7 min (lower than 3.425,
which is calculated based on the rule of mixtures) for the same
amount of suspension (50 mL). This could be expected from
its open porous network structure (Figure 2d), indicating a
synergistic effect on the network due to the self-assembly
discussed previously. The efficient filtration manifested in
TOCNF+nanoGO biohybrids after adsorption is considered
the direct outcome of the network structure formed by the self-
assembly between these nanoparticles.
As shown in Figure 6, the adsorption capacity for TOCNF

reaches 114.1 mg/g, which confirms the excellent adsorption
potential of TOCNF for Cu(II) compared with some common
biobased adsorbents and nanoparticles, such as modified
cellulose,16 chitosan,46 and carbon nanotubes.47 GO has
impressive adsorption properties toward metal ions, including
Cu(II), according to reports.48 The adsorption capacity for GO
in the present study is 31.1 mg/g. The TOCNF+GO biohybrid
exhibits better adsorption (63.5 mg/g) than GO but lower than
TOCNF. The nanoGO in the present study shows a higher
adsorption capacity (61.6 mg/g) than GO, which confirms the
higher density of ionized −COOH groups on the edges of

Figure 6. Parameters of TOCNF, GO, nanoGO, TOCNF+GO, and TOCNF+nanoGO used for adsorption capacity experiments (left) and their
adsorption capacity results (right). *Calculated value based on the rule of mixtures.

Figure 7. (a, f) Freestanding TOCNF+GO biohybrid membrane. Inset in (f) shows the pieces and fold of the membrane. (b, g) Freestanding
TOCNF+nanoGO biohybrid membrane. Inset in (g) shows the fold of the membrane. PF-QNM results of (c, h) pure TOCNF, (d, i) TOCNF
+GO, and (e, j) TOCNF+nanoGO membranes, showing the peak force error images and DMT modulus images. The average DMT modulus of the
membranes is shown in the images.
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nanoGO particles. The TOCNF+nanoGO hybrid also exhibits
better adsorption (68.1 mg/g) than GO but lower than
TOCNF. In the case of both biohybrids, the adsorption
capacity is lower than that predicted by the rule of mixtures
(72.6 and 87.8 mg/g, respectively), indicating that part of the
functional groups (carboxyl groups on TOCNF and the
oxygen-containing groups on the GO phase) is used for self-
assembly rather than contributing for the adsorption of Cu(II).
However, both biohybrids have better adsorption capacity
toward Cu(II) than the GO/cellulose system (26−30 mg/g),
which was reported by Sitko36 et al.35 and Liu30 et al.28 This
indicates that the self-assembly of GO and nanoGO with
TOCNF could result in good biohybrid adsorbents, which
could be made into membranes for water purification.
2.3. Freestanding Biohybrid Membranes. To further

investigate the mechanical performances of the TOCNF- and
GO-based biohybrids in water purification, we also prepared
freestanding TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO membranes
by vacuum filtration method (Figure 7a,b). It was reported
earlier that the mechanical properties of flexible cellulose-based
films could be improved by dispersing exfoliated GO into
cellulose at low GO contents (<10%), as confirmed by tensile
tests.32 Here, TOCNF with a high GO/nanoGO (50:50) ratio
(the same as adsorption capacity tests) was used to prepare the
membranes. The Derjaguin Muller Toropov modulus of the
membranes was characterized by the PF-QNM technique,38

which could provide high-resolution morphology mapping and

quantitative mechanical property mapping simultaneously in
nanoscale.
The freestanding TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO

biohybrid membranes are both flexible and could be folded
as shown in the inset of Figure 7f,g. However, the TOCNF
+GO membrane is more brittle and could be easily split into
several pieces (inset of Figure 7f) because the elongation at
break decreased by adding the GO into cellulose.49 The average
DMT modulus improved by 49% from 8.4 to 12.5 GPa,
compared with pure TOCNF membrane (Figure 7h,i). This is
due to the favorable interaction between the GO and
TOCNF38 and the high modulus of GO,26 contributing to
the enhanced modulus of the membrane.39 In the case of
TOCNF+nanoGO, the average DMT modulus was enhanced
by 26% to 10.6 GPa (Figure 7j); furthermore the membrane
exhibits better flexibility and could be folded more than 10
times without breaking (Figure 7b). This performance could be
attributed to the easy dispersibility of nanoGO in colloidal
suspensions,36 forming a more homogeneous system during
processing, and to the network structure with joints formed by
nanoGO, as discussed earlier in Figures 2 and 4.37 However, it
may be noted here that the ratio of GO to nanoGO can be
optimized through their properties and costs; for example, we
can reduce their amount to get more flexible biohybrid
membranes without compromising on the adsorption capacity
and filtration.

Figure 8. TOCNF, TOCNF+GO, and TOCNF+nanoGO membranes before (a) and after (b) immersed in water for 24 h. After adsorption and
desorption for three cycles of TOCNF (c), TOCNF+GO (d), and TOCNF+nanoGO (e) membranes. TOCNF and TOCNF+GO start to
disintegrate after sonication for 30 s (f) and fully dissolve in water after 90 s (g), whereas the TOCNF+nanoGO membrane was stable and flexible
even after 300 s of strong sonication (h).
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Finally, the hydrolytic stability and recyclability of the
membranes were tested and are shown in Figure 8. After
immersed in water for 24 h, the TOCNF membrane was fully
saturated with water, whereas the TOCNF+GO and TOCNF
+nanoGO membranes did not swell apparently, which might be
due to their less hydrophilicity than pure TOCNF membrane
(Figure 8b). After adsorption and desorption for three cycles,
the structures of TOCNF (Figure 8c), TOCNF+GO (Figure
8d), TOCNF+nanoGO membranes (Figure 8e) almost did not
change, which shows good resistance to the chemical
desorption environment. However, the TOCNF and TOCNF
+GO membranes started to disintegrate after strong sonication
for 30 s (Figure 8f) and fully dissolved in water after 90 s,
whereas the TOCNF+nanoGO membrane remained intact
(Figure 8g). The TOCNF+nanoGO membrane kept its
structure and flexibility after being continuously sonicated for
300 s (Figure 8h).
Therefore, the TOCNF+nanoGO membrane exhibits

remarkable hydrolytic stability and resistance to both chemical
and physical treatments, further confirming its enhanced
mechanical properties. The excellent mechanical performance
is due to the synergistic interaction by hydrogen bonding and
van der Waals force between 1D nanoGO and 2D flexible
TOCNF that integrate and wrap with each other into a
continuous network to form a biohybrid membrane.42 The
synergetic interaction between 2D GO and 1D cellulose
nanofiber was also proved to be the key factor contributing to
the enhanced mechanical performance by molecular dynamics
simulations.39 Furthermore, the smaller size of nanoGO
compared to that of GO sheets is an added advantage for
nanoGO to easily blend with the TOCNF network and form
stable structures. We believe that the outstanding mechanical
performance and high flexibility are significant for using and
recycling the membrane in industrial water purification.
Furthermore, the mechanical performance of the biohybrid
membrane could be expected and enhanced by infiltration of
metal ions to create even stronger and tougher membranes,39

where the mechanism applied is the same as that described in
Results and Discussion for the biohybrid after adsorption with
Cu(II).

3. CONCLUSIONS

We report self-assembled freestanding TOCNF-, GO-, and
nanoGO-based biohybrids for water purification. The unique
porous structures of the GO and nanoGO biohybrids, both in
bulk and surface before and after adsorption with Cu(II), were
systematically validated by advanced microscopy and spectros-
copy techniques. The study showed that, nanoGO, acting as
joints and nodes, link with TOCNF to form a unique open
porous network structure and significantly improve the water
flux compared to that of the corresponding GO-sheet-based
hybrids, which are more commonly employed in water
purification. TOCNF, being rich with carboxyl groups, act
not only as binder and matrix but also as the main functional
entity for adsorption in the biohybrids. NanoGO enhanced the
flexibility, hydrolytic stability, and mechanical performance of
TOCNF- and nanoGO-based membranes. We demonstrate
that nanoGO+nanocellulose hybrids could be easily used as an
adsorbent or tailored to manufacture membranes with high
adsorption capacity, flexibility, improved stability, and mechan-
ical robustness for water purification and can also be extended
to applications such as superabsorbent resin,50 energy- and

memory-storage materials,51 antibacterial materials,52 and so
on.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Materials. TOCNF (1.0 mmol/g) were prepared by Liu et

al.53 at Stockholm University, Sweden. GO, nanoGO, copper(II)
nitrate hydrate, and (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Distilled water
was used as the dispersion medium.

4.2. Fabrication of TOCNF- and Multiscaled GO-Based
Biohybrid Films and Membranes and Cu(II) Adsorption.
TOCNF+GO (0.01 g/L, 50:50 wt %) and TOCNF+nanoGO
(50:50 wt %) with a volume of 50 mL suspension were prepared by
simply mixing the TOCNF, GO, and nanoGO suspension (1 mg/L)
(Figure S1). The suspensions were first sonicated for 1 min before
mixing and adsorption experiments. All experiments for copper
adsorption were performed at a dosage of 120 mg/L Cu(NO3)2 stock
solutions at pH 5.7. The samples were kept for 12 h with Cu(II) and
then vacuum-filtered and washed with distilled water, with a
membrane pore size of 0.45 um (DVPP, Millipore), to get their thin
films. Blank experiments show that the DVPP membrane did not
adsorb Cu(II). The TOCNF+GO and TOCNF+nanoGO films before
adsorption were prepared by the same method. All of the materials
were collected on filter membranes and used for analysis by zeta sizing,
AFM, SEM−EDS, and attenuated total reflection−Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (ATR−FTIR).

The membranes prepared with the same above-mentioned materials
(Figure 6) by the vacuum filtration method were used for mechanical
performance test by the PF-QNM technique. The filtration pressure
was kept constant at 1 bar, and the filtration times were recorded using
a stopwatch.

4.3. Characterizations. 4.3.1. AFM. The topography experiment
of the samples with and without copper adsorption was performed
with a FastScan AFM (Bruker, NanoScope Controller, Santa Barbara,
CA). In the experiment, the AFM metal disk was glued by freshly
cleaved mica and coated with APTES by the vapor-phase method. The
TOCNF, GO, and nanoGO suspensions were diluted (0.005 wt %)
and spin-coated on the metal disk to get dispersed into single
nanofibers and dried in air before being measured. The TOCNF+GO
and TOCNF+nanoGO suspensions were drop-coated and vacuum-
filtrated on the film to characterize the structure of their biohybrids.
The above materials after adsorption with Cu(II) were also vacuum-
filtrated and washed with distilled water on the filter membrane and
dried for topography measurements by directly gluing the films on the
AFM metal disk. The height sensor, peak force error images were
recorded using the probe (model: ScanAsyst-Air, Bruker) under
PeakForce tapping mode. The mechanical properties, particularly the
DMT modulus of pure TOCNF and freestanding TOCNF+GO and
TOCNF+nanoGO membranes, were characterized under the PF-
QNM mode. Standard TESPA-V2 silicon nitride tips (Bruker) with a
spring constant (k) of 40 N/m (determined by the thermal tune
method using the built-in option in the AFM software, NanoScope
9.1) and tip radius of 8 nm were used and treated with UV Ozone
cleaner (ProCleaner Plus) for 20 min beforehand. The spring constant
and deflection sensitivity were carefully calibrated before and after
experiments and kept constant. The collected data were processed
with software NanoScope Analysis 1.5 (Bruker).

4.3.2. SEM−EDS. The morphologies of the samples with and
without copper adsorption were observed by SEM on a JEOL JSM-
7401F microscope (Japan). The samples were placed on conductive
tape and sputter-coated with carbon. Images were taken at 2.5 kV and
a working distance of 10 mm. EDS maps were operated at 15 kV and
10 mm working distance with an accumulation time of 5 min. Map
profiles showed the elemental distribution and were used to estimate
the amount of elemental Cu on the sample surface.

4.3.3. ζ-Potential. ζ-Potentials of the TOCNF, GO, nanoGO,
TOCNF+GO, and TOCNF+nanoGO suspensions (concentration,
0.05 wt %) at pH 5.7 were measured using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano
ZS (U.K.) at 25 °C. The above materials were first treated with
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Cu(NO3)2 and then filtered and washed with distilled water to remove
the free ionic Cu(NO3)2. Thereafter, the materials with adsorbed
Cu(II) were dispersed in distilled water for ζ-potential measurements.
The same amount of TOCNF without adsorption was also dispersed
in distilled water for ζ-potential measurement, which is used as the
control.
4.3.4. ATR−FTIR. The infrared spectra were recorded at room

temperature (∼23 °C) with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and an
accumulation of 50 scans in the spectral range of 4000−390 cm−1

on a Varian 670-IR spectrometer (Specac, U.K.) equipped with a
DLaTGS detector and a midinfrared excitation source using the
platinum ATR accessory with a single-reflection diamond crystal. All
measurements were made at least twice to assure good spectral
averaging to study changes in the functional groups of TOCNF, GO,
nanoGO, TOCNF+GO, and TOCNF+nanoGO biohybrids both
before and after adsorption with Cu(II).
4.3.5. ICP−OES. A Cu(NO3)2 stock solution was prepared from

Cu(NO3)2 powder and distilled water (pH 5.7) and used as model
solution in adsorption experiments. This solution was sent to MEDAC
Ltd (U.K.) for ICP−OES measurements, and it was 127.7 mg/L. A
solution of TOCNF, GO, nanoGO, TOCNF+GO, and TOCNF
+nanoGO (each 2.5 g) was incubated with the Cu(NO3)2 stock
solution for 12 h for complete adsorption (concentration, 0.5 mg/L).
The above suspension was then vacuum-filtrated, and the filtrates were
collected and also tested by ICP−OES measurements. The adsorption
capacity was calculated by eq S3.
4.3.6. Hydrolytic Stability and Recyclability. The TOCNF,

TOCNF+GO, and TOCNF+nanoGO membranes (10 mm × 4
mm) were immersed in water for 24 h to understand the hydrolytic
stability, and images were collected. To study their recyclability, the
membranes were put into 50 mL of Cu(NO3)2 solution (100 mg/L)
with magnetic stirring for adsorption of Cu(II) for 10 min, followed by
desorption using 50 mL of HCl solution (5 wt %) in a
chromatography column for 10 min and rinsing with distilled water
for 10 min. The adsorption and desorption steps were conducted three
times and images were collected. Finally, the membranes were
sonicated for 30−300 s at 500 W using a QSONICA 500 sonicator.
The photos of the membranes in the above procedure are provided.
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Sweden 

 

Abstract: Tailoring the functionality of atomic force microscopy (AFM) probes is crucial in 

understanding surface interactions/adhesion between two surfaces using force spectroscopy, but 

this is usually challenging when nanoparticle interactions are targeted. Here, we successfully 

modified the probes via a gluing method and chemical functionalization method with two types 

of nanocelluloses: (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxylradical) (TEMPO)-mediated oxidized 

cellulose nanofiber (TOCNF) and cellulose nanocrystal (CNC). The probes modified using 

chemical route showed high homogeneity and stable anchoring of a monolayer of nanocellulose 

on the probe, resulting in tip radius approximately 15-20 nm after modification. Moreover, these 

functionalized probes showed significant stability even after hundreds of force-tapping 

measurements in liquid medium. The modified probes were successfully used to study 

nanocellulose interactions with metal ion (copper ion) and dye (Victoria blue B) by indirect and 

direct measurements in liquid medium under electrochemistry contact mode by AFM. Surface 

interaction/adhesion at nanoscale could be quantitatively characterized by the force spectroscopy 

technique using these probes. The present work will be useful for functionalizing stable and 

proper tip apex-located probes with nano-scaled particles to perform extended surface interaction 

studies between nanocellulose and other nanoparticles, biological molecules, charged and 

uncharged species, etc., in liquid medium.  
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful tool that has been extensively applied for 

advanced topographical imaging with micro to sub-nanometer resolution and force 

measurements with piconewton sensitivity in liquid medium by the force spectroscopy technique, 

1,2 thereby providing new insights into the surface and interfacial interactions of different species, 

which is significant in field of nano-biotechnology. 3 

    The key step for interfacial interaction studies is functionalization of AFM probes. The quality 

of the tips on the probes (initially and during scanning) and proper functionalization are 

extremely critical to carrying out experiments. 4 Generally, the gluing method 5 has been 

extensively applied for micro size particles, such as silica microspheres, which are the most 

widely used particles that have been employed as colloidal probes to investigate surface 

interactions, such as the adhesion force against slide surfaces 6 and living cells, 7 as well as the 

hydrophobicity of sapphire surfaces  8 etc. Some of the tips have also been coated with gold 9 or 

copper 10 to investigate interfacial properties. Polylactide particles 11 and microbubbles 12 were 

used as colloidal probes to investigate interfacial hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties or 

interactions with functional coating using force interaction studies. Even though these micro 

sized particles are easily functionalized as colloidal probes with micromanipulator due to their 

large size (larger than 1 µm), most reports focus on theoretical aspects, and the interaction 

surfaces do not sufficiently address nano scale or molecular scale interactions.  

    More recently, chemical functionalization methods 13,14 emerged that focus on smaller 

molecules such as DNA 15, antibodies 16 and other biomolecules, 17,18 as well as affinity 

molecules 19 and tips with different functional groups 20 which have been used as colloidal probes 

to detect specific binding events and assess single-molecule inter- and intra-molecular 

interactions. 21 However, although these functionalized probes can be schematically represented, 

it is challenging to characterize them microscopically or normalize them, which leads to poor 

quality force curves with noise and drag. Moreover, some tips can even be functionalized with 

only a few angstroms in an oxide nanodomain, but these probe particles are only weakly bound 

to the tip, leading to lateral deflections during scanning. 22  

    Nanoparticles can be tip-functionalized either by the gluing method 23 or the chemical 

modification method 24. However, with the current methods, there is no direct control over each 

attached nanoparticle and one cannot ensure 100% functionalization on the tip apex in contrast 

with mostly modifying the side surface of the tip. Therefore, surface interaction studies have 

been limited to nanoparticles and smooth glass slide surfaces and have not been expanded into 
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specific interaction studies that can answer scientific question related to processing, performance 

or industrial application of nanoparticles. Other nanoparticles, such as sharp nanocrystal 

tetrapods 25 and carbon nanotubes 26,27, have been used to functionalize AFM tips. Unfortunately 

these nanoparticles have only been used for high-resolution imaging and not for specific surface 

interaction or force studies. Although the technique is limited and has not yet been utilized to its 

full potential, it seems urgent to produce functionalized nanoparticle probes and use them to 

study surface interactions with a variety of species. 

    Nanocellulose, an active nanoparticle that exhibits great potential for interacting with DNA, 

protein, blood cells and several charged species, has been regarded as a biocompatible and 

bioactive material28 and widely used in environmental and bio-engineering applications. In 

particular, with the goal of addressing water pollution problems in recent years, 29,30 

nanocellulose has shown excellent performance as a contaminant adsorbent for removing a 

variety of water pollutants, such as metal ions and dyes. 30 However, why cellulose and its 

derivatives exhibit diverse selectivity towards different water contaminants is still an open 

question. Surface interaction studies between cellulosic materials and water, 31 surfactants, 32 

glass, 33 silica 34 and even between two cellulosic surfaces 35,36 have been reported elsewhere. 

However, surface interaction on towards water contaminants have been rarely reported until now. 

One of the main tools described in the above studies is the use of AFM 37 and force spectroscopy 

techniques, where cellulose and its derivatives were used either as the colloidal particles 38,39 or 

as the model surface 40-42. This research has driven the development of surface interaction studies 

between cellulosic materials and relevant species and even following the processes directly with 

force spectroscopy as the samples interact with environment. 20  

    Therefore, in the present work, both the gluing method and chemical modification method 

were applied to functionalize the probe tip with nanocellulose to investigate a mature method to 

ensure tip quality. The probes, functionalized by the two methods, were compared in detail by 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) before and after tip functionalization. The surface 

interaction between cellulose and its derivative microspheres towards Ag(I) was reported in our 

earlier study. 43 In the current study, we further explore the surface interactions of nano-scaled 

cellulose nanofibers and nanocrystals (TOCNF and CNC, both being a few nanometers diameter) 

with another metal ion and a dye (Copper ion and Victoria blue B were selected as representative 

water contaminants) by indirect and direct methods. The procedure was operated in liquid 

medium under electrochemistry contact mode by AFM. Subsequently, the adhesion forces 

between TOCNF/CNC probes and a mica surface were examined before and after adsorption of 
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Cu(II). The direct adhesion forces between TOCNF/CNC probes and Victoria blue B were also 

observed. The probes after force measurements were double-checked by SEM to determine the 

stability of the functionalization.  

Results and Discussion 

As outlined in the introduction, proper functionalization of AFM tips with nanoparticles is quite 

challenging. Using nanoparticle-modified probes for surface interaction studies is even more 

difficult but would be rather useful for a deeper understanding of the interaction behavior 

between specific species, particularly in liquid medium. Therefore, the design principle of the 

current work is i) to use physical and chemical functionalization methods to modify the tips with 

nanocellulose, ii) to select the best modified probes and iii) to perform surface interaction studies 

toward a metal ion and a dye. Indirect measurement was applicable for Cu(II) because the metal 

ions could not be anchored on the substrate, whereas the changes in interactions due to 

adsorption of metal ions on the nanocellulose on the modified tip was measurable. Direct 

measurement was applied for the larger dye molecule, here Victoria blue B, which could 

aggregate and attach stably to the substrate, allowing direct measurement of the interaction 

between the nanocellulose and the dye.  

 

 Figure 1. Morphology of the nanocellulose and AFM probe. AFM images of TOCNF (a,) and CNC (b); 
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SEM images of the clean AFM probe after calibration, side view of the cantilever with tip (c), top view of 

the tip (d) and the corresponding side view of the tip after calibration showing tip radius of 15 nm (e), and 

the tip after functionalized with CNC showing the tip radius of 19 nm measured by SEM (f).  

Cellulose nanofiber and nanocrystal.  Fig. 1 displays the AFM images of cellulose nanofiber 

(TOCNF, Fig. 1 a) and nanocrystal (CNC, Fig. b), which were selected as representative 

nanocellulose species for tip functionalization. The nanocellulose diameters determined from the 

height (to avoid tip broadening effect) was found to be between 1-3 nm for TOCNF and 

approximately 5 nm for CNC. However, the length of TOCNF is more than hundreds of nm to 

µm, whereas for CNC, it is less than 300 nm. The diameter of the representative CNF and CNC 

was also marked in Figure 1a,b. Differences in size distribution due to diverse manufacturing 

procedures by mechanical and chemical treatment are well known.44,45 TOCNF is composed of 

both the ordered and disordered regions of cellulose, whereas CNC contains ordered regions. 

TOCNF exhibits more than double the adsorption capacity compared with CNC toward metal 

ions based on our earlier report.30 In the current study, the surface charge (-COOH group) of 

TOCNF (1.0 mmol/g) used is twice as high as CNC (0.5 mmol/g), which is useful for comparing 

surface reactivity. Thus, two types of typical nanocelluloses with different size distributions and 

surface charges were selected for tip modification.  

Functionalization of AFM Tips.  To understand the surface interaction, a sharp AFM tip with a 

nanoscale tip apex is crucial. The theoretical tip radius of the probe used in this work (SNL-10, 

Bruker) is between 2-12 nm, which is an ideal option. However, it was found that the tip is quite 

easily worn and can become less sharp after scanning even only with a nanonewton force set 

point. The spring constant of the probes also varies among different batches. Therefore, the 

cantilevers were first calibrated to obtain the spring constant. Subsequently, they were 

characterized by SEM (top and side view in Fig. 1, c-e) to check the tip apex. The tip radius after 

calibration is 15 nm as shown in Fig. 1, e. The parameters for each tip were collected and used 

for force measurements by the built-in software - Nanoscope Analysis 1.5 (Bruker, USA). To get 

stable and properly anchored nanocellulose probes, we tried two methods for tip 

functionalization, and they were all investigated by SEM subsequently. 

    Gluing Method: As mentioned earlier, the gluing method is mostly employed for micro-sized 

particles and easily operated by a micromanipulator 5. The advantage of this method is that it is 

very stable once the particle is physically attached to the cantilever. Therefore, the modified 

probe particle will not be lost during the long procedure of force measurements, especially when 
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the liquid environment needs to be exchanged several times. However, the gluing method is not a 

viable option to handle cellulose nanoparticles using a micromanipulator even under SEM 

monitoring due to the limitations of manual operation at nanoscale. Thus, the method was 

modified and carried out only using AFM as described in the Experimental methods section 

(Probe functionalization-gluing method). The three-component solvent-free epoxy resin Araldite 

CY212 was applied as the glue. Fig. S1 displays the top view of the tips functionalized with 

TOCNF (Fig. S1 a) and CNC (Fig. S1 b). The dash lines clearly show the location of 

nanocellulose on tips. The nanocelluloses were homogeneously deposited on the whole tip 

including the tip apex, which is crucial for force measurements. The radius of the tip apex was 

approximately 15-20 nm after being modified with nanocellulose, which indicate that only a 

monolayer of TOCNF/CNC was attached to the tip surface. CNC modified tip with tip radius of 

19 nm was shown in Fig. 1 f as an example. Therefore, we showed that the gluing method can be 

used to functionalize the tip with nanoparticles; TOCNF/CNC were successfully and well 

attached.  

    However, it may be noted that great attention must be paid in step 1 of the gluing method. The 

glue surface on mica should be made as thin as possible to avoid picking up too much glue 

(shown in Fig. S1, c and d). On the other hand, the glue must be sufficient to ensure stable 

attachment of the nanocellulose on the tip apex (Fig. 2 e). Another drawback of this method is 

that impurities from the air or the nearby platform can be adhered to the tip, as shown in Fig. 2 f, 

leading to unknown or random functionalization of probes.  

Chemical Functionalization Method: [(3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane] (APTES) is a viable 

option for introducing -NH2 groups on the tip surface and the substrate. 46 Since the 

TOCNF/CNC are decorated with –COOH groups, the TOCNF/CNC are expected to react with 

APTES in liquid medium. The AFM tips were therefore first modified with APTES, followed by 

interaction with TOCNF/CNC as described in the experimental methods section (Probe 

functionalization-chemical functionalization method). Fig. 2 displays the probes and tips after 

functionalization with TOCNF and CNC both from top and side views. TOCNF attached to the 

tip surface could be observed both from the top and side view (Fig. 2, a-c). Some large bundles 

of TOCNF were also attached to the tip surface, but not at the tip apex because the tip is quite 

sharp. It was noted that only the smaller TOCNF were attached on the tip apex, without changing 

the tip radius much, which was expected to facilitate the force measurements at nanoscale. 

Shorter CNC were also successfully and more homogenously attached on the tip surface 

including the tip apex as was shown in Fig. 3, d-f.  
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Figure 2. AFM probes modified by chemical functionalization method using APTES as crosslinker. AFM 

probes functionalized with TOCNF (top view: a and b, side view: c and d) and CNC (top view: e and f, 

side view: g and h).  

     It is relevant to note that the operational procedure of the chemical functionalization method 

is much simpler and more reproducible than the gluing method. There were no impurities found 

attached on the tip because modification by APTES was performed in a sealed box, and the 

interaction with nanocellulose occurred in liquid medium. Moreover, the free nanocellulose from 

the suspension could be removed by rinsing with MQ water after functionalization, only leaving 

a monolayer of TOCNF/ CNC on the tip surface. This method also avoids potential damage of 

the tip apex, because the gluing method requires the tip to approach the substrate surface to pick 

up glue and nanocellulose, even though this is done at a low constant force set point. Therefore, 

probes functionalized by the gluing method were not used for the subsequent force studies due to 

the uncertainties and difficulties. Instead, the probes modified with TOCNF/CNC by the 

chemical functionalization method were selected for further surface interaction/adhesion studies 

and force measurements.  

Surface Interaction/Adhesion Study. After successful tip functionalization, the nanocellulose 

on the probes were used to investigate the surface interaction and adhesion forces with Cu(II) 

(indirect method) and Victoria blue B (direct method).  
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Figure 3. Scheme of the probe functionalization and force measurement by indirect method. Step 1 shows 

AFM tip surface modification by APTES with TOCNF and CNC, step 2 indicates the adsorption of Cu(II) 

by TOCNF/CNC-functionalized tips, and step 3 represents the force measurements between 

TOCNF/CNC probes toward the mica substrates. The different color of the nanocellulose indicates that 

the Cu(II) ions were adsorbed on the surface of TOCNF/CNC. 

    Indirect Method – Surface Interactions Between Nanocellulose and Copper(II). The 

nanocellulose particles were stably attached on the tip surface due to the reaction between 

negatively charged –COOH group on nanocellulose and the positively charged –NH2 group on 

APTES, as shown in Fig. 3 step 1. Therefore, the probe was negatively charged in liquid due to 

the–COOH groups on the nanocellulose that covered on the tip surface. Because the mica surface 

is also negatively charged, the interaction between nanocellulose and mica was expected to be 

mainly a repulsive force. However, in the case of TOCNF (Fig. 4 a), very limited repulsive force 

was recognized at a separation distance of 2 nm, which is much shorter compared to our earlier 

study done at micro scale. 43 This repulsive force could be ascribed to double layer force and 

could almost be negligible according to the approach curve presented in Fig. 4 a. The retract 

curve is very clear and sharp, indicating an adhesion force with average value of 0.79 nN as 

shown in Fig. 4 i. The adhesion force was most likely due to Van Der Waals forces, which was 

larger than the repulsion force during the interaction. H-bonding was very strong between 

TOCNF and water and between mica and water (pH of the MQ water =5.7). However, the H-

bonding between TOCNF and mica was relatively weak in water and could be considered as 

negligible here.  
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    After adding Cu(II) to the system, positively charged Cu(II) ions were quickly adsorbed by 

nanocellulose (Fig. 3, step 2), leading to less negatively charged TOCNF surface on the tip. 

Based on our earlier report, the zeta potential of TOCNF increases dramatically due to 

adsorption of Cu(II), from -80.6 to -23.4 mV. 47 No repulsive force could be observed except for 

a large snap-in at a separation distance of 7 nm (Fig. 4 a), indicating an attractive force 

approximately 0.8 nN due to Van Der Waals attraction. The adhesion force observed between 

the nanocellulose probe and the mica surface after adsorption with Cu(II) (Fig. 3, step 3) 

increased to 1.8 nN compared to before adsorption (Fig. 4 i). This difference is mainly due to 

electrostatic interactions between the positively charged Cu(II) and the negatively charged mica, 

which is stronger than the Van Der Waals force during interaction. There were very low noise 

levels in the retract curve close to baseline after the probe left the surface, most likely because 

the adsorbed Cu(II) could cover the TOCNF, leading to a softer tip apex surface and a weak 

elastic force between the interaction molecules as the probe left the surface. This kind of noise or 

drag was almost avoided here and was not observed again in the following measurements, which 

is a significant improvement because it was much more pronounced during interaction with 

micro size, round particles 43 and some large molecule-functionalized probes. 17,19  

    The same interaction mechanism applies for the CNC system. The representative force curves 

were also displayed in Fig. 4 d. The adhesion force between the CNC probe and the mica surface 

increased from 0.39 nN to 0.74 nN due to adsorption of Cu(II) (Fig. 4 l). The lower adhesion 

force after adsorption compared with the TOCNF system is due to the lower surface charge of –

COOH groups, which led to a lower adsorption capacity for Cu(II) on the CNC surface (TOCNF: 

1.0 mmol/g, CNC: 0.5 mmol/g). Thus, this measurement could be used to investigate and 

compare the adsorption capacity of cellulose derivatives with different functional groups towards 

different metal ions, as in our earlier report, 43 but using nanoscaled cellulose particles with 

measured force from pN to nN. This finding is a significant advance in quantifying and 

explaining the mechanisms driving the adsorption phenomenon related to a variety of metal ions 

and water pollutants with nanocellulose  30 and may be exploited further. 

    To evaluate the stability of the functionalization, TOCNF/CNC probes were double-checked 

using SEM after force measurements. It was found that the TOCNF/CNC particles were still 

located on the tip and tip apex (Fig. 4, g,h,j,k). It may be noted that the images were not as clear 

as in Fig. 2. The reduced surface contrast is due to a copper oxide nano-layer covering the valley 

between the nanocellulose particles after adsorption and air drying, which is discussed in our 

earlier report. 48  
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Figure 4. The force results measured by indirect method and SEM images of the probes after force 

measurements. The representative force curves between the TOCNF probe and mica surface (a), the 

histogram of the distribution of adhesion forces before (b) and after (c) Cu(II) adsorption and the 

corresponding average value (i); the representative force curves between the CNC probe and mica surface 

(d), the histogram of the distribution of adhesion forces before (e) and after (f) Cu(II) adsorption and the 

corresponding average value (l); SEM images of the tip from TOCNF (g, h) and CNC probes (j, k) after 

force measurements (top view). 

    Direct Method – Surface Interactions Between Nanocellulose and Victoria Blue B. Fig. 5 

displays the height sensor images of mica and Victoria blue B modified surfaces. It shows that 

the Victoria blue B molecules aggregate together and form very small nanoparticles, anchored on 

the mica surface (Fig. 5 b). The nanoparticles were formed by Van Der Waals forces and � -�  
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interactions among the molecules. These aggregates were positively charged with =N(CH3)2
+ 

groups directed toward water (Fig. 6 and Fig. S2). After surface modification (Fig. 6, step 1), the 

average surface roughness increased from 0.11 nm to 0.18 nm (Fig. 5), indicating only a 

monolayer of Victoria blue B was anchored on the mica substrate and providing a smooth and 

relatively homogenous positively charged surface for force measurements.  

 

Figure. 5 AFM height sensor images of clean mica surface (a) and the Victoria blue B surface (b) 

anchored on the mica substrate. Ra stands for average surface roughness. 

 

 

Figure 6. Scheme of the force measurement by direct method Step 1 shows the substrate (mica) surface 

modification by Victoria blue B, step 2 depicts the surface interaction between TOCNF/ CNC and 

Victoria blue B aggregates in MQ water, and step 3 represents the force measurements between TOCNF 

and CNC probes toward the Victoria blue B-modified substrates.  

    As discussed earlier, the adhesion force between TOCNF and mica is mainly due to Van Der 

Waals forces during interaction. Once the mica was covered with Victoria blue B, the 

electrostatic force (Fig. 6 step 2) predominated the direct interaction of TOCNF with Victoria 
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blue B (Fig. 6 step 3), which was also evident from the force curve (Fig. 7 a, retract curve). The 

separation distance increased from 1 nm to 3 nm, and the average adhesion force increased from 

0.16 nN to 1.31 nN (Fig. 7 i), which indicates that electrostatic interactions strongly attracted the 

probe to the substrate surface (Fig. 7 a, retract curve). The same mechanism also occurred with 

CNC system. The average adhesion force increased from 0.44 nN to 1.09 nN (Fig. 7 l). The 

change in surface charge drives this increase, as we discussed in the indirect method section. The 

SEM images of the probes after force measurements were shown in Fig. 7 g,h,j,k. It indicates 

that the cellulose nanoparticles were stably attached on the tip, confirming the stability of the 

probes functionalized by chemical method. 

 

Figure 7. The force results by direct method and SEM images of the probes after force measurements. 

The representative force curves between TOCNF probe with clean mica surface and the Victoria blue B 
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surface (a), the histograms of the distribution of adhesion forces toward mica (b) and Victoria blue B 

surface (c) and the corresponding average adhesion force value (i); the representative force curves 

between CNC probe with clean mica surface and the Victoria blue B surface (d), the histograms of the 

distribution of adhesion forces toward mica (e) and Victoria blue B surface (f) and the corresponding 

average adhesion force value (l); SEM images of the tip from TOCNF (g, h) and CNC probes (j, k) after 

force measurements (top view). 

     We believe that this work holds great potential for investigating the surface interaction of 

nanocellulose and its derivatives toward other water contaminants (pesticides, drugs, other 

potentially charged and uncharged entities), foulants (bovine serum albumin, humic acid), bio-

species (DNA, protein, blood cells) and polymers (PLA, chitosan) etc. Moreover, the probes 

functionalized with nanocellulose were still sharp with tip radius under 20 nm. This is highly 

promising AFM probe characteristic and could open new possibilities from recognition imaging 

and diagnostics,4 to mapping specific interactions between nanocellulose and other above entities, 

which will expand the frontiers of nano and bio technology. 

Methods 

Materials.  TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibers (TOCNF; 1.0 mmol/g) and cellulose 

nanocrystal (CNC; 0.5 mmol/g) were prepared by Liu et al. 44 and Naseri et al,. 45 respectively, at 

Stockholm University, Sweden. Three-component solvent-free epoxy resin Araldite CY212 kit 

was purchased from Agar Scientific Corporation (U.K.). Copper(II) nitrate hydrate, Victoria blue 

B, (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany 

and used as received.  Milli-Q water was used as the dispersion and force measurement medium. 

ScanAsyst Air probe and  

Probe functionalization.  Gluing Method: The gluing method was employed to attach TOCNF 

and CNC onto the probes and was modified from our early study. 43 Step 1: the three-component 

solvent-free epoxy resin Araldite CY212 was mixed and allowed to cure for 1 hour. Then, the 

resin was applied to the mica surface by a glass slide to produce a thin layer of glue on the 

substrate. The glue sample was loaded onto the AFM sample holder. Then, a solution containing 

TOCNF or CNC was dropped on the mica surface and the water was evaporated in air. The 

probe was loaded onto the AFM, and the scanner was made to approach the glue surface in 

contact mode with force set-point 1nN, scan rate and scan size to 0. Once the probe touched the 

glue surface, the probe was withdrawn. At this point, the glue had been picked up on the end of 

the probe. Step 2: the glue substrate was exchanged with the TOCNF/CNC substrate by picking 
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up the TOCNF/CNC by the same approaching procedure as described above. Finally, the probes 

were checked by SEM to ensure the probes were functionalized with TOCNF/CNC. The whole 

procedure was monitored through the optical microscope of the AFM.  

Chemical Functionalization Method: The probes were placed in the AFM probe box, and 5 µL 

APTES was dropped inside the box, which was then kept closed for 30 mins. The surface of 

probes was homogeneously air coated with APTES vapor during this process. Then, the 

TOCNF/CNC solution was dropped onto the probe and incubated for 5 min. The probes were 

rinsed with MQ water at least 3 times to remove free TOCNF/CNC. The probes were 

investigated by SEM to make sure that they were functionalized with TOCNF/CNC properly. 

The functionalized probes were used for subsequent force measurements.  

Force measurements.  The force measurement experiments were performed by a Dimension 

Icon Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM; Bruker, Nanoscope controller, Santa Barbara, California, 

USA) by electrochemistry contact mode in MQ water medium. The fluid probe holder and the 

protective skirt were used to prevent water leakage or damage to the equipment. The probes were 

calibrated before functionalization, and the deflection sensitivity values were updated during 

measurements. The setup parameters were as follows: scan size 500 nm, scan rate 1 Hz, ramp 

size 300 nm, trigger threshold 0.1 V, number of samples 2048, Z closed loop on. All the force 

experiments used the same set up parameters. Each of the experiments collected 100-120 force 

curves and was performed at least 3 times to ensure reproducibility. One set of representative 

data was selected for discussion and comparison.  

Indirect method: The functionalized probe (TOCNF or CNC probe) was loaded on the scanner 

followed by engaging it to the mica surface. MQ water was added, and at least 100 curves were 

collected. The water was then exchanged for Cu(NO3)2 solution for Cu(II) adsorption to the 

TOCNF/CNC probe for 5 min. This exchange was followed by the exchange of the Cu(NO3)2 

solution with MQ water and rinsing of the holder and sample with MQ water adequately to 

remove free Cu(NO3)2. MQ water was added to the sample, and at least 100 force curves were 

collected. Baseline values were used to correct the force curves, and calculations of all the 

adhesion forces were performed. The adhesion force values with histograms and normal 

distribution curves were fitted with Gaussian curves to get the average adhesion force before and 

after adsorption of Cu(II). Thus, the surface interaction between Cu(II) and TOCNF/CNC was 

indirectly estimated based on the adhesion force between the probe and mica in MQ medium 

with Cu(II) adsorption. 
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Direct method: The difference from indirect method is that in the direct method, no extra 

solution was added to the system, but the substrate was exchanged from clean mica to the 

Victoria blue B surface. The Victoria blue B solution (50 mg/L) was dropped onto the mica 

surface and rinsed with MQ water to remove free molecules. After drying in air, a monolayer of 

Victoria blue B was homogeneously coated on mica and used for the force measurement 

between the TOCNF/CNC and Victoria blue B. At least 100 force curves were first collected 

between the TOCNF/CNC probe and mica and then between the TOCNF/CNC probe and 

Victoria blue B, both in MQ water medium. The data were analyzed in the same way as with the 

indirect method.  

Characterizations.  Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). ScanAsyst Air probe (spring 

constant=0.4N/m) under ScanAsyst mode was applied for nanocellulose, mica and Vitoria Blue 

B surface morphology imaging measurements. SNL-10 probes and the number B cantilever with 

a spring constant of k = 0.12 ± 0.02 N/m (determined by the thermal tune method 49 using the 

built-in option in AFM software Nanoscope 9.1) was chosen and calibrated before tip 

functionalization and force measurements. All cantilevers were cleaned in a UV/ozone chamber 

before modification. The collected data were processed with the NanoScope Analysis 1.5 

software (Bruker).   

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The AFM probes with and without functionalization and 

the functionalized probes after force measurements were observed using scanning electron 

microscopy on a JEOL JSM-7000F microscope (Japan). The samples were placed on conductive 

carbon tape without any coating to avoid damaging the nanocellulose functionalized on the 

probes. Images were taken at 5 kV and 10 mm working distance. The functionalized probes used 

for force measurements were investigated only after force measurements to prevent any damage 

to the nanocellulose that may have affected the force measurements. All AFM probes were 

imaged by SEM after the experiments and inspected for defects, cracks, or evidence of 

contamination.  

Data Availability.  The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study are 

available from the corresponding author on reasonable request. 
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S1. SEM images of AFM probes functionalized by gluing method. 

 

Figure. S1 SEM images of AFM probes functionalized by gluing method. AFM probes 

functionalized with TOCNF (a) and CNC (b), top view, the AFM cantilever with a large 

amount of glue (c, d) and small amount of glue on the side of the tip (e), the AFM tip with a 

contaminating particle (f). 

 

S2. Molecular structure of Victoria Blue B in water. 

 

Figure. S2 Molecular structure of Victoria Blue B in water. 
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ABSTRACT:  

The self-assembly of nanocellulose and graphene oxide into highly porous biohybrids materials 

has inspired  innovative design and synthesis of multifunctional membranes for removing water 

pollutants. The mechanisms of self-assembly, capture of metal ions and clusters formation  on 

the biohybrids, at the nano and molecular scales, are quite complex and require evidence from 

the synergistic combination of experimental data and computational models. �AFM-based 

microscopy studies of (2,2,6,6-tetrame-thylpiperidine-1-oxylradical) (TEMPO)-mediated 

oxidized cellulose nanofibers (TOCNF), graphene oxide (GO) and their biohybrid membranes 

display strong direct evidence of self-assembly: small GO nanoparticles first attach and 

accumulate along a single TOCNF fiber, while the long flexible TOCNF filaments wrap around 

the flat wide GO planes forming an amorphous and porous biohybrid network. The layered 

structure of the TOCNF and GO membrane, derived from the self-assembly, and its surface 

properties, before and after adsorption of Cu(II), are investigated by advanced microscopy 

techniques and further revealed by ReaxFF molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The 

dynamics of the Cu(II) ions capture by the TOCNF and GO membrane in solution and the ion 

clusters formation during drying is confirmed by the MD simulations. The results of this multi-
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disciplinary investigation move the research one step further by disclosing specific aspects of the 

self-assembly behaviour of bio-species and suggesting new designing strategies to control pore 

size and robust separating materials for industrial application. 

KEYWORDS: TEMPO cellulose nanofibers, graphene oxide, biohybrids, self-assembly, atomic 

force microscopy, ReaxFF, molecular modelling 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few years, nanocellulose and graphene based materials have attracted significant 

attention in numerous intriguing applications as adsorbents and separation materials. 1-3 Typical 

derivatives of cellulose and graphene, namely TOCNF 4,5 and GO 6,7, are even considered among 

the most promising “capturing agents” and that is why they have been selected as excellent 

candidates for fabricating sustainable adsorbents like biohybrid aerogels, 8smart composites 9and 

eco-friendly membranes. 10,11 

    As a matter of fact, TOCNF, modified by the position selective catalytic oxidation of the C6 

primary hydroxyls from nanocellulose, possess active surface characteristics due to the presence 

of many carboxyl and hydroxyl moieties. These are responsible for the outstanding adsorbent 

capacity of TOCNF that is actuated through the coordination and capture of heavy metal ions 

and organic pollutants. 12-14Similarly to TOCNF, GO sheets, with hydroxyl, carboxyl and epoxy 

groups decorating the basal planes and edges, 15display large surface areas, high surface activity, 

good hydrophilicity, partial hydrophobicity in the graphene domains, and antifouling properties. 

15-17Practically, GO sheets are amphiphilic systems whose action, when adsorbed on surfaces, 

depends on: the morphology of the sheets, the binding strength, and the overall assembly 

arrangement. The synergistic combination of TOCNF and GO, which is realized through 

favorable interactions between the abundant hydrogen donors and acceptors, generates an active 

porous self-assembled biohybrid structure. 18,19These types of membranes are very promising 

materials not only for their adsorption efficiency and high capacity of retention of heavy metals 

and organic dyes present in solution, but also for their remarkable mechanical properties and 

recyclability. 19Although several experimental investigations have tried to disclose the molecular 

organization of the various components inside the matrices and the intermolecular interactions 

responsible for aggregation, adsorption and entrapment, through different techniques, 19,20 the 

collected data are not detailed enough to give a clear picture of all these behaviors and a lot of 
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questions remain still unanswered. This is due to the structural and morphological complexity of 

the hybrid membranes, which can, for example, consist of crystalline and amorphous domains 

randomly organized in varying proportions, and to the dispersed/attached components. 21  

    As already evidenced in a number of studies, computational methods such as all-atom 

classical reactive molecular dynamics simulations (RMD), can be very useful to interpret and 

predict the experimental results. 22-30 Indeed, they can follow the evolution of relatively large 

portions of the materials for relatively long times, reproduce realistically the system’s behaviors 

in elaborate environments, by mimicking the experimental set up during all the stages of 

metals/pollutants adsorption, simulate bond breaking and formation in specific circumstances 

created by local effects. Given these premises, in this work we combine the experimental 

characterization performed through advanced microscopy techniques with simulations based on 

force fields to scrutinize at the atomic level the ability of TOCNF and GO to assemble and 

capture cooperatively copper ions in solution. The modeling was carried out by building a series 

of representative super molecular models, inspired by data available in the literature or kindly 

provided by the authors (see computational details and the relative references), and by exploring 

their dynamics through state-of-the art RMD simulations. The RMD runs were based on the 

ReaxFF approach. 31The force field employed was appropriately parameterized to describe these 

systems and already used effectively in previous investigations dealing with cellulose, graphene, 

graphene oxide and metal ions in various environmental conditions. 22-30 

    To the best of our knowledge this is one of the first studies that integrates creatively 

experiments and simulations in each phase of the sample treatment, namely preparation of 

TOCNF and GO (100: 1, wt %) based biohybrids, characterization of self-assemblies, depiction 

of the structure of the membranes, evaluations of surface properties due to copper ions 

adsorption. The results are satisfactorily consistent and testify the importance of a 

multidisciplinary approach to address the challenging task of tailoring the structural features of 

the bio filters in order to enhance metal ions uptake and organic pollutants trapping. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

    Self-assembly of TOCNF and GO biohybrids. The systematic investigation of morphology 

and size of TOCNF and GO sheets/ nano particles is curial to study the self-assembly of their 

biohybrids, which was investigated by AFM imaging and shown in Figure S1. Dispersed 

TOCNF are visible in Figure S1a. The diameter of TOCNF is between 2-3 nm with the length 

from tens of nm to a few μm. GO sheets and nano particles usually have a broad size distribution 
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due to the random chemical exfoliation process in GO mass production. 32,33In the present case, 

the size of GO falls in a wide range as it appears from the AFM imaging in Figure S1b,c. 

Considering that the thickness of one layer of GO sheets is around 1 nm, the stacking sheets can 

reach a thickness of few nanometers (Figure S1b). Figure S1c shows some GO nano particles 

randomly dispersed, with the size varying from 1 nm to 30 nm, indicating that the GO 

suspension contains both wide range of GO sheets and nano particles. 

    The evidence of self-assembly is demonstrated in Figure 1, which exhibits a good dispersion 

and network structure of TOCNF and GO biohybrids. The GO sheets with a thickness of around 

1 nm either lie flat or embed in the TOCNF fiber skeleton (Figure 1a,b). The big GO nano 

particles were easily discovered on top or partially embedded in the network from Figure 1a 

(circle area). Both the GO sheets and nano particles self-assemblies with TOCNF are consistent 

with our early report. 19Moreover, Figure 1c provides a direct strong evidence of the self-

assembly among TOCNF and GO nanoparticles with around 1 nm scale, which was never 

detected and reported before, as far as we know. Small GO nanoparticles with the size around 2-

3 nm are attached and accumulated along the TOCNF fibers (Figure 1c). This is not only due to 

the physical interaction between the components in the hybrids but also an effective chemical 

interactions/cross-linking between the various components. RMD simulations confirm the 

tendency of GO to self-assemble both in solution and when in contact with the TOCNF fibers 

(Figure 1d,e). The interactions are essentially intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the 

hydroxyl and carboxyl moieties of the edges, which originate mainly sheets, or functionalities of 

the basal planes, which determine the formation of stacked structures and nanoparticles, 

depending on the degree of bending of the basal planes. Furthermore, the simulations suggested 

that the type of aggregation was mainly due to the local concentration of the molecules and to the 

interference of the surrounding species.  

    In fact, during the simulations, it was noticed that even though the initial position of the GO 

molecules was almost parallel to the fibrils surface, some of them were displaced from their flat 

orientation by the action of the solvent and by the attraction of the nearby fibers. The resulting 

re-organization was a rotation of the whole GO sheets and their extension towards the adjacent 

TOCNF fibril. Essentially, GO acted as cross-linkers and induced the formation of big fibrils 

bundles. The bonding between neighboring GO sheets could be enhanced by TOCNF because of 

the active groups accessible on the fibrils surface that provide extra bonding options. 23 A single 

TOCNF could also interact with the functional groups and lie on the flat surface of big GO sheet 

forming layered structures. Thus, the experiments, supported by the computational results, 

suggest that self-assembly starts from the interactions between the small GO nanoparticles/sheets 
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and TOCNF fibers, followed by the interactions with the long flexible TOCNF filaments and the 

flat wide GO planes that wrap each other and form amorphous porous biohybrid networks. 

 

 
Figure 1. a, b ,c) AFM images showing the self-assembly of TOCNF and GO. The GO sheets 

(square area) and big GO nano particles (circle area) are embedded in the biohybrids network, a; 

the thickness of the GO sheets and nanoparticles in the biohybrids are shown in b; the small GO 

nano particles are attached along TOCNF from a single fiber scale, with highlights in the square 

area c; d, e) molecular dynamics simulation of GO sheets cross linked on TOCNF. Hydrogen bonds 

connecting the molecules to the TOCNF hydroxyls and carboxyl groups are highlighted (green 

lines). TOCNF is represented through a solvent accessible surface where the pink regions identify 

the TOCNF oxygens. Water and ions have been removed for clarity. d) flat adsorption with 

separate molecules; e) inter-connected sheets adsorbed almost perpendicularly on TOCNF 

extending towards a periodic image. 

    Dynamical aspect of the self-assembly in GO and TOCNF membranes. The self-

assembled TOCNF and GO biohybrids was converted to membrane via vacuum filtration and 

characterized with AFM experiments and molecular dynamic simulations. The surface and cross 

section of the membrane are displayed in detail in Figure 2. From the AFM characterization 

shown in Figure 2a, it is apparent that, as expected, the GO sheets are located on the 

TOCNF+GO membrane surface. A few definite local arrangements and motifs can be identified. 

For example, in Figure 2a,b it is visible that a triangular GO sheet was totally wrapped by 
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TOCNF and thus embedded inside the membrane. Another GO sheet was found closer to the top 

of the membrane covering other TOCNF, leading to a blurred area shown in the square in Figure 

2c, whereas, GO nanoparticles surrounded and wrapped by TOCNF fibrils are also observed on 

the surface of the TOCNF+GO membrane (Figure 2d). 

    The SEM analysis of the membrane cross-section (Figure 2e,f) reveals a layered structure with 

small micro pores and hollow regions between the layers. The pure TOCNF membrane displays 

a layered structure as well, but in this case, pores or spaces between the layers are hardly 

discernible (Figure S2a,b). This can be explained considering the tight packing arrangement of 

TOCNF due to its homogenous nano scale features. The addition of GO can disrupt the tight 

packing and create a loose network with increased porosity. We have also observed in our recent 

studies on CNF/GO layered membranes that ‘standing inserted’ GO sheets at GO content as low 

as 1 wt% significantly increased the permeability of the membranes. 34  

 

Figure 2. Morphology of surface and cross section of TOCNF+GO membrane. AFM images shows 

the GO sheets embedded inside and on top of the TOCNF+GO membrane, a; b is the magnification 

area of the GO sheet embedded inside the TOCNF+GO membrane from the top square area; c is 

the magnification area of the GO sheet on top of the TOCNF+GO membrane from a, bottom 

square area; d is the GO nano particles randomly embedded or floated on the membrane; e,f are 

the cross section of the TOCNF+GO membrane; g, h are dried structure where the GO sheets 

adsorbed on TOCNF crosslink the fibrils, self-interact and determine pore size, shape and position 
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inside the nanocellulose matrix. g, x-y periodicity: the pores are infinite canals running along the z 

axis (black regions). h, y-z periodicity: stripes of stacked GO structures delimit the canals, which 

could be filled with water and ions. 

 

    Interesting results, related to the self-assembling ability of the two GO species on TOCNF, 

emerged from their dynamics in solution and thus were analyzed and commented in relation to 

the corresponding experimental findings. Indeed, as already discussed above, the attractive 

interaction between TOCNF and GO was essentially due to the formation of a dense network of 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds involving mainly the hydroxyl groups of the two species. This 

network was sometimes reinforced by the involvement of the carboxyl groups populating the 

edge of the sheets and different regions of the functionalized TOCNF chains. The dynamics 

nature of these types of interactions (i.e. breaking and reformation of the hydrogen bonds) was 

responsible for the low stability of the adhesion of the GO sheets and the slide of those on the 

TOCNF surface. The relocation of the sheets was essentially connected to the morphology of the 

TOCNF facets and to the presence of other GO units on the fiber. Indeed, self-assembly, through 

inter-sheet hydrogen bonds (Figure 2h) was observed in different cases. Although self-

organization could prevent a stable sticking of the sheets to the fiber surface and favor their 

partial extension in solution it was noted that such arrangements could modulate the matrix 

porosity and generate efficient ion-trapping cages. Essentially, surface roughness increased, and 

new capturing cavities were created. 

    Starting the simulations from separate initial arrangements of the GO sheets parallel to the 

TOCNF surface produced a dominant adsorption mode where the sheets landed almost flat onto 

the support. However, among these final arrangements, inclined and partially adsorbed structures 

were also present. These resulted essentially from self-interactions. In particular, intermolecular 

interactions between molecules connected to different fibers (periodic images) generated partial 

adsorbents, inclined and attached to the TOCNF through the edge groups (Figure 2g). Such a 

scenario effectively illustrates how the nanofibrils could be cross-linked and gives an idea of a 

possible cause of the formation of a relatively rich pore structures (Figure 2h). 

    The action of the GO molecules can be further explained by focusing on the fibrils separation 

at the beginning and at the end of the dynamics runs. In the simulated models the initial 

separation between the fibrils in y direction was around 22 Å whereas along z was even smaller 

(16 Å). The presence of GO modulated the effective fiber distance reducing it to less than 10 Å 

in the narrower region. As a matter of fact, the gap is also correlated to the water content and can 

be reduced further when the composite (or membrane) is dried. 
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    Indeed, a more direct evidence of the effects produced by the GO’s action on TOCNF packing 

was obtained when the membranes were consolidated by removing water from the simulation 

box (as done experimentally - drying process) and by equilibrating the configurations (at 

constant pressure and temperature) to their bulk geometries (Figure 2g,h). The consequences 

were soon apparent: the volume of the box was conspicuously reduced by around 65%, which 

corresponded to an increase in the volume of the isolated TOCNF of about 30-40% (to be 

compared with the fibril packing). This new material was scattered with relatively large cavities, 

where the size, shape and distribution were controlled by the location and assembly of the GO 

units (Figure 2g,e). 

    The maximum size of the pores observed in the simulated models was around 30 Å (estimated 

along x) and 15 Å along z (Figure S3). These dimensions could be further reduced by drying the 

systems at high pressure and then re-equilibrating it at ambient pressure (Figure S4). In this case 

the convergence towards an equilibrium structure was faster and the resulting material was more 

compact with a tighter molecular network and lower porosity due to the deformation of the 

adsorbate conformations.  

    Metal ions capturing and clustering. Moving to the adsorption capability of the membrane 

towards metal ions capturing and clustering, the analysis of the computational data was carried 

out by comparing the results of different simulations in water solution, namely ions, GO+ions, 

TOCNF+ions, TOCNF+GO+ions at low (16 ions) and high (32 ions) concentration. Even though 

at the beginning of the simulations all the ions were well separated from one another the 

sampling time was sufficiently long to disclose their binding to the supports and their limited 

self-aggregation. This was already apparent from the simulation of the ions in water solution 

where small mixed aggregates made of five units at most were identified (Figure 3). 
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. 

Figure 3. Left: representative ionic clusters extracted from the simulation in water solution. The 

copper ions (orange spheres) are surrounded by oxygen (red) sulfur (yellow) atoms. Water 

molecule and all the hydrogens are undisplayed for clarity. Right: atomic Cu-X radial distribution 

functions. a) 16 CuSO4 ions in water; b) 6 GO molecules+16 CuSO4 ions; c) TOCNF+16 CuSO4 ions; 

d) TOCNF+6GO+16 CuSO4 ions; e) TOCNF+6GO+32 CuSO4 ions. X: O(TOCNF) = all the 

oxygens of the fibril; O(SO4 & WAT) and O(WAT & SO4) are water oxygens and the oxygens of 

the SO4 ions. This distinction has been introduced just because in ReaxFF the connection table is 

recalculated at each iteration and, even though the SO4 oxygens were initially “labelled”, in 

principle they could be replaced by water oxygens and vice-versa; O(GO) all the oxygens of GO. 

 

    The overall tendency of the copper ions at low concentration was to maintain long separations, 

be surrounded by water molecules and sulphate ions and be connected/adsorbed to/on the 

supports while preserving a variable amount of coordinated solvent oxygens (belonging to the 
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water or sulphate coordination spheres). Only in a few clusters the ions were accommodated at 

relatively short distances (4.5-5.2 Å) but these types of aggregations were rarely observed 

(around 2%). 

The copper coordination trend is clearly shown in Figure 3 (right hand side) where the atom-

atom Cu-X radial distribution functions are displayed. The blue triangles represent Cu-Cu 

distances whereas red diamonds depict the coordination of copper to the sulphate counterions. 

All the Cu-Cu plots show a similar behavior except the curve at high concentration, which 

corresponds to the TOCNF+GO+32ions model. The presence of relatively sharp peaks at shorter 

distances suggest that, due to the increased population of copper ions, the TOCNG+GO 

capturing sites become closer and the ions are found at shorter distances entrapped in the matrix 

network (Figure S6). 

    Visual examination of the copper-oxygen coordination revealed that this could be realized 

through distorted tetragonal, octahedral, square pyramidal, trigonal bipyramidal geometries with 

average Cu−O separations around 2.0 Å (Figure 3 – left hand side). The running coordination 

number of Cu surrounded by a first solvation shell of water molecules is around 5.6 in line with 

the literature,  35,36 whereas the second hydration layer is located at shorter distances, around 3.9-

4.3 Å, with respect to other studies (i.e. 4.55-4.72 Å), 36 because of the presence of the sulfate 

counterions. These last ones are very often coordinated to copper but also with each other and 

were found connected to the surface hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of the TOCNF through 

hydrogen bonding interactions. Another common trait shown by all Cu-O RDFs is an almost 

absent exchange between the molecules of the first and second coordination shell within the 

simulated time (and for the chosen sampling step). 
 

    Another evidence of clustering and metal ions immobilization on the biohybrids is provided 

by the analysis of the spatial distribution functions (SDFs) of the ions around the simulated 

models. These are three-dimensional maps of iso-surfaces that give the highest probability of 

finding the selected species in specific locations. Two representative SDFs of the copper and 

sulphur atoms for TOCNF+GO+ions at low and high concentrations are shown in Figure 4a,b 

with density contours 1.5 times larger than the average solvent density. The structure displayed 

in the SDF plots is an average configuration calculated from the last portion of the trajectory. 

Maximum density regions are marked with solid orange (Cu) or yellow (S, as representative 

atom of the counterion) spheres. 
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Figure 4. Left: SDFs of copper (orange) and sulfur (yellow) atoms for TOCNF+GO+ions at low (a) 

and high (b) concentration. The orange and yellow regions represent density contours 2 times 

larger than the average solvent density. Maximum density is highlighted by spheres. The TOCNF 

(solvent accessible surface where the oxygens are light pink) and GO molecules (cyan sticks with 

red oxygens) are average conformations (reconstructed). Right: Atomic Cu-X radial distribution 

functions. c) TOCNF+GO+16 ions; d) TOCNF+GO+32 ions. X: O(TOCNF) are all the oxygens of 

the fibril; O(GO) all the oxygens of GO. This distinction is made because in ReaxFF the connection 

table is recalculated at each iteration and the oxygen initially connected to SO4 can become a water 

oxygen and vice-versa. S is the sulfur atom. 

    As far as the connection of Cu with the TOCNF and GO oxygens is concerned, inspection of 

the RDFs displayed in (Figure 4) suggests that Cu is well anchored on the cellulose surface 

through the cooperation of the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of both TOCNF and GO. However, 

a preference towards carboxyl oxygens is observed. This is highlighted by the first peaks at 1.8-

2.0 Å visible in all the plots. Considering the coordination number, most of the carboxyl-Cu 

interactions are due to TOCNF. At high ions concentration the adsorbed ions have the tendency 

to form clusters. On the contrary, in the simulations of six GO molecules in solution it was found 

that they were slightly interconnected but not stacked on top of each other and the propensity of 

the copper ions was to remain farther at around 4.5 Å from the GO capturing groups but still 
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bound through hydrogen bonds between the water molecules of the first coordination shell and 

the hydroxyl/carboxyl groups of GO (Figure 4d). 

    As it can be noticed in Figure 4a,b, the maximum density zones of Cu (orange contours) are 

all located on top of the TOCNF surface and sometimes the Cu atoms are found entrapped 

between the TOCNF interface and the GO sheets (Figure 4a). Most of the lower density regions 

are distributed near the TOCNF surface as well and only a few Cu ions remain in solution. This 

clearly indicates that not all of the copper ions were adsorbed onto the supports within the 

simulated time and some remained in solution coordinated to their corresponding counter ion 

(Figure 4a,b). It is interesting to observe that the copper ions distributions are more condensed 

than the sulphur ones. This is because their tendency is to accommodate stably on the support. 

Stability depends on the type of oxygens involved in the interaction and on the steric capturing 

mechanism induced by the compressing action of the GO sheets. The most stable and persistent 

attachments comprise carboxyl oxygens. On the contrary, sulphur distributions are sparser and 

spread, suggesting that the SO4 moieties tend to follow the motion of water and hydrated copper 

ions. These last ones are more mobile when adsorbed as CuSO4 clusters, especially if their 

orientation is toward the solvent (Figure S6b), and often travel from one site to another one in 

search of a sort of steadiness. The alignment of copper densities crossing the fiber, visible in 

Figure 4, implies the formation of a chain of adsorbed Cu ions (as shown in Figures S5 and S6) 

not strongly connected to the interface just because the interaction seems not involving carboxyl 

oxygens. Essentially, their motion is regulated by the reorientation of the hydroxyl moieties of 

TOCNF, which keep them connected to the surface.  

    At high copper concentration the formation of mixed (containing SO4 ions) clusters on the 

TOCNF surface was observed in dry conditions (Figure 5)� Different views of the final 

configurations of TOCNF+GO+ions obtained after drying the solvated models extracted from 

the dynamics. The drying process was performed by removing: all water molecules except those 

ones belonging to the first coordination sphere of the copper ions (top); all water molecules 

(bottom). In each picture (top and bottom) three sides of the final box, namely XY (top-left), ZY 

(top-right) and XZ (bottom) points of view, are shown, just to give an idea of the molecular/ionic 

arrangements there. Apparently, a more packed structure with small pores is obtained when a 

few water molecules remain entrapped between the fibrils and GO can adopt more relaxed 

stacked conformations laid on the fibril surface, whereas in the other case the formation of larger 

pores seems induced by a different arrangement adopted by the sheets, which are more bend and 

inclined in relation to the fibers. 
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Figure 5. Final configurations dried and packed. Top) all water molecules were removed except 

those ones belonging to the first coordination sphere of the copper ions; Bottom) all water 

molecules were removed. In each picture the XY (top-left), ZY (top-right) and XZ (bottom) points 

of view are shown. Apparently, a more packed structure with small pores is obtained when a few 

water molecules remain entrapped between the fibrils and GO can adopt more relaxed stacked 

conformations laid on the fibril surface, whereas in the other case the formation of larger pores 
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seems induced by a different arrangement adopted by the sheets, which are more bend and inclined 

in relation to the fibers. 

 

Figure 6. Surface morphology of TOCNF+GO membrane after adsorption of Cu(II) under 

different magnification and SEM-EDS spectra of the TOCNF+GO membrane after adsorption. a, b 

and c are the height images and d, e and f are the corresponding peak force images.  Red arrow 

displays the magnification of the square area. The circles point out the nano layer and 

nanoparticles on the surface of the membrane.  The SEM-EDS spectrum (g) indicates the element 

Copper exists on the TOCNF+GO membrane after adsorption. 
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    The experimental evidence confirms this scenario suggesting that the stationary phase is 

characterized by a TOCNF+GO membrane covered with a layer of nanoparticles and a few nano 

clusters (Figure 6a,b,c). In particular, in Figure 6d it is visible in the circled area a square shape 

particle that resembles a GO sheet combined with copper nano clusters supported on the 

membrane. In this case a detailed characterization is impossible due to the size of GO that 

partially envelops the metal ions. Further evidence of this phenomenon is provided by the AFM 

vedio images, which were used for monitoring the sample and probe movement (Figure S2d,e). 

They exhibit bright iridescence of TOCNF+GO membrane without Cu(II) adsorption, which is 

mainly the results of reflection of GO on the surface of the membrane under illumination during 

AFM measurements (Figure S2c). After Cu(II) adsorption, the iridescence becomes much 

weaker which is due to the copper nanolayer and nano clusters covered on the surface of the 

TOCNF+GO membrane, shading the GO reflection under illumination (Figure S2d). Moreover, 

SEM-EDS results consolidate that the Cu(II) were successfully adsorbed by the biohybrids 

membrane (Figure 6g).  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Advanced microscopy techniques revealed the self-assembly behaviour and the porous structure 

in TOCNF and GO networks and their biohybrids membrane. MD simulations significantly 

disclosed the nature of aggregation and pore formation inside the biohybrids membrane that 

seemed connected to the degree of bending of the GO basal planes, to the action of the solvent, 

to the intermolecular H-bond between the GO sheets and finally to their location in between the 

fiber skeleton. It was further demonstrated that copper ions are captured inside the biohybrids 

network through cooperative coordination of the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of both the 

TOCNF and GO components. Preferential interactions involve mainly the carboxyl oxygens and 

determine stronger adsorptions. It was observed that the tendency to accommodate stably on the 

support depends also on the steric capturing mechanism due to the compressing action of the GO 

sheets on the fiber surface. The formation of copper clusters on the fibers is also reproduced and 

their fiber-cross-linking action disclosed. All this perfectly agree with the experimental findings. 

This work provide guidelines to understand the behaviour of the other cellulosic and GO based 

biohybrids for the potential applications as ultralight aerogels, 37energy and memory storage 

materials,  38 hydrogel, tissue engineering scaffolds  39and robust supercapacitors 40 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS  

    Experimental Section: Materials. The TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibers (TOCNF) (1.0 

mmol/g, 1 wt%) were prepared and provided by Liu et al 41 Stockholm University, Sweden. 

Graphene oxide (4 mg/mL), Copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate (99.999 %), (3-Aminopropyl) 

triethoxysilane (APTES) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Distilled 

water was used as the dispersion medium.  

    Preparation of TOCNF and GO Based Biohybrid Membranes and Cu(II) Adsorption. 

1g/L TOCNF+GO (100/1, wt %) with a volume of 200 mL suspension were prepared by mixing 

20 g TOCNF and 0.5 mL GO suspension and diluted with distilled water. 5 mL TOCNF+GO 

suspension was vacuum filtrated after sonication for 3 minutes, using a filter membrane pore size 

of 0.45 um (DVPP, Millipore) and under filtration pressure at 1 bar. Two TOCNF+GO 

membranes were fabricated and one of the membranes was immersed with Cu(II) solution for 30 

minutes and then filtrated and rinsed by distilled water. The pure TOCNF membrane was 

prepared by the same method as the control sample. The TOCNF+GO membrane with and 

without adsorption with Cu(II) were air dried and investigated by microscopy and spectroscopy 

techniques both on the surface and cross sections. 

    Characterizations.  Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The topography of the samples with 

and without copper adsorption was performed with a Dimension Icon AFM (Bruker, Nanoscope 

controller, Santa Barbara, California, USA). The TOCNF and GO dispersed samples were 

prepared the same as our early study. 19 TOCNF+GO (100:1, wt %) suspension was drop coated 

on the APTES modified mica surface on the AFM metal disc and was used to characterize the 

structure of the biohybrids. The membranes of TOCNF+GO (100:1 wt%) with and without Cu 

(II) were directly glued on the AFM metal disc. The probes (Model: ScanAsyst-air, Bruker) were 

treated with UV Ozone Cleaner (ProCleaner™ Plus, US) for 20 minutes beforehand. The height, 

peak force error images were recorded under ScanAsyst air mode. The collected data were 

processed with software NanoScope Analysis 1.5 (Bruker).   

Scanning Electron Microscopy - Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS). The 

morphology of the pure TOCNF and TOCNF+GO (100:1 wt%) membranes was observed using 

scanning electron microscopy on a JEOL JSM-7401F microscope (Japan). The membranes were 

cut and anchored at 0 and 90 degree on the holder in order to check the surface and cross 

sections. The samples were sputter coated with gold for 20 seconds before measurements. 

Images were taken at 2 kV and around 10 mm working distance. EDS spectrums were operated 

at 15 kV and 10 mm working distance with accumulation time of 2 minutes which was used to 
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confirm the elements in the sample.  

 

    Computational Section: Preliminary Model Building. To characterize in detail the ability 

of cellulose nanofibrils (NFC) and GO to capture copper ions in solution and their supposed 

cooperation to undertake this task, we built a series of representative supramolecular models 

inspired by data available in the literature or kindly provided by the authors. 23,42,43 The infinite 

length of NFC was rendered through a periodic supercell with chains covalently bonded across 

the x border, whereas NFC packing was controlled by adjusting the dimensions of the simulation 

box in y and z directions. The crystal structure of Iβ cellulose determined by means of X-ray and 

neutron diffraction  44 was employed to create the sixteen NFC chains made of sixteen glucosyl 

residues each, which were aligned along the x direction of the supercell. According to the 

literature, to our previous experience on fibril structures 45,46and to the present experimental 

proportions, this size is a good compromise between computational cost and a meaningful 

comparison with the experimental data. 

    A reasonable configuration of GO (28 carbon rings) in line with the NFC model was 

downloaded from the Automated Topology Builder (ATB) and Repository site 47 and modified 

by replacing eight of the edge hydrogen atoms with carboxyl groups (Figure S1a). The new 

molecule was energy optimized quantum mechanically at the DFT/M062X/6-31G(d) level and 

the resulting structure was used as starting conformation in all the simulations. 

Before building the composite systems the behavior of the NFC model in solution was tested 

through a series of short (hundreds of picosenconds) all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations in the NPT ensemble, at 300 K and 1 atm. The volume of the system was allowed to 

change along the y and z directions that are perpendicular to the axis of the fibril (x direction).  

The analysis of the MD trajectories confirmed the stability in solution of the overall structure, 

which preserved both its morphology and crystallinity as a whole, although the exposed portions 

of the fibril (the twelve chains surrounding the core – made of four chains) reoriented their “side 

groups” (OH and CH2OH moieties) not involved in inter-chain hydrogen bonds towards the 

solvent. Then, the equilibrated configuration was subsequently modified to obtain a model 

functionalized with carboxyl groups (TOCNF). The procedure reflected the experimental 

TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxylradical)-mediated oxidation where the exposed C6 

primary hydroxyls of the surface (twelve chains in our case) were selectively replaced with C6 

carboxyls. 4,48 In the final model around 45% of the primary hydroxyls were mutated to COOH 

moieties. 
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    The new configuration was energy minimized and equilibrated in water solution through NPT 

MD runs (cell length, Lx, fixed) at ambient temperature and pressure. The final arrangement of 

the chains formed a slightly twisted fiber inflated around the edges (due to the interaction with 

the solvent). This model was used as starting geometry in all of the multi-component simulations.  

Complex Models and Simulation Set Up. All the MD simulations were carried out by means of 

the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF)/ReaxFF [E. J. Baerends et al. ADF, adf2014.05 [E. J. 

Baerends et al. ADF, adf2016.106 SCM, Theoretical Chemistry, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, 

The Netherlands, http://www.scm.com] and LAMMPs codes 49resorting also to the HPC 

resources offered by CINECA through the Italian Super Computing Resource Allocation 

(ISCRA) project IscrC_GOHNC. 

    The TOCNF model was surrounded by six GO sheets, which were placed in close proximity 

of the fibril surface, and the complex was inserted in a box of water containing around 4500 

molecules and 16 CuSO4 ions, randomly dispersed in the solvent (simulations at high ions 

concentration - 32 ions - were also carried out). The final size of the simulation box, after 

equilibration, was about 8.3 x 5.1 x 3.9 nm3.  The multicomponent systems consist of TOCNF, 

GO sheets, water molecules, Cu(II) ions and SO4 counterions (Figure 7).  

 
 

Figure 7. Multicomponent system consisting of TOCNF (solid surface – light red oxygens and grey 

carbon and hydrogens), six GO sheets (cyan sticks), Cu(II) ions (orange spheres) and SO4 ions 
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(yellow and red balls). Water molecules have been undisplayed for clarity. Periodic images are 

shown together with the simulation box (white parallelepiped). 

 

    The most crowded combination contained these species altogether, whereas the simplest cases 

were made of just one species and water. In order to disclose the synergistic effects due to the 

TOCNF+GO association on the ion trapping process, the capturing agents (TOCNF or GO) and 

ions were simulated independently, namely TOCNF +ions and GO+ions, and together but 

without the ions (TOCNF+GO). The latter simulations were useful to prepare realistic models of 

the TOCNF+GO complexes for further tests. Even though several other configurations were 

created and simulated in different environmental conditions to characterize tentatively fibril 

packing, drying, porosity, etc., for the sake of conciseness, we will focus only on the three main 

models mentioned above (TOCNF +GO+ions, TOCNF +ions and GO+ions) and refer to the 

other studies only to explain specific effects and behaviors observed experimentally. It is worth 

mentioning that reactivity was always on and no restraints were introduced in the systems. All 

species could interact with each other and modify their conformation in response to the 

environment.  

    MDs were carried out firstly in the NVT ensemble at T=300 K for about 200 ps in order to 

equilibrate the whole system at the chosen temperature and allow the GO sheets to get in touch 

with the TOCNF surface. Then, the equilibration was extended for other 500 ps in the NPT 

ensemble in order to reach the correct packing of all the system components and the appropriate 

density. Afterwards, production dynamics was performed in the NVE ensemble for about 2 ns 

and system structures were collected every 0.05 ps. 

    Temperature and pressure were controlled through the Berendsen’s thermostat and barostat 50 

with relaxation constants of 0.1 ps. The time step was set to 0.25 fs and the dynamics of ten 

different initial arrangements was explored, in each case. The final portions of these trajectories 

were combined and analyzed altogether. 

    The analysis was focused on descriptors that could be useful to disclose ions clustering and 

capture, namely atom-atom radial distribution functions (RDFs), spatial distribution functions 

(SDFs), various types of atom-atom distances and hydrogen bond networks. 

In order to estimate the influence of the TOCNF+GO complexation on matrix packing and 

porosity, selected structures were extracted from the trajectories, dried, by removing water and 

re-simulated in the NPT ensemble at ambient temperature till complete equilibration. 
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S1. The height images and measured size of TOCNF, and the GO sheets/ nano 

particles. 

 
Figure S1. The height images and measured size of TOCNF(a), and the GO sheets/ nano 

particles (b, c). The diameter of TOCNF and the thickness of GO sheets and nano 

particles were directly marked on the measured sites, respectively. 

 

 

S2. The SEM image of the crosssection of pure TOCNF membrane, the surface of 

TOCNF+GO membrane and and the vedio images of TOCNF+GO membrane before 

and after adsorption under illumination during AFM measurements.  

 

 
 

Figure S2. The SEM image of the crosssection of pure TOCNF membrane (a, b), the 

surface of TOCNF+GO membrane (c) and and the vedio images of TOCNF+GO 

membrane before (d) and after adsorption under illumination during AFM 

measurements (e). 
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S3. Different views of a pore structure filled with GO, ions and water. 

 
 

Figure S3. Three differ views of a pore structure filled with GO (carbons – cyan, 

oxygens – red, hydrogens –white stick representation), ions (Cu – orange spheres, SO4 – 

yellow/red balls and sticks) and water (red – O - and white- H - wires). TOCNF is 

rendered through a white solvent accessible surface. 
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S4. Drying and packing at high pressure till equilibrium and then equilibration at 

ambient pressure of a configuration extracted from the production run of the 

TOCNF+6GO+16 ions simulation. 

 

 
 

Figure S4. Drying and packing at high pressure till equilibrium and then equilibration 

at ambient pressure of a configuration extracted from the production run of the 

TOCNF+6GO+16 ions simulation. Two different drying conditions are compared: 1) all 

water molecules were removed except those ones belonging to the first coordination 

sphere of the copper ions (black line); 2) all water molecules were removed (red line). 

The plots show the evolution of the volume of the box as a function of the simulation 

time. 
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S5. Two different drying conditions are compared; final configuration of 

TOCNF+6GO+32 ions sampled after 2 ns. 

Figure S5. Final configuration of TOCNF+6GO+32 ions sampled after 2 ns. TOCNF 

and GO (blue), copper (orange) and SO4 (yellow) ions are rendered through solvent 

accessible surfaces. PBC are applied to give an idea of TOCNF+GO packing and pores, 

and of the relative positions of the ionic clusters. The white rectangle is the simulation 

box. 
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S6. A few typical arrangements of the copper ions adsorbed on TOCNF. 

 

 
 

Figure S6. A few typical arrangements of the copper ions (orange spheres) adsorbed on 

TOCNF. The ions could be trapped by the concerted action of the fibril groups with the 

GO ligands and their closeness could depend on the location of their binding sites. 

Connected counterions (SO4
2- - yellow/red balls) are entrapped as well. Cyan sticks 

represent GO molecules (C atoms). Water has been removed for clarity and the 

molecules/chains displayed are sometimes not complete for highlight the main features 

of the models. 

 

	






